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PY'ocedure.s for Certification of Commercial ApplicatOi.s
A person desiring .to become certified as a

commercial applicator in the State of Miqhi-
gan is required -to successfully complete a
minimum of two written examinations, one
addressing the general standards set forth in
the federal regulations (40 CFR 171.4(b) and
171.6), and the other(s), the specific require-
ments of the category or subcategory (40 CFR
171.4(c) and Regulation 636-Rule 4). A person'

applies.pesticideseby_aircraft or. by space
sfully com-fonrigation is required to su

plete an eiariiination foj
cation entployed

e method of appli-
gulation 636 Rule 4(b)).

Examination questions will be based on
Study materials contained in, the training
-*manuals t4t have been developed by the
Micniganate University Cooperative Ex-
tension Service.- Each Manual is.designed to

be self-teaching and contains a study
ofwith self-help questions at the end of eaCh

section.Tliis manual addresses only the gen-
eral standards required of all commercial
applicators. The specific standards ,required
for the category or subcategory, and the ,

additiaal requirements for aerial application
or space fumigation, are contained in separate

;unit manuals. Check the unit manu4s 're-
ceived to assure that you have the rkcessary
study materials for eabh category or subcate-
gory in which y toidesire to-become certified.

by ).Examinations will be given by appointmenetj
at any of the exam nation sits listed on th.
fee receipt has been returned to you.
Bring the fee receipt card with you to the ex-
amination site and -present it to the lamina-

lion monitor(fol ittarree.'

4 )
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SOME SUGGESTIONS FORS,TUDYING THIS MAN

The information presented in this manual is de- 3.
signed to assist prospective commercial applicators
to meet the certification requirements under the
federal guidelines. You may already know some of
it from your experience with pesticides. The man- 4.
ual has eight sections. A list of self-help questions
and instructions for completing the questions
are contained at the end of each section. These
questions are to 'assist you in.your studies and are
not necessarily the qtiestions on the certification
examination. If you encounter difficulties in using
the manual, please consult your county extension
agricultural agent or4epresentative of the' Michi-
gan Department of Agriculture for assistance.

Some suggestions for striding the manual are:

1. 'Find a place and time for study where you will `
' not be disturbed. .

2. Jd the entire manual thiough once to un-
rstand the scope arid form of presentation of
e material.' Aft0 ,

5.

AL

Then study one section of the ma ual at 'a time.
You may want to underline igloo ant points in,
the manual or take wlitten nbtes as you study
the section. f
Answer, in writing, the ses if -help questiopi at
the 4nd of each section. Instructions on how to
use the'self-help questions in yoUr studrare_in-
eluded with the questions. These questions are
intended to aid you in your study.,and_ to help
you evaluate your knowledge of the subject. As
such, they are an important part of your study.

.
Reread the entire manual once again when you

Ahave fi shed studying .all °fits sections. Re-
vt-ew with care any sections that you feel you do
nbt fully understand.

This Manual is intended to help you use pes-
ticides effectively and safely when they are'
needed. We hope that you will review it occasion-
ally to keel the material fresh in your mind.

USE PESTICIDES SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY

3
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SECTION IrPesticide 'aies

Public Law 92-516
92nd Zongress, H. R. 1;4729

OCtober 21, 1912,

21n 2lct
. 86 STAT. C

,

, amend the Federal Insecticide. Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, find fol
other purposes. Ar

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives" of the
, United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Acrmay

be cited as the "Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act Of 1972".

AMENDMENTS TO FEDERAL INSECTICIDE, FUNOICIDE,,AND RODENTICIDE ACT.

SEC. 2. The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act(
(7 U.S.C. 135 et seq.) is amended to read, as follows :

"SECTION L.SHORT TITLE AND TABLE OF CONTENTS.
"(a) SHORT TITLE. .This Act may be cited as the' -ederaI secti-

:Ide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Ace.7,a RLE OF CONTENTS.

FEDERAL LAWS. AND REGULATION

Federal Environmental Pesticide
Conirol Act

Th Federal Environmental Pesticide/cOntr
Act EPCA) of 1972 substantially a ends' e
Fede al Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodent 'c}de
Act ( IFRA) of 1947. FIFRit, was a mist ed by
the partrnent of Agriculture unt auth . 'ty was
trans erred to the Environme tal P otection
AgencY in 1970.

Here, are some of the major rovis ns provided
by the 1972 amendments wh' 'h are ost important'.
to you:

1.
pe

sticideesticide buses mu be c ssified as either
'general .otsrestricted.

2. Pesticide applicator must ecome. certified if
they wish to use re tricte pesticides.

3. The 1972 law ext &to estates the authority
to certify`applicdt rs, re ster pesticides, and in-
itiate programs/ desi ed to meet their loCaI
needs.

-4. EPA and the tates ill engage in a cooperative
program in force ent of the law and training
needs.

Federal
Envi ronn.
Pestiold
Contro

2 ,

'61 gta
78 Ste

5. e act provides 'civil penalties and criminal
penalties far individuals who violate provisions
of the act

There are several unlawful acts defined in the
amendments which affect both pesticide producerp
and th; ultiniate users. The unlawful acts which
are important to you are listed below:

Detach, altef, or destroy any part of a label.
Refuse to keep records, refuse to permit inspec-
tion, or refuse to permit sampling.,
Nfike a restricted use pesticide available to any-
one not certified.
Use a restricted use pesticide unless the

,applicator is certified, or the application is..rnade
by a competent person under the direction or
supervision of a certified applicator.'
'Use any registered pesticide in a manner incon-

'sistent with its labeling.

Civil PerialtieS
o ,1 A private applicator "who violates the Act after

written warning, or after a citation for a,prior
violation, may be.assessed a fine bf not rnore than
$1,000 foi each offense. , .

Any comniercial applicator who violates the act
may lie assessed a fine of not more than $5,000 for
each offense..

110



Criminal Penalties /.
A private applicator who knowinglY violates the

act is guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion, kay be fined not more than $1,000 or impra-
oned for not more than 30 days, or both.

A commercial pplicator who knowingly violates
the act is guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con-
viction, may be fined not more than $25,000' or im-

Y prisoned for not more than one year, or both,

1
'

Regulations
Transportation: Shipment of pesticides and

other dangerous substances across state lines is
.regulated by the Federal' Department of Transpor-
tation (DOT). The -DOT's Hazardous Materials
Regulations Board issues the regulations for pre=
paring these materials for transportation. The
board has grouped the materials into three classes;
with separate standards for each class'..Most pes-
tickles are 'in the middle category "Class B

'phisons." This means that they are somewhat
dangerous., poisons which are toxic tg,man and
which create a llealth hazard during traiisportaty.

2

Aerial application: Application of pesticides
from airplanes is regulated by the Federal Aviation
Adniinistration (FAA). Under FAA regulations it is
illegal for an aerial applicator to apply any pes-
ticide except according to federally registered use.
FAA determines the flying ability of.agricultural.
pilots-and the afety of their aircraft. .

II

Residues: Another law regulates he amount of a
pesticide that may remain on raw agric
products the residue. These amounts (cal ed tol-
erances) are set by EPA when the pesticid use is
'registered. ToleranoeA are expressed in ter

rt
of

parts by weight of the agricultural 'product. he
parts by weight of the pesticide for each 1 mi ion

same pesticide may have a different tolerance on
different products'. For example, it might ,have a
tolerance of 50 parts per million (PPM) on grapes
and 25 PPM on apples.

i

.4

If too much residue is' found on a product being
shipped front; one state to anothei, the shipment
may be seized and destroyed.

Instructions on all Pes-ticide labels take these
tolerances and residues into account. They will tell
you how many days before harvest the pesticide
may be applied., By folleWing the directions
exactly, you can be sere that you are not violating
the la*.

.5
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Occupational Safety Ad Health
Act of .1970

The Purpose of Congress in passing this law was
to assure safe and healthful .working conditions for
every. working man and woman in the nation, and
to preserve our human resources.

.The OSHA requires -anyone with eight or more
employes to kee'p certain records aid make
periodic 'reports. Most imporfantly, he must keep
good records of 'all wort-related deaths, injuries
and illnesses. Minor injuries needing only first aid
treatment need not betrecorded. But a record must
be made if the injury involves:

medical treatment,
loess of consciousness,
restriction of workor motion, or
transfer to another job.

MICHIGAN PESTICIDE
CONTROL ACT

l'he Michigan Pesticide Contro Act was enacted
to conform with -the requiremen OF the FPCA.
The act gives authority to the director of the
Michigan Department of Agriculture to register
pesticides sold within the state and to register pes-
ticides for special local needs. Authority is also
granted for the director to certify applicators who
use restricted .use pesticides, license pesticide
applicators engaged in the business of applying
pesticides, and license dealers who sell restricted

.usxestiaides.
e act/gives the director authority to promul-,

gate regulations for carrying out the provisions of
the 'act, including' but not limited to gulations
providing for:

.1. The collection; examination, and reporting the
results of examination of samples of pesticides
or devices.

2'. The safe handling, transportation, storage, dis-
play, distribution,-and dispiisTil pesticides and
their containers.

3. The designation of use Pesticides for the state
Or for specified areas within the state. The Di-
rector may include in the regulation the time
and conditions of sale, distributioj and use of
such restricted use pesticides.

4.,,The certification and licensing of applicators,
and the licensing of restricted use pes ide
dealers.

5. Retiring certified com mercialiipplicators to
t..maintain records with respect to a_pplications of

restricted use pesticides and maa such reports
as the director shall require by regulation.

6. Good practice.in the use of pesticides.
7. Certified applicators to use a pesticide in a

manner consistent with sits labeling including
adequate supervision of noncertiffed applicators
'where appropriate.

'The director is, authorized to enter upon any
public or Okivate preniises or other place, includ7

6

ing vehicles of transport, where pesticide~ or de-
vices are being used or held for distribution or
sale, for the purpose of inspecting and obtaining
samples lof Ay pesticides or devices or inspect
equipment or methods of application. (

A stimmar-y of $,he provisions of the ac't whi5:h are
most applicable to the certification of pe/s4cide
applicators is prdvided below to aid you in
familiarizing yourself with "Act

Pesticide Applicators
Any' person who uses or supervil the use of a
restricted use pesticide require4'to he cer-
tified.
Any person who shall adrrtise in any form or
who holds himself out to the public as being in
the business of applying pesticides shall obtain a
license prior to eugagin in such business. .
A licensed applicator shall comply with the cer-
tification requirements whether he uses a re-
stricted use pesticide or not.
Certification re.quirements are prescribed in
regulations promulgated by the director.
A certification fee of $10 must accompany the
application for a certificat
Certification is .viifid until revoked or for, a
periOd of three years.
A license fee of S20 must accompany the -appli-
cation for a license or renewal. The license shall
expire December 31 annually.
Licensed applicators must prckide proof of fia
nancial responsibilityi

Restrictions;" Denial of Certificate
or Licens'e
1. The certificate or license may restrict the appli-

cant to use a certain type of equipment or pes-t ticide if the director finds that the applicant is
qualified to use only such type.

2. Tel g director may refuse to issue a certificate or
icense or renewal thereof if the applicant dem-

onstrates a insufficient knowledge of any item
called- for n the application, has unsatisfied
judgments against him, or if* the equipment to
be used'by theopplicant is unsA or inadequate
to accomplish proper application of the pes-
ticides to he lised..

3

3. If the director does not qualify the Applicant
under this section; he shall inform the applicant
in-writing of the reasons therefore.

Exemptions from Act. _

1. Employees of a certifipd private applicator
acting under th/e supervision of such

applicator.
2. ,Commercial applicators applying general use'

pesticides indoors .other than insecticides,
roclenticides, avicides and molluscicides.

3. Persons applying general use pesticides on
their own Premises, or employees of such per-,..;
sons on such premises.

9s
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- 4. Doctors of medicine and doctors of veterinary
medicine applying pesticides during the course
of their' normal practice.

5. Personvonducting lahoiatory type research "in-
volving restricted use pesticides-.

Reciprocity,
Th,e Director 4nay enter into feciproc'al

agreements with other,state or federal agencies for
the purpose of accepting certification required for

'Pesticide applicattirs, provided that such states or
federal agencies have an apprOved program to cer-
tif)., applicators, and provided further that the re.-
quirements.for certification by such states or fed:.
eral agencies equal or exceed the certification re-
quireivents of this state.

Liability .
A certificate or license issued by the director

shall not exonerate the holder from responsibility
for damage resulting frorn misuse of p ,sticides
such as, but not limited to, overdosing, drifting, or
misapplicatiOn.

.

Restricted Use Pesticides.
Sales, or distribution 4-restricted use pestii4gTh`

shall be limited to licensed restricted use pesticide
deaers for resale or distribution to applicators cer-
tified under this att.

Enforcement
Stop use order Whenever the director shall have

reason to believe that an applicator is using or in-.
tending to use a pesticide in an unsafe or 4n-

Self -Ijelp Questions on Section 1 Pesticide Laws

Wow that you have studied eetion 1, answer the following ques-
tions. Write the answers with pe pil,without refer.rin& back to the text.

When you are satisfied, With you written answers, see if they are cor-
rev by checking them with the text.* Erase your answer and write in
the correct answer if ybur first answer is wrong: Note that' these ques:
Hats are not necessarily those t at are used in the .Certification exam-
ination..

adequate manner, or in a-manner inconsistent with
its labeling, the director 'shall order the app)icator
to cease the use of or refraitifrom the intended use
of such pesticide, mixtures, equipment or methods.
The order may be,either oral or written, and must
inform the applicator of the reason therefore.

Upon receipt of the order, the applicator shall-
, immediately comply there_with. Failure to comply
constitutes cause for revocation of the -license or
certification and subjects the applicator to the
penalty Imposedundeii section 16 of theMlichigan
Pesticide Control Act. .

The director of agriculture shall rescind the
order immediately upon being satisfied after in-
spection that tht reason therefore does not or no
longeeexists. The inspection shall be conducted as
soon as possible at the request of the applicator,
which may be either oral or written. The rescind-
ing order of the director may be oral and The
applicator may rely thereon. However, an oral
order shall be followed by a written rescinding or:
der.

Revocation, ,suspension of certificate or license:.
The director may at any time revoke; or suspend a
certificate or license for a violation of t is act or
regulations, or.any, order isSued hereunde or upon

or upon
y recip-

conviction undersectio 14 of the FIFRA,
conviction of any stag pesticide law of ar
rocating state.

'Penalty
Any person who shall violate 4ny of t pro -

,

of the Michigan Pesticide Control Act or
'regulations promulgated thereunder is guil of a
misdemeanor. Fines are levied at the discre ion of
the court.

.

1. What agency administrates the federal p
ticide laws?

The qtkstions Are arranged in the order that they Appear in the text

t ,

2. What are some unlawful acts defined in
ffileral.law?

3. Can violators of the pesticidq laws be impr
'onedt

7

ar

he
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4. What agetcy regulates the shipment of pes-
t ticides aclioss state lines? .

5. Is it legal for an aerial applicator to apply a
pesticide thae)s...at registered?.

6. What is meant by a pesticide residue?

. ?iv

.

7. Are you required to keep health and ,,safety
records under the Occupational Safety and
Health Act if you emplob five people?

8. Who administra/t<s the Michigan Pesticide.

9. Who needs to be certified for pesticide appli-
cation under the Michigan law?

10. Does .a licenc.9(1 applicator also require certifi-
cation if he does not use restricted use peg--
ticides?

11. 9oes'a person working under the supervision
of a certified applicator .also need to be cer-
tified?

12. Do dealers settling restricted use pesticides
need to be licensed?

A Control Act?
. 13. What does a stop use order 'mean?

I

`
4
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. SECTION 2: Pest Management

We often talk about the "war" against insects, or
diseases, or weeds, or rats. In a war between coun-
tries, would a general use only the army against his
enemy? Would he not also think about'navy to
blockade, the air fgrce to, destroy sources of muni-.
tion, propaganda to reduce the enemy's will to
fight, etc? If he would consider nuclear weapons,
he would also consider the consequences Of
dangerous fallout.

Yet, In our "war" againstkpests, how often do we
use the handiest or cheapest pAticide without
thinking of a better combination of methods or qf.
consequencips to file environment? Possibly, itis
too often,

manage-
ment,

management, or integrated pest manage-
ment, is a modern philosophy of pest c1ntrol that
says we should employ all useful tactics to keep
pests below econo ally harmful levels with a
minimum harmful patt to the environment. Let
us look at some amples.

EXAMPLES OF INTEGRATED
PEST 4ANAGEMENT

Preventing Termites in a Npw Howse
Suppose a neW house is to be built on a lot

wheie termites are plentiful and potentially de-
structive. Do we treat the entire property with an
insecticide to kill all termites'and repeat the opera-

tion as often as needed? Alte,rriatives are to treat
only the house foundation are ?A; keep wood out of
contact with the_grobrid; and use barriers to keep
termites from. getting into wooden members of the
house. This is an obvious example of sound pest
management.

Club Root of Cabbage
Cabbage and other, cole crops have been grown

for sevetal years on a faim. The club root disease
org4nism is so plentiful that cabbage production is
no longer profitable. tine solution would be to kill
the 'pathogen with a sutable soil pesticide and re-
peat as often as requir d. Good pest management,

, on the other hand, w uld have prernte8 the
buildup of the disease using disease-free trans- N.
plants and rotating the c op. .

.1

pest management. Other could be cited on many
These are simple and lither obvious examples of

different crops, including cotton, soybeans, citrus
and apples. Some:Of these are complex, involving
several control strategies.'1 1

Many of the tactics and iminciples of pest man-
agementagement have been kno n and used for many
years. But the_concept as ch, the toms, and some
of the methods are relative y new.

Our environment includes many kinds of plants
and animals, These interact with one anotits nd
with the physical world Cf soil, water and air. 11-

. 6



undisturbed ,"nature" there is a balance and con-
siderable stability but this situation does not pro-
vide us

we
adequate food and fiber. To provide

these, we have cut dur forests, plowed our prairies,
and planted crops. In so_doing, we have favored
certain plants and, animals. But in so doing we
have also provided abundAit food and shelter for
other plants and animals that are harmful to orrr'
crops and animals. These other plants and animals

weeds, disease qrganisms, insects, rodents,..and
birds we call pests.

Thus we see that when we change our environ-
ment, we change the interactions among plants and
anima sometimes in our favor land sometimes
not. 0 problem, then, is to make environ-
ment ess favorable for pests but still favorable for
our crops. How can we do.this?

The methods we use to redu'ce pest numbers we
can call "tactics." Some of these follow.

SOME TACTICS OF PEST
MANAGEMENT .

Resistant Varieties
Crops and animals vary widely in their resist-

ance to pests. By using resistant types, we make
the environmentless favorable for pests arrd easier
for us to keep them below harmful levels.

Biological Control'
. *

Many of our pests are introdtIced from other
. countries. Finding nd introducing their natural

parasites, predators; and disease organisms often
.:-

.
contr.ol or help'to reduce such pests. Biological
control is most common for insects, wites and some
weeds.

Cultural Control
. Planting, growing, harvesting and tillage prac-
tices may be 'favorable or unfavorable to pests.
Plowing and cultivating, for example, are harmful
tc weeds and to some insects and diseases. But

-they may. help to spread disease organisms and
nematodes. Other cultural practices such as crop
rotalgn, time of planting and fertilization all influ-
ence pests. Using cultural practices that reduce
test numbers and avoiding those that favor pests
will help protect crops. On some crops, 'this may be
the only control you needy

Pesticides
Pesticides must be used in many situations

where other tactics cannot prevAt tharmful pest
levels. Proper ,use is adequately described
elsewhere in this manual. The pest manageinent
concept includes the .use of pesticides where they
are needed and can be used safely. But they
should be selected and used in a manner harmoni-
ou with other tactics and not harmful to the envi-
ronment. Using pesticides along with biological,
cultural or other methods often works better than i
using any, one of these methods.by itself.



Other Tactics

. Other tactics tinchide attractants for monitoring
(or in sorhe instances control); hormones for con-
trol of weeds and insects, sterile male release, as
for the screw worm; quarantine to prevent pest
spreadi.to new areas; `and. eradication to eliminate
pests completely.

The way these tattles are used together inte-
grated is the strategy in pest management. An
example will help tb show this. The cotton boll

' weevil is so serious that it must be controlled by
pr.sticides to produce a profitable crop. But insec-
ticides applied during the regular season also kill
parasites and predators that normally control cotton
boll worm, white flies, and other potential pests.
The integrated pest management system for cotton
helps avoid this problenVIt involves:

,"

r

destroying cotton stubble in, the fall soon after
harvest to reduce the weevil food supply,
killing weevils before they hibernate by apply-
ing insecticides in the late -summer and. fall.
when they do not interfere with biological con-
trol of other pests, and
'planting trap crops in the spting and treating
them with insecticides.
This integrated system operated along with care-

ful monitoring for outbreaks of pests provides satis-
factory pest control with a miniriaminfa pesticides.

A new way to predict., if and when pests will
reach economically damaging levels (economic
thiesholds) is being developed, It uses monitoring,
sampling and computet analysis.

You should know about pest management pro-
grins in progress in your area so you can work
with them-to provide the best possible pest protec-
tion. cm,
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Self-Help Questions on Section 2 Pest Management.

Now that yOu have studied Section 2, answer the following cities:
tions. Write the answers with Pencil without.referring back to the text.
When you are satisfied with your written answerssee if they are cor-.
rect by checking them With, the text*,Erase your answer an4 write in
the'correct answer if your first answer is Wrong. Note,that these clues-
dons are n.ct necessarily those that are used in the certification exam-.
ination.

1. What is meant by "pest management"? *4. Could time -of planting b culturaViTontrolfor
a pest?

.

2. What is a "resistant variety "?

4;!..

3. Biological conttbl is most commonly used
against what types ofpets? \

'The queshons are arranged in the order that they appear in the text

.5. When should pesticides. be used_unde he pest
management concept?

%

k

6. What .affect do pe;ticides
weettl control have on the parasites and prt-
dators of the weevil and other insects? ,

9
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SECTION 3: Labels and Labeling.

What is a label? What is labeliAg? They are simi-
,

lar words, but they do not mean exactly the same
thing. First let's discuss the label. You know that it
is the information printed on the can, box or bag of
pesti This label serves many purposes':

To manufacturer, the label is a license to
sell."
To the state or federal regulatory agency, the
label is a way to control the production, distribu-
tion, storage, sale, use and disposal of the prod-
ucts.
Thelabel is also .the best way for regulatory
agencies to tell users about necessary safety and
environmental precautions.
To the buyer or applicator, the label is the best -
source of infoimation needed to use the. product
safely.
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Labels on containers are like people; some are
orderly and fairly easy to understand, while others
are so coiiiplicated that it takes a great deal of effort
togigure them out But all labels will live the
basic information you need, because this_ s re-
quired by laW. This section will explain all the
i tems that must be :on 'Idabel. You should be
thoroughly:familiar with them. -,

' Next, let's:looiat labeling. This is the word used
to describe all other information- that you' receive
about the product. Labeling includes such things
as brochures, flye s and information handed out at
the point of sale

)This
material must not differ in e

meaning from t e information the manufacturer
kairA tcrEPA when the product was registered for
use.

PARTS OF, THE LABEL
0

Brand Name
F

Every product has.its own brand 'name.sThis tells
you what company the product came from.

The brand,name is featured prominently on the
front panel, and is the most advertised and identi-
fiablemame for the product. .
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Ingredient Statement .

Every pesticide label must list.the ingredients in
the product. The statement is divided so that you
can quickly .see what the active ingredients are.
The amount of th active ingredient usually is
given as a percentag . It can be listed by either the
chemical name or the ommon name. For example,
1-napthyl N-methylcarbamate has been given the
common name carbaryl. The inert ingredients
need not be identified except by the percent of the
formulation they make up.
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Net Contents
The net contents number tells you how much is

in the container. This can be expressed in gallons,
pints, pounds, quarts or other units of measure.
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Naihe and Addresi of Manufactdrer
The law requires dip manufacturer of a product

to put the name and address of ate company on the
label. This is so you will know where to call for
information in case of an emergency.
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,Fiegistration and" Establishment Numbers
should look for two numbers on every con-

tamer of pesticides. One is a registration number
which shows, that the product has been .registered
with the federal government. It usually is found on
the front panel, and will be written as "EPA regis-
tration No. 0000-00." The other is an establishment
nuSer that idenlifies the factory which produced
the chemical. The law says that both these num-
bers must be on every pesticide label. -

If you use a product that has not been registered,
you will be breaking the law. So be sure to look for
these numbers before you Vv.
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Warnings and Precautions I'
To be effective, pesticides must' kill or reduce

the target pest. By their nature, they must be toxic
to some degree. You can tell the hazards of a prod-
uct by reading the signal words, symbols, and en-
vironmental Warnings on the label.

Signal words: One of the most important parts of
the label is the signal word. It tells you how toxic
the material is. The signal words that follow are set
by law and each mafnufacturer must use the correct
one on every label.

et
Signal Words

. DANGEIV
POISON

WARNING

CAUTION

Toxicity

Highly Toxic

Moderately
Toxic

Low-Order
Toxicity

Approx. Amount Needed
To Kill the Average Man ,
When Taken by Mouth
A taste to a teaspoOnful

,A teaspoonful to
a tablespoonful

An ounce to a pint

NO WARNING Comparatively More than one pint
OR CAUTION Free from
STATEMENT Danger

All products must bear the statement "Keep Out
of Reach of Children."

Symbols:- One of the best Ways to catch a per-
son's eye is with pictures or symbols. This is why a
skull and crossbones symbol is used on all highly
toxic materials along with the signal word
DANGER.

In addition, some produ9t labels use other sym-
bols to warn people against drinking, spilling or
breathing the`toxic material.

Pay attention to the symbols on the label. They
are there to help you remember that the contents
could make you sick, or even kill you.
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PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

DANGER

HAZARDS TO HUMANS
l& DOMESTIC ANIMALS)

Poionotol by swarlowaso or inlaslatiors
Do not brthe WWI stsrtt 00 not gat
in ayes Ayokl contatt warn Oltin Nov
s monk of marmot of typo paned by
the U S. Sw000 of Moo. for Di Nolo
Notepon Pa ansrancy seustanc
wn 0004000000
TO PHYSICIAN De Pato s rovo
Ws cholinesterase manna. Do not
Ira. oxisnOs "rah as 2-PAM 'Gm. Ado.
Oioo 2rno intrevenanly or subautaraa
oosly If in ay instill one drop of
Hornatrophin

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

This product Is toxic to fish. birds and
od.r wean'. girds fonlong On nested
was may be killed K* out of rY
body of water Do not many *Meerut*
off N Italy to man, Do ndt malt
awn wood*. conditions favor drift
horn afar trona Do not contaminable
wear by CIllonsni of oungenvont or dn.
Pad Of *am Thn pedal is laic to
boss and Mould net tre PIANO when
Ma awe actialy visiting the are

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL
HAZARDS

WARNING Planwriebia Keep may
from hem a open Mime

Environtriental warnings: Chemicals, such as in-
secticides, herbicides, anti fungicides, can betuse-

. ful tools, But improper or careless use can cause
bad results instead of good ones. To help keeg,this
from happer*pg, the label contains environmental
warnings that should be read 'and followed.

Here are some examples of environmental warn-
ings:

"This product is highly toxieto bees expqsed to
direct treatment or residues on crops."

, "Do not contaminate water by cleaning of
equipment or disposal of wastes."
"Do not apply where runoff is likely to occur ."
In the l'ufure, labels may contain more

generalized warnings against exposing bird, fish
and wildlife.

Antidotes and First Aid Instructions
If the material is hazardous, the label will give

emergency first aid measures, statements about
symptoms of poisoning, and a note to the physi-
cian. The pesticide label is the most important in-
formation you can take to the physician when a
person is,,suspected of being poisoned.
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ClassificaCt of Uses
Every pesticide label must show whether the

contents are for general use or restricted use. EPA
puts every product into one of these two classes.
Several things are considered before classifying a
pesticide use. They include:

the toxicity of the pesticide,
the way in which it is used, and
its ect on the environment.
General use: The section on Paws and regulations

stated, you remember, that if a pesticide will not
harm the environment to an unreasonable degree
when carried out exactly according to directions, it
can be classified as general use.

12 15



The label will ide tify general uses' with this
statement in the dire :tions for use: "General use
pesticides Thavailabl to the public." '

Restricted use: IA estricied pesticide use, you
recall, is one that could harm the environment or
the applicator -eve when used as directed. The
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cted uses this way: "Re-
r purchase and use only by
icators or by persons under

Sometimes the label will
uct to certain categories of
The restricted use state-
top of the front panel.

Use Instructions
The instructions on how to use the pesticide are

the most important part of -thethe label for you, the
applicator. This is the only' way you can find out
how to apply the product correctly to control the
pest that is causing the problem.

te

13

The use instruc ons will tell you:
in what form the product should be applied; for
example4vhether it must be incorporated or di- \
luted in water;
'how :much to use for each acre, square foot
other unit of measure;
where the material should be applied; and
when it 'should Ve
Anytime you fall to apply a pesticide according

to the 'directions on the label, you will be violating
the law. pe sure you read and understand the use
instructions for every chemical you use.-

TARGET PEST A D DOSAGE
Before yOu use any pes 'tide, you should re")1

'the label to fit but:
.1. whether the product is effective for the pest you

want to control (the target pest), and
2. `how much of the product (hat dosage) is

needed to control the target pest.
Do not use a prolict on a crop or for a pest not

listed on the label, and do not use more than the
recommended dosage. Before tAe product could be
registered, EPA required the Aanufacturer to con-
duct many tests to be sure these directions were
correct. By following them exactly, you wilt -

get the best results the product, can give, and
avoid violating the law.

Penalties
Remember, you will be breaking the law any

time you do not follow any of the directions on a
pesticide label. As the section on laws and regu-
lations explains, you may receive a civil penalty of
up to $5,000 even though you did not intend to
break die law. Anyone who knowingly misuses a
pesticide is guilty of a criminal offense and on
conviction could be fined up to -$25,000 and im-
prisoned for up to one year.

It Pays to Follow Label Directions.

6,
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Self-Help Questions on Section 3 Labels and Labeling

Nowthat you have studied Section 3, answer the following ques-
Mos. Write the answers with pencil without referring back to the tixt.
When you are satisfied with your written `answers, see if they are cor-
rect by, checking them with the text.* Erase your _answer and write in
the correct,answer if your first answer is wrong. Note that these ques-
tions are not necesstirily thdse- that are used- in the zertification exam-.

1. ,What 7. What does.' the symbol of the skull and
crossbones indicate about the toxicity of a
pesticide?

2. What is meant bg labeling?

3. Whgt is a brand name?

4. Willat is a comon.name?"

5. What is an active ingredient in a pesticide
formulation?

What is meant by an environmental stop-
meat on a pesticide label?

9. Should you take the pesticide label to the
medical doctor in case of suspected poisoning
from the 'pesticide?

10. What is meant by a restricted use pestici

46. Match the following signal words:
a. Danger/Poison 1) 'Low order toxicity
b. Caution 2) Highly toxic 11. C a pesticide legally be applied for some

use not cited on the label?c. Warning 3) Moderately toxic

4

'The questions are arranged irithe order that they appear in the text 12. What is meant by a'target pest?

sti
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ON 4: Types of .PatiFides
pesticide is a chemical su stave ormixture of

el substances used to destroy, prevent, or control a
,tpt. Pesticides also include:

r,'gubstances or mixtures' of substanceis used .to
fegulate, defoliate, or dessicite plant growth;," and
substances or mixtures of substances used tott-
tract or repel pests.

I"Insecticide: a pesticide used to control insects.
and other related joint-legged animals' such as
ticks, spiders, centipede4, sow bugs and pill
bugs.
Milicide orfAcaricide: a pesticide used to control
mites.
Nematicide: a p'e'sticide used to control nernh.

, Lodes (nemas).
Fungicide: a pesticide used to control fungi:
Bactericide: a pesticide used to control bacteria.
Herbicide: a pesticide used to control weeds.
Rodenticide: a pesticide used to control rodents.
Avicide: a pesticide used to control birds.
Piscicide: a peSticide used to'control fish. ;

Molluscicide: a pesticide used to control
mollusks, slugs, snails and barnacles.

. Plant Growth Regulator: a pesticide used to
stop, speed up or in any way modify normal

}plant processes.
Defoliant: a pesticide used td remove unwanted
plant growth.
Dessidant: a pesticide used to kill plant foliage
to make harvest easier.'
Repellent: a pesticide used to divert a pest from
A crop; animal, product, or structure.
Attractant: a pesticide used to lure a'pest to a
location.

THE CHEMICAL NATURE OF
' PESTICIDES

Pesticides can be.gropped according to their ori-
gin. These are;.-
1.1norganic Pesticides, 'or mineral origin; the

more common elements used to make inorganic
pesticides are argenic, copper, boron, mercury,
sulphur, tin and zinc.

tP

. 2., Plant-derived organic pesticides, extracted from
plants pr plant parts;.,some corn on _plant-
derived. organic pesticides are rOlenone, red
squill, pirethrins and strychnine..

3. Synthetic organic pesticides; man-made pes-
ticides Containing carbon, hydrogen, and sev-
eral other elements such as ,chlorine, phosphor-
ous, and nitrogen; examples of synthetic organic
pesticides are: 2', 4-D, atrazine, captan, parathir
on and carb

18
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HOW PESTICIDES WORK
Protectants: pesticides applied' to plants; ani-
mals, structures and products to prevent pest es-
tablishment.
Sterilants: pesticides applied to' control pests by
rendering them incapable of normal reproduc-
tion. *
Broad-spthrum pesticides: chemicals that rer
duce loss dile to two or-more pests of a particular
crop. They are sometimes labeled multipurpose,
disease control chemiCals. A material capable of
controlling scab, powdety mildew and mites on
apples, for example; is broad-spectrum in its ac-
tionpThis Category of pesticides is somewhat
more general than the others since a broad-
spectrum pesticide may be a protectant, Ii-
cant or systemic in its action..
Contacts: pesticides' that kill pests simply by
contacting the pest.
Systemics: pesticides that are moved within the
animal or plant to till the pesi without harming .

the host animal or plant.
Fumigants: pesticides which skill the pests by
giving 6ff a gaseous vapor.
Many of the synthetic organic pejticides-work in

one or more of the above listeVways. Read the
pesticide label to find out how the pesticide you
use works.

TYPES OF FORMULATIONS AND
'N PRINCIPLES TN USE

An active ingredient can rarely be used as origi-
nally manufactured. It is usually mixed with other
substances to make it convenient to handle and
safe, easy and accurale to apply. Wheh the active
ingredient is put into a mixture, we calltit a pes-
ticide formulation. A formulation is made up of aCs
tive and inert ingredients. The final pesticide for-, mulation is ready for use, either as packaged or di-
luted witkwater or othecarriers.

Liquids
Emulsifiable concentrates (EC or E): An emul-

sion is one liquid dispersed, usually as very small
drops, thrbughoi another liquid. An, emulsifiable,
conceptiatetEC.,'is a liquid formulatidn pf a pes-
ticideticide which can be mixed with another, liquid to
form- an emulsion. EC's usually contain two to six
pounds pV gallon of active ingredient. Water is the
usual liquid EC's are mixed with, but some EC
formulations are made to be added to oil or other
petroleum carriers. Many pesticide active ingre-
'clients are not soluble'in water, but are soluble in
some oils or oiher solvents. In EC's the active in-
gredient is dissolved in an oil /or solvent,' and
emulsifying agents and qlher adjuvarits are added
to the formulation --s'\ that the EC can be milked
with.;,vater to form a "milky" emulsion. The emul-
sion then can be conveniently sprayed. Little agita-

16

.tion in the spray tank is normally required when
using EC's.

When EC's are combined with other products,
special mixing, agitation, or compatibility agents
may be needed to prevent separation. Some crops
are sensitive to EC's and may require a different -
formulation, such as wettable powder or a dust.

High concentrate, liquids, spray concentrates:
These formulations may be ,thought of as special
EC formulations. They usually contain a high con-
ceotration of the active ingredient, 'often eight or
more pounds per gallon. Mostare designed to be
mixed with water and oil. They contain chemicals
that allow the formulation to wet, spread, and stick
well. Ultra-low-vohime (ULVi. concentrate mate-
rials are designed to be used directly without
further dilution and they may c6ntain only the pes-
ticide itself.

Low concentrate liquids: These formulations
contain low amounts of the active ingredient and
are usually solutions prepared to be used as pur-
chased with rib .fiirther dilution. This type of for-
mulation is most often used for controlling house-
hoW pests, Mothproofing, or as a livestock spray or
a space spray in barns.

Flowables (F or L): Some active ingredients can
be manufactured only as a solid, or at best, -a
semisolid material. They usually have relatively
low solubility in water or _other organic sdlvents.
These pesticides are often formulated as flowable
liquids. The active ingredient is very finely giound
and suspended in a liquid along with special sus-
pending chemicals and additives. In this form the
f&mulation can be mixed with water and applied.

19
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Flowables seldom clog spray nozzles and require
only mgiderate agitation. They usually handle as
well as arrEC formulatiOn.

Solutions (S): Some active ingredients are com-
pletely soluble iri water or-organic solvents and in
their original state they ate liquid's, The pesticide
is formulated in an appropriate solvent or water
and exits as a true solution or in a molecular state.
Solutions, if properly prePared- for special uses, do
not leave unsightly residues. They, will not. clog
spray equipment. Some formulations of this type
damage crops. Where this-is a problem, other for-
mulations will have to be used.' /

Aerosols: The active ingredient ios in a formUla-
tion in a can under pressure. One or more pes-
ticides may be in the same fonhulation. The pro,

.pellant drives the formulation out through a fine
spray opening. The percentage of active ingredient
is, usually very low in aerosols, Convenience of use
isithe major advantage. Aerosols are mainly used in

_ .the'garden and home, occasionally in greenhouses. and barns, and seldom- in commercial agriculture.
in addition to pressurized aerosols, there are ther-

, mal)and mechanical aerosols which are used in
special-situations.

*,

VP

Pressare liquifiec 4ases::Some active ingredients-
are gases in their natural form. When placed under
pressure in a container some still remain as a gas,
but many of them become a liquid type -of
formulation is'stored under pressu (high or low
depending upon\ the product). When applied, it
usually is injected direCtly into the soil, or released
under tarps, or into a vessel such as a grairrstorage
elevator. Some types of nerhaticide, kinligant and
rodenticide materials are examples of this type cif.
formulation.

V

elSom liquid formulations, not regifiring storage
under presstire, turn to a gas or vapor after they are
applied to the soil or crop. If the formulation is an
insecticidal chemical it may depend on the vapors
of the active ingredient to do most of the pest kill-
ing. In.herbicide products, the liquid must be in-
corpoiated into the soil before it turns to a gas.
Otherwise, it could be lost to the atmosphere.

Dry
Dusts (D): A dust formulation usually consists of

the active ingredient mixed with an inert material
such as a talc, clay, powdered nut hulls o?-volcAnic
ash in concentrations ranging from 1-10 percent.
All the ingredients are finely ground to a fairly uni-
form particle size range. Adjuvants are often added
so that the formulation- will store well and handle
properly. Some,active ingredients, are prepared as
dusts because they are safer for crops in this form.

40 .
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If they were EC's they might injt e the crop. Dusts,
are always used dry and should never be mixed
with water. The very small particl s in dusts make
them subject to drift into nontar et areas during
application. Always apply them efully. Never
apply them under windy 'conditions Dust formula-
tions are available for use on seeds, plants and

. animals. Por vertebrate,animal contiol, dusts can'
be applied in small patches. or burro
mals come in contact with them. The
killed as they swallow the pesticide wh
their feet and fur.

thes so ani-
animals are

e cleaning

Granules (G): Granular formulations are dry
formulations, usually made by applyin a liquid
formulation of the active ingredient to p rticles of
clay or other porous materials such as co cobs..or
walnut shells. The' granule, carrieris- pre aced itY
advance to a standard size and then the li id for=
mulation is added. The liquid added ingre ient is
absorbed into the granules,'or coats, the out ide of
the gianules, or both. Other materials m y be
added to make the formulatio nd well. The
percentage of active ingredients i a granul for-
mulation ranges from 2-40 percent. Granular fOr-
mulations are safer to Wily than EC's o; dusts.
They are most often used as soil treatments. They
may be applied either directly to the soil or over
plants. They do not cling to plant foliage, but they
may be trapped in the whorls of some plants.

ehable pbwdera (WP or W): These are dry'
po dered pesticide fprmulations that,look-like
dusts; But, unlike.duVs, they contain Wetting and
dispeving. agents., WettaDle powders are usually
much' more concentrated than dusts, containing

'14-et5 percent active ingredient (most WP formula-
tions' have' a concentration of active ingredient
greater than 50 percent): They are made to mix
with water, and when mixed they form a suspen-
slim. Good agitation.is needed in the spray tank to
keep the formulation in suspension since it does
not form a true solution. Some pesticide products
can be prepared. as wettable 'powders but not' as ,

EC's because Of the nature of the aetive ingredient.
Properly prepared wettable powder formulations
spray well and do not clog nozzles, but may be ab-
rasive to-'pumps and nozzles. Most wettable pow-
der formulations are less likely to dainage plants
than EC formulations. Wettable powders and EC's
ale the formulations most widely used.

Soluble
wettable po
soluble pow
solve and f
spray tank is
solution but after

.5 u
The percent of ti

f7, above X50 perc t.
available.

e

co

era (SP): Soluble powders, like
s, are dry formulations. But'when
are added to water, they will dis-
true solutions, Agitation in the

times required to get, them into
at no more agitation is needed.
e ingredient-in an SP is usually

of r/fanx SP formulations are
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44.

Poisonous baits: A poisonous bait formulation, is
a pesticide mixed'with,water, food'or other attrac-
tive substance. The attraction of the bait base
and/or the placement of the bait convenient to the
target animals causes them to eat enough pesticide
to cause theirttdeath. Baiiforrnidations are useful in
controlling micerats and other rodents. They.also
are used to control ants, flies, alid other insects.
Whole areas or simple spot treatment can be done
with bait formulations. Baits can d in build-
ings and outdoors. The percents of active ingre-
dient in bait. formulations is q, ite to usually
below 5 percent.

INSECTICIDES
4 o t

Studies of biological control of insect pests
which reduce the yield and quality of Michigan's
crops are intensively underway. Until these
methods can be perfected, insecticides will con-
tinue as a major means of protecting these crops
from insect attack. There are hazards and wastes
associated wi insecticides if used indiscrimi-
nately or wi out precaution. Therefore, appli-
cators mus completely understand insecticides,..
equipment and the means of their safe and proper
use. Suggestions on the use of insecticides for in-
sect control appear periodically in the recomv

,rnendatis issued by the Michigan Cooperativi
Extension Service. The recommendations are, of °
neceNsity, brief and are written with the assump-
tion that the applicator is familiar with insecticides ,
and their use. When a new or major insect problem
necessitates the use of chemicals on a crop that-
previonsly required little protection, the applicator
may have limited knowledge and familiarity with
the insecticides. The following discussion on the
different types of insecticides, formulations, and
methodsof handling and application is designed to
increase your knowledge about pesticides and en-
courage their discrete and proper use.

Insecticides are chemicals used to limit.insect
numbers on food and fiber crops, on man and.ani-
mals and inside and outside of swellings. While
their use primarily against insects, "insec-) ,
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ticides't are often used on pests other than insects
(such as mites, spders, ticks, .and centipedes).
Generally, insect cides have specific activity
against a certain gro p of insects or mites and may
be -relatively ineffective against others. It is im-
perative` that you recognize this fact and un-
derstand the different characteristics of the chemi-
cals classified, as insecticides. The insecticide rec-
ommendations from the Extension Service are
based ondefinite testing to establish which chenii-
cal,- at which rate of application gives the desired.
'results `against the target pest. Remember, such
recommendations will more than likely enan
from year to year in response to newer, more effec-
tive chemicals and procedures.

In the past i'nsecticidSs were classified on their
,_mode of entry into the insects; such as stomjich,
Tumigint, or contact poison. However, with the de;
VeltSpinent of the modern insecticides, which may
at in a combination of ways upon an insect, such
classification no longer holds. Classification is now
based von the chemical nature of the insecticide.
T categoriesegories are: (1) organic chemicals of plant

--.,or animal origin; (2) inorganic chemicals; (3)
synthetic organic chemicals; (4) fumigants; (5) re-
pellents, and attractants.

. Organic Chemicals .

These Chemicals occur in nature in plants, ani-
mals or, as in the case of oils, as a result of the
breakdown of plants and als. In ed in the
plant organic group are nicotine, otenone and
pyrethrum. They are rapidly broken own by sun-.
light: leaving little toxic residue. Many of these
ctompounds have contact, stomach and fumigant ac-
tions and are commonly employed in aerosol
sprays'to,pKoduce rapid knockdown of the insects.
Petroleiim oils, upori,re finement, are commonly
-used as contact insecticides, acaricides (against
Jnites) and Ovicides, (against the egg) and are
.appjjed both during the dormant and growing
period of plants. In general, oils suffocate the-in-
sect, mite or egg by covering it with a thin film
which prevents normal exchange of oxygen.

Biological iwtecticides, naturally occurring dis-
eaSes" of the insects, can also be used for i ect
control. The best known are the bacterial dise se
agents Bacillus thurengiensis and B. popillae.
Skich diseases are specific .to a certain insect
'species, break down rapidly upon exposure to light
and leave little or no harmful residues. These dis-
eases are applied as a spore suspension to the plant

.part where the insect feeds in order to ensure the
ingestion of the spores. Once ingested, the spores
paralyze the gut of the insect preventing further
feeding andeventually they invade other parts of
the insect's body.

here fare .other types of 3iologicals" such as
fungi, rus and nematodes which are being
*studied.for controlling insects.,
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Inorganic Chemicals

The inorganic chemicals are effective solely as
stomach poisOns. Lead arsenate, Parisgreen,.sulfur
`and sodium fluoride are examples of stomach.

-, poisons receiving Much use kin the past. Their po-
tential for insect control is questionable when
compared to the more efficient synthetic organic
chemicals.

Synthetic Organic Chemicals
This is by far the most important group of insec-

ticides now available for pest control. They can be
separated according to their chemical makeup into
the following groups:

Chlorinated hydrocarbons: These chemicals are
characterized by their long residual properties im-
portant in long-term insect control such as for ter-
mites, grubs and wood boring insects. Included in
this group are DDT, dieldrin, chlordane; lindane,
endrin,nethoxychlor, BHC and others. Because of
their persistence and the tendency to accumulate
in fat and in nontarget organisms, their use is being

plimited to essential uses where less persistent al-
ternative chemicals are not available. Their toxicity
to humans ranges from quite toxic (endrin) to rela-
tively safe (methoxychlor) but in, general are less
toxic in man than the organic phosphates. The
chlorinated hydrocarbons shohld be limited- for

,those essential uses where a less persistent altern
Live is not available.

Organic phosphates: Unlike many of the c ori-
nated hydrocarbons, the organic phosphate sec-
ticides are in general, more acutely toxic man.
They have a short residual life, being brok' n down
by exposure to sunlight, heat and water They af-
fect the nervous system of anim an& ill insects
by contact; fumigation -and stomac v poisoning.
Examples of the organic phosp tes include
parathion, malathion, Guthion, d' zirron, TEPP,
ethion, Vapona and other pestic' es. Certain or-
ganic ph,o;sphate insecticides e ibit systeinic ac-,
tion in plants and animals. T s ability to be ab-
sorbed and translocated into he plant sap or the
blood stream of animals in eases their efficiency
for pest control. Sdme sy emics presently avail-

. able are dimethoate, met, Di-Syston and
Meta- Syftox -R. The or is phosphates do not ac-
cumulate in body tissues like the 'chlorinated hy-.
drocarbons but can reduce the levels- of cholines-
terase (an important chemical of the nervous sys-
tem) upon repeated exposure.

Because of their short residual life and quick ac-
tion, against insects, the 'organic phosphates have
been and will continue to be used extensively in
all aspects of agriculture. These materials must be
handled with extreme care because of their inher-
ent toxicity to man.

Carbamates: The carbamates are nerve poisons,
like the organic phosphates. Many carbamates are
of recent development and show a wide range of

variability in toxicity and residual life. Some of-the
more commonly used carbamates include Sevin,
Matcil, Baygqn, Isolan, Furadan, and Temik. The
carbamates slt considerable range -in toxicity
from safe (Se in) to extremely toxic (Terrine). They
also exhibit variability in/action including stomach,
contact and systemicproperties. Residual proper-
ties of most carbamates exceed many of the organic
phosphates;hence their use as residual treatments
is often employed.

Dinitrophenols: //the dinitrophenols are ex-
tremely, toxic"- to an and are harmful to many
plants. Therefore/ they are most commonly em-
played as dorm t sprays. They are especially ef-
fective agains mites, scales and aphids when
applied Burin he period of, plant dormancy. Their

_action is pri arily as a contact poison against in-
seas but they are also used against mites, plant
diseases and weeds. They have also been used as a
blossom thinning agent on certain fruit trees. Some
of the more common dinitrOphenols aft Elgetol,

ICrem'te, DNOC and

Fu tgants
hese are gaseous 'poisons used to kill insects

d other organisms in a confined space. Their use
is limited to warehouses, railroad cars, soil inhabit-
ing insects and nematodes and te, products 'en-
Closed in gas type wrappin s or writs. 'They are
commonly used to eliminate in in stored grain
products. Some common fumigants inc u e methyl
bromide, hydrogen cyanide, carbon tetrachloride,
carbon disulfide_and other's.They are hazardous to
employ because of the danger of accidental poison-
ing to man or other animals and also because of the
-flammability of certain gases. <.

Attractants and Repellents
The principal use of repeilants has been against

Mosquitos; biting flies,' fleas, ticks and chiggers
which attack man and animals. Indalone, diethyl
toluamide, ethyl hexanediol, dimethyl carbamate
and others have been employed for use On -man.

andrepellent
include diebutyl succinate,

and butoxy polypropylene glycol.
Attractants are compounds used for sampling. ,

populations and luring insects to traps, poison bait'
,or away from crops; or for reducing. the repellent
prop ies of certain sprays. Compounds used in
attractan include molasses, sugar, &iglure, yeast
extract, gera 1, sex pheromones and others.
While thex1/4use of attractants has been employed
sparingly in insect control they are often quite sp
cific, thus providing a selective weapon against the
target species.
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FUNGICIDES
Fungicides, chemicals designed for the control

of plant disease caused by fungi, are the usual
means of controlling plant diseases in the field,
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greenhouse and storage. Some fungicides are toxic
to Most kinds of fungi while-others are specific to
only-a few species.

Most fungicides are used as protectants;,they ar
applied to plant surfaces before the fungus arrives
and provide a barrier to infection. A few are
eradicants or disinfestants; they are applied after
the fungus has begun to invade the leaves, fruit
afid stem. They may kill the fungus inside the
plant or prevent it from sporulating and spreading.
The disinfectant type fungicides are used primarily
to clean storage areas before use.

Fungicides are used in many ways. The largest
quantity is used as sprays or dusts. They are ided
botlh by the urban backyard gardener an the
professional agriculturalist. Direct treatmekt of
seeds, tubers, bulbs and roots by the nurserynrimn
or seed distributor is another important use of fun-
gicides. Some fungicides are designed to be used
in the soil as fumigants or to be mixed directly into
the plant soil.

Hundreds of chemicals have been used for the
control of fungus diseases. They are classified,
however, into two groups: the inorganic and the
organic types. The two main inorganic fungicides
are copper and sulfur compounds. Although these
chemicals were used almost exclusively for disease
control before World War II, they have been gen-
erally replaced by the organic fungicides. In many
cases, the new' compounds are less injurious to
plant§ than were the inorganics.

Inorganic Fungicides
Copper compounds: Bordeaux mixture has been

used for nearly 100 years for disease contrOl4Con-
. sisting of soluble copper sulfate mixed with hy-

drated lime in water, it is used as a spray. The lime
safens the mixture and improves control by stick-.
ing the copper onto the plant.

The "fixed" or :Insoluble" copper compounds
- have generally replaced Bordeaux mixture for dis-

ease control. There are several fixed copper prod-
ucts available, containing either basic copper sill-
fate, basic copper chlorides, copper oxides, or vari-
ous other formulations. They are used as sprays or
dusts for the 'control of certain fungal and bacterial
diseases.

Sulfur coi4Ounds: .Sulfut was the first known
fungicide and is still used extensively today for the
control of certain foliage and fruitiseases. Sulfurs
are known particularly for their effectiveness in
controlling powdery mildews. They. are used as
dusts or as,sprays. Although several formulations of
sulfur exist, they fall into three types wettable
sulfur, sulfur paste and lime-sulfur. Theswettable
sulfurs are the most common types used today.
Lime-sulfur, a .ipecial mixture of hydrated lime
and sulfur, was used extensively for insect and dis:
ease control at one time, but today, like sulfur
paste, is decreasing in importance.

Mercury compounds: Mercury, both inorganic
and organic forms, was used extensively as a fun-

,
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gicide for seed treatment and to a lesser extent as
foliar spray until recent years. Due to their possi I

ble contribution to mercury contamination of th 1.

environment and their toxicity to humans and an
1mals, mercury compounds have been suspended
I I

for use as fungicides. Organic fungicides have es-
sentially

-,
replaced the mercuries. - j

Y

Organic Fungicides I 1
..,

/
Carbamates: Development of the carbamate

1

fungicides was a major breakthrough in fungicide II

chemistry. Because of their value to mankind in
preserving food and fiber, the discovery of the car- , ,

bamate fungicides is comparable to the discovery,
of DDT as an insecticide. These compounds are ,

still used throughout the world to control a variety,
of diseases on many crops. .

The carbamate fungicides are all derivatives dr
dithiocarbamic acid, an organic acid used in vi k
caning rubber., They are classified into three
groups: (1) The thiuram disulfides. These are KO
under many trade names such as. Thiram, Arasan,
Tersan, Thylate, etc. and are known by the com-
mon name of thiram. They are used for seed and
bulb treatments against certain foliage diseases,
particularly the rusts, and 'as soil-drenches for
damping-off and seedling blight. (2) The dithio-
carbamates. Ferbam and ziram are the imp rtant
members of this class, Although they are not sed
as much today as in the past, they are still use to
some extent for the control of certain foliage is-
eases on vegetables, ornamentals and fruit tre s.
(3) The ethylene bisdithiocarbamates. Naba
zineb, and maneb are important members of this
Class. They areused 'extensively on vegetables
for the control of several diseases and also on
flowers, turf and fruit crops. Like the dithiocarba-
mates, each of these chemicals contains a metal
such as sodium, zinc, iron or manganese.
. Quinones: Several quiciones-have been tested as
fungicides but- only two, chloranil and dictIone,
have been developed for use commercially.
Chloranil, the--frrst of the organic fungicides, is
use4 primarily as a seed protectant and is sold
unde-F-tte trade name Spergon. It has limited use
as a spray or dip treatment. Dichlone is used as a
foliar and, fruit protecipt on fruit and certain other
crops. It also has some use as a seed vfotectant.
Dichlone is sold as Phygon, Phygon XL, etc..
- Benzene compounds: There are several fun-
gicides in this chemical class but most of them are
relatively specific in the pest they control or in
how they may be used. Dexon and pentachloroni-
frobenzene (PCNB or Terrachlor) are used primari-
ly for the control of soil-borne diseases. Dinocap
is specific for.powdery mildew and is sold under
the trade name of Karathane or Mildex. Dichloran
or Botran prevents decay of fruit crops caused by
Rhizopus, a common bread mold. It is used as foli-
ar spray or soil fungicide on .vegetables, flowers;
and fruit or as a postharvest treatment on 'certain
fruit and vegetables. Daconil is a relatively new



compound for use on vegetables and certain other
crops. It differs from the other benzene 'com-
pounds in being effective against a spectrum of
f oliage andingtpathogens.

Heterocyclic-compounds: There are two groups
of the compourtds.
1. Benzimidazoles. The benzimidazoles are sys-

temic fungicides and include thiabendazole
(TBZ) and benomyl. These compounds are in
the early stages of development commercially,
having been registered to date on only a few
crops. They are particularly effective against the
ascomycete fungi, a group that includes a large
number of plant pathogens. Benomyl appears to
be active at slightly lower rate's than thiaben-
dazole. Because they are systemic, there is a
great hope that they will be effective against
internal pathogains and less subject to weather-, ing. Since they are translocated to the new
grOwth, new leaves or shoots should be pro-

, tected.
2. Trichloromethylmercapto compounds. This

group includes three closely related fungicides
captan, folpet, and difolatan. Captan was the

first to be developed. It is used for the control
of a large,number of fungus diseases of fruits,
vegetables, and ornamentals in foliage, seed,
and soil applications. Folpet and difolatan have
similar properties and are used where they aFe
more effective than captan. Difolatan is known
particularly for its ability to resist weathering
and provide extended control.

Guanidine's: The main fungicide in this class is
dodine. Sold under the trade name of Cyprex, it-is
used for the control of foliage diseases of apples,
cherries, strawberriesand roses. It is used primari-
1 N s a protection but is also'a good eradicant
aga st apple scab.

Antibiotics ,

In addition to the two major groups of fungicides
(organic and inorganic) antibiotics may also be in-
cluded as a it sser grqup of fungicides. Antibiotics
are chemical substances produced by microor-
ganisms which are toxic to other microorganisms.
Penicillin, produced by the fungus Penicillium
notatum, is an example of an antibiotic widely
used in human medicine.

Cycloheximide is an antibiotic active against
fungi. It has been used for the control of turf dis-
eases, cherry leaf spot and powdery mildews. Al-
though it was used extensively at one time, it has,.
generally been replaced by synthetic organic fun-
gicides. Certain others are used for control of plant
diseases

HERBICIDES
A large umber of chemical weedkillers are now

availabl elective control of weeds in crops may
be ob ined by either foliage sprays (post-
emerg nce) or application of the chemicals, to the

soi *ther as preplanting or preemergence sprays.
44, actors such as rainfall, soil type and method of

application influence herbicide effectiveness. Use
herlticides on only those crops for which they are
specifically approved and recommended.

Chemicals may be used for selective control of
weeds in tolerant crops and nonselestively for con-

, trot of annual and perennial species in noncrop
areas. .

Important Terms Used in -Weed Control
i-

A weed is a Plant growing where it is not de-
sired or a plant out of place.*
Herbicides. 'can be defined by their effects on
plants; co tact, growth regulators, and soil
sterilants. ,,'-'-- ,

Contact herbicides kill plant parts covered by
She chemical. Contact herbicides may be (1)
selective or (2) nonselective; they are usually
nonselective. ,,'
A selective hei:bici4..,kills or stunts some plants
with little' or no injury to others,
A nonselective herbicide 'is toxic to all plants.
Growth regulators are also called growth ,..-....

modifiers, growth substances, translocated her- ''',
bicides, and systemic herbicides. They can be
absorbed by the leaves, stems or roots and are
-translocated through the plant system affecting
the physiological system of the plant.
A soil sterilant is any chemical which prevents
the growth of green plants when present in "the
soil. Length of time of residual toxicity is an im-
portant factor in their use.

. Preplanting treatment is any treatment made be-
fore the crop is planted, a:

Preemergence treatment is any treatment made
before emergence of a-crop.
Broadcast treatment or blanket application is
uniform application to an entire area.
Spot treatment is treatment of a restricted area

- usually to control an infestation of a weed
species requiring special treatment.-
Surface active agents include wetting agents,
emulsifiers, detergents, spreaders, sticking

ents and dispersing agents. Water is not com-
p tible with many chemicals used as herbicides,
or with many plant surfaces. Surface active agents
prole more uniform mixing of herbicides and
water n the sprayer and better coverage CZ the
weeds.
Active ingredient is that part of,aChemical for-
mulation directly responsible for the herbicid
effect.

Factors Affecting Foliar
Applied Herbicides

Applying herbicides to plant foliage is a direct
means of getting the chemical to tlie plant. Many
factors influence the movement into the plant and
the responses vary. More consistent results are ob-
tained and variability may be explained if? these
f actors are known.

ri
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Proper application: Rate of herbicide is impor-
tant and therefore uniform application is necessary.
(Perhaps uniforms distribution N not as important as
in soil applications especially in the use of sys-
temic type herbicides.) UnifOrraity of concentra-
tion and delivery rate is"essential; therefore, cor-
rect nozzles, prayer speed, agitation, pressure and
dilution are important.

Inierceptan by leaves: Le'af angle, degree of
hairiness, expansion, and leaf area-dry weight ratio
will influence response. In annuals, the greatest
leaf area-dry weight ratiois in the seedling stage.
In perennials, the greatest ratio Occurs later so-
treatment should be delayed, until considerable
growth has developed. A canopy of leaves can be a
deterrent to effective control or a safeguard against
injury. Wetting conditions Will affect inte,rception
by chan4ging leaf orientation und 'reducing leaf
area.

Retention: Keeping spray, drople" on thci leaf is
an important Consideration once contact weh the
leaf has been made. Type of leaf surface such as
waxy coating, pubescence, or roughness will affect
retention. Use or wetting agents and other mate-

-rials ,diat will lower surface tension, nonpolar for-
mulations '(esters) and low spray'volumes will in-
crease retention.

Rainfall will cause runo if it occurs shortlyfter
or during applicatiqn. th many herbicides.,,one
to two hours after ap ication without rain will
allow for penetration. 'Herbicides' will also vol-
atilize from leaf surfaces when eicposed to high
temperature.

Absorption: This phenomena varies with each
herbicide, formulation, .plant species, and en-
vironmental factor. Thickness of the cuticle (waxy
coating) has a direct- relationship. Uniform leaf
coverage is essential to mitimpm penetration.
Penetration may be both' an active and a passive
process. High humiditlip high soil moisture and
conditions that favor rapid growth increase absorp-
tion. Stomata that-are open may be an avenue of
entry for volatile herbicides and ones of low sur-
face tension.

Translocation: Downward movement is through-
- the phloem (living tissue) and is- favored' by pro-

duction of assimilatory material and growth proc-
y-, eRes7,,,,-Herhicides tend to move to regions of activ-

- s tbuds, young leaves, seed, storage or-
,ristematic areas. Excessive application
act frilury will reduce translocation and
' Congt 4&:i. in herbicide' combinations.

herllicides have recycled in a plant.
of the plant roots or excretion

st:been shown under certain con
111--Whice the amount available to the

lant iespoi will be altered accord-
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razine in corn) are deactivated by being metabo-
lized or complexed with cell constituents such that
it is not available to phytotoxicity. The ;ate or
degree of degradation is influenced by conditions
affecting plant growth, i.e.; temperature, sunlight,
soil moisture.

Accumulation: The-rate ofaborption and trans-
location affect accumulation. ACcurnulation at the
sites of action, generally meristematic regions, va-
'ties with species and rate of degradation at these
sites. Environmental factors that influ6nce metabo-
lism and other mechanisms at the site of action will
influence plant response.

Cellular sensitivity: Ultimate response of a plant
to a herbicide is at the cellular level: Susceptibility
will vary during the season and with the season..
Maturing 'plants develop varying leyels -octoler-
ance. MatureAssues,or those of loW inetabolk ac-
tivity will show little response -to a%concentration
that would have been injurious at In earlier stage
of growth.

. ,

FacIors Affecting Soil Applied Herthpides
Many factors may have an effect bnithe ?move-

ment (Attie spil applied It6rbicide to the site of ac-
tion. A knowledge of these factor's involved in the
triiisfer of a herbicide fiom applicator, through the
soil, and to the plant is helpful in obtaining more
consistent responses or to help explain some of the
.variability.

Proper application: The use of the gpeciRc rates
of application is essential. Very small amounts' are
necessary, to inhibit plant growth, However, suffi-
ciently high rates must be used to compensate for
the amount lost to the soil and is otherwise un-
available for uptake by the plant,s. Rates must not
be of the magnitude to-cause crop injury or soil res- :

-idues.
, 4Uniformity of distribution over the sprayed sur

face is important. NOzzles must have a uniform de'
livery, a unifoign spraypattern, even spacing 40
proper height to give uniform coverage. Water-v.81z .

ume is not important if there is a constant concen-'
tration and uniform distribution. Constant pressure
and speed are necessary. Grannlars present a
greater pioblem in obtaining uniformity.

Soil interception: An even uniform surface,- free
of clods, manure, plant litter and other debris will-
provide a good distribution pattern. Spray droplets
will cover the tipper surfaces of clods and not be-
neath while grantilars will fall in 'depressions..
Granular formulations again present nfeater prob-
lem on uneven surfaces.°

Physical movement: Wiiid and water (excessive
rainfall) will cause runoff or movement from,
treated areas. Movement will be to depressions .

and cause increased concentrations irr these areas. ,

Some leaching into the soil is necessary for effec-
tive-control. Incorporation properly carried out will
benefit some herbicides but may cause variable
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concentrat4o-n.or placement too deep. Band appli-
cations are lost when untreateckspil is .rpoved in by
cultivation.

Volatility: This is a major form of loss for certain
herbicides. High soil'temperatures and air move-
ment increase volatility losses. Damp or wet soil at
time of application cause additional losses through
water vapor distillation in some cases and through
keeping the herbicide concentrated inIthe exposed
surface layer as water moves to the surface. Incor-
poration reduces volatility losses.

Photodecomposition: Many herbicides are bro-
ken down by exposure to light, especially the ul-
traviolet. Losses will occur when herbicides re-
main on the soil surface for extended periods.

Solubility; Movement into the soil is related to
solubility; 'therefore, salts will move more readily
thari wettable powders. Additional rainfall is
needed to get wettable powders into the upper
one!fouth to one-half inch d f soil.
. Movement in soil: Water transport provides for
the greaieslamountof herbicide movement in soil.
This occurs primarily when there i< sufficient
water to exceed- field capacity. Diffusion In soil
water is ',important only in vicinity of roots. Diffu-
sion -in soil gases plays a partIf herbicide is quite
volatile. Greatest movement is downward; how-
ever, some lateral and soir upward movement oc-
curs. Movement varies greatly in different soil
types.

Degradation: Breakdown of the chemical is by
,Chemical and biological processes.- Temperature,'
aeration, ph and othersoil factors mill affect chem-
ical processes sgch as hydrolysiis and oxidation.
The degradation by micro-organisms is one of the
major means.of herbicide logs from sdil. Organisms
may be specific fora particular herbicide and, the
numbers will increase when repeated applications
are made. Conditions that favor growth of micro-
organisms will speed breakdown. *

Absorption: X great deal of variability exists inl"
the amount of herbicide absorbed by soil since
soils vary in organic matter and inorganic soil col-
loids. Organid matter absorbs more strongly and
thereby greatly reduces _the amount of chemical
available andtalso retards movement in soil. Ran-
dox (CDAA) is an exception in that it ilmore effec-
tive in high organic matter soils.

This is the means of entry into the Plant and it is
favored by conditions thatfavor high transpiration
rates. Amount of root system, exposed is important
since amount of herbicide absorbed is generally
prdportional: A heavy plarit population may reduce
amount absorbed by any one plant as well as con-
centration of herbicide in the soil.

Translocation; Upward movement is primarily in
the xylem (nonliving tissue) and concentration is in
areas of most rapid water loss. Rather high concen-
trations of herbicide can be moved since living tis-
sue is not involved once the chemical reaches the
vascular system.
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Activation and*deactivation: Some hiiefdes
(2, 4-DB, SesoneYrequire activation either in the
soil or plant. Other herbicide's may be deacti'vated
in 'the plant by metabolism or modification. ACtive*
and inactive metabolites or complexes may be
formed. Selectivity may be obtained by these
processes.

Accumulation: There is a threshold concentra-
tion of PhytotOxicity. Amount taken in must be
greater than amount degraded or eliminated. Con-
ditions that affect absorption, translocation and deg-
radation 'will also affect the accumulation of toxic
.concentrations.

._Cellular sensitivity: Plane response is due to
sensitivity to a certain concentration of chemical.
Species vary greatly as to tissues within a plant.
Environmental conditions and,tissue maturity play
an important role. Mature tissue generally shows
less activity and older plants are less likely to be
killed.

NEMATICIDES

Chemical soil treatment offers the most promis-
ing,ameans of nematode control at this time.
Nematode:toxic chemicals can be brought into con-
tact with the nematodes by mechanical dispersal
through the infested soil, percolation in water or a
gaseous diffusion of a nematicidal fumigant
through the. poxe-spaee-s- of the soil. To kill
nematodes, chemicals must enter their bodies.
This penetration. may occur through the cuticle,
through body openings or by ingestion during
nematode feeding. However, ,several of the new
nematicides apparently reduce nematode activity
by suppressing their feeding and/or reproduction
rather than actively killing them.

Complete eradication of soil-borne parasitic
nematodes through soil application of nematicides
is impracti6I for field conditions. The objectives of
such treatment are to reduce nematode populations
to a level where serious crop damage will not re-
sulteComplete eradication is obtainable, hovirever,
on limited volumes of soil, such as in greenhouses
and seedling production.

Nematicides are generally used as a preventive,
measure. By the time nematode damage becomes
apparent, the infested crops are usually injured so
severely that control measures are ineffective in
increasing yields. Therefore, control procedures
are normally based on preplant or time-of-planting
application:

Soil Fumigants
Futhigants are used to reduce infestation of

soil-borne nematodes, fungi, insects and weed
seeds. Due to the cost of the chemicals arid treat-
ment, the use of soil fumigants has been restricted
to high-value crops (for example, potatoes, fruit
trees, strawberries, muck crops, ornamentals, nur-
sery beds, greenhouse soils, and other specialty
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items). The cost and operation of fumigation
equipment is another deterrent to the widespread
use of soil fumigation. Most soil ftimigants are in-
jected as liquids into the soil where they volatilize
to gas and diffuse through the soil mass. The soil
must be sealed immediately following an applica-
tion using a drag, roller, water or polyethylene tarp
to maximize the effectiveness of the material. Such
things as soil porosity, soil moisture, temperature
and organic content of the soil influence control.
(See general\tiscussion of fumigants.)

Nonfumigant Nematicides
Contact nematicides are not fuinigants, and will

not give satisfaCtory results if applied by fumigant
methods. Nonfumigant nematicides must be
applied, mixed into, and/or carried by water into
contact with the nematodes.

Nonfumigant nematicides may be applied either
before planting and/or at time of planting. When
such chemicals are used`; care 'must be taken to
plant the seeds in the treated portion of the soil.
Possibility of injury to germinating seeds and
seedlings is usually minimal when theSe Materials
are used correctly.

Chemically, nonfumigant nematicides are gener-
ally either organic phosphates or carbamates.
with chemically similar insecticides, these
nematicides are nerve 'poisons which are acutely
toxic to man and should be handled with care.

INCOMPATIBILITY OF CHEMICALS
A single application of a pesticide for the control

of a particular pest has long been an established
practice. Knowing that the actual application of the
pesticide is in many cases more expensive than the
cost of the chemical, many commercial applicators
have gone to mixing chemicals in the spray tank.
This, in effect, gives them the "shot gun" approach
in an attempt to control more than one pest prob-
lem with a single application.

Such a practice is not without its problems.
Sometimes these problems are serious and more
costly than, if the, chemicals had been. applied
alone. There is no question that producf mixing
requires more knowledge of pesticide formula;
lions, timing of application and application tech-
niques than the one-chemical, one-problem ap-
proach.

When discussing the probleip of product mixing,
the first question that arises is, What is, the corn:
patibility or 'incompatibility of the products in-
volved? In simple terms, we are concerned
whether the.mixtures can be used in combinations
without changing the toxicity, physical properties
or plant safety of either of the components.

There are five major areas of incompatibility that
should be considered before an attempt to mix
products is undertaken.

Physical Incompatibility
This comes about'when two or more pesticides

-are mixed together and the result is an unsprayable
mixture, Several conditions might develop here
such as excessive foaming, curdling, and a gummy
depOsit at bottom of the spray tank. Hard water can
also cause some physical incompatibilities. In
some.cuses physical incompatibilities can be rec-
ognized in the spray tank before the mixture is
sprayed.

Problems of physical incompatibilities can often
be checked out by mixing small batches of the mix-
tures in the same proportions and agitating them in
a closed container.

Chemical Incompatibility .

This' type of incompatibility comes about when
the pesticides ire mixed and the effectiveness of
one or all of the compounds is reduced or de-
stroyed. The most common of this type of incom-
patibility comes about when materials with a high
pH (such as lime) are added to the mixture.

Chemical incompatibility is not evident in the
spray tank. Before combining any pesticides, check
with labels, product information sheets or company
representatiVes for information on this type of
compatibility problem.

\Phytotoxic Incompatibility
This takes place when product mixtures cause

injury.lo plants sprayed withthe mixture. This can
happerT evvi though each of the pesticides in the
mixture, when sprayed separately, does not cause
injury.

As with chemical incompatibility, check all in-
formation on the pesticides for any warnings about
this the of incompatibility. If in real doubt, spray
a small amount on a few plants and observe the
effect, being surto give injury enough time to
show up.

Placet'nent Incompatibility
'Even though the mixing of two or more chemi-

cals to control different pests may save time in ap-
plication, die spray operator must be sure that the
chemicals are going to be placed.vihere they will
be effective. A good example of this type of incom-
patibility would be the mixture of a turf fungicide
with atf insecticide to control grubs in the turf. The
fungicide needs to be deposited on the leaves on
fhe turf, but the soil insecticide needs to be
areriched into the soil where the soil grub comes
in contact with the chemical.

It is essential that the applicator understand the
type of problems or the results can be a waste of
chemicals and ineffective treatments.

Timing Incompatibility
Pesticides used in spraying. must be applied

when the stage of development of the pest is best
controlled. With many insects, diseases or weeds,
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this may be a relatively short period. It is ost
importance when using two or more chemicals to
control different pests that the mixtures be applied
at the correct time in the life Cycles to be effective.

The application of a herbicide to control lawn
weeds is 'best done in spring when the growth is
tender and readily susceptible. The addition of an
insecticide for the control of lawn moths, that ap-
pear in July and August would be a worthless
combination at this time.

This has been a brief summary of the problems
of pesticide compatibility. With the application of
any pesticide, thorough knowledge of the pests to
be controlled is essential and the combinations of
pesticides and pests require even greater knowl-
edge. Consult all available sources before" going

. into these combinations.

RESIDUES AND TOLERANCES

A pesticide residue is that pert of a chemical re-
maining, after application, in or on a location. Most
residues of a treating operation will be in-the target
location. Poor application methods and wrong
target selection can result in high residues in non,-
target areas.

It should be remembered that equipment MUST
BE,ADJUSTED to apply pesticides so that the res-
id remain only where they are wanted. Drift
usually, results from poorly adjusted equipment or
from too high winds.

Pesticide formulations also affect residue de-
posits. Formulations determine how tightly the
residue (deposit) sticks to the plants in the field.
Indoors, some kinds of formulation can be used on
some kinds -of wood and not on others.

The following examples will help you to further
understand pesticide residues:
1. When one pound of insecticide is mixed with

100 gajlons of water'and sprayed over the
foliage of an acre of potato vines, THAT PART

OF THE INSECTICIDE ADHERING TO
THE FOLIAGE IS THE RESIDUE OF THE
SPRAYING OPERATION. This residue may be
only 60 percent of the actual pound of insec-
ticide. Other parts of it could have been depos-
ited on the soil, or drifted away in the wind.

2. The residue problem is especially complicated
in the control of household and industrial insect
pests. Three primary conditions of the problem

Residues of smell. These are the results of the
nature of the chemicals or the result of formu-
lations.
Residues of contact. These normally arise
from overspray of the chemical(s), thus expoS-
ing people to unnecessary
Residues of water contamirilflon. The possi-
ble contamination of wells MUST BE CON-
SIDERED when applying pesticides to con-
trol termites, ants and other insects in and
around foundations.

3. Pesticide registration is designed to REGU-
LATE residues. The pesticide label deter-
mines:

The effective amount that will control the
target insect or other pests. This amount will
vary according fo the kinds of insects, disease,
weeds, size of the crop, air temperatures and
the natural effectiveness of the pesticide.
The safe level of the residues on food and
feed products. The amount of residue, is ex-
pressed in parts per million. Other problems,
such as soil and water contamination, are
much more difficult to solve.

In order to get the desired results\and yet stay
within the required tolerance levels .13pm), use all
pesticides according to label instructions. Products
on the market are registered for use. This registra-
tion takes into consideration safe and proper appli-
cation and residue levels. The instructions to rim-
tect you from dangers of application are algo on the
package labels and should be follow 5d closely.

Self-Help Questions on Section 4 H Types of Pesticides

Now that you have studied Section 4, answer the following
questions. Write the .answer with pencil without- referring back to the
text. When you are satisfied with your written answers, see if they are
correct by checking them with the text.* Erase your answer and write
in thy' correct answer if your first answer

are
wrong'. Note that these

questions are noenecessarily those{ that are used in the certification
examination.

I. Is a plant growth regulator classed as a pes7
ticide?

The questions are arranged in the order that they appear In the text

26

2. What is an example of an inorganic pestiCide?

29
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3. Is pyrithrin a pesticide derived from, plants?

4. What are some synthetic organic pesticides?

5. Where can you find out h.ow the pestcide that
you are using works?

. .

Why are pesticides usually sold as ,formula:
ts. tions rather than as pure pesticide?

7. Give some exempla of formulations of
pesticides.

8. Wha t is a `favorable" formulaticin ?

**-7

9. Are aero:o1 ..... 1:tions commonly used in-
-.. doors for pest control?

14. Where can you obtain recommendations on
the use of insecticides?

-1"Th.

15. Give some examples of organic insecticides.

16. Is lead arsenate a stomach or contact poison?

17. In what part of the body does DDT accumu-
late?'

18. What is meant by "systemic action" of an or-
, ganic phosphate insecticide?

19. What type of insecticide is Sevin?

20. Where are dinitrophenol type insecticides
a commonly used? .

A

Why are fumigants considered hazardous?
10. What types of pesticides are available as pres-

sure liquified gases? .

22. What are attr ctants for in insect control?

11. Should st formulations be mixed with water
for, use?

12. What is a common-use for granular formula-
tions?

23. How does an'eradicant type fungicide work?

24. Name some chemicals that are used as inor-
ganic fungicides.'

13. What is the difference between a, wettable
powder and a soluble pqwder? 25. Name some types of organic fungicides.

, .

ao
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' 26. What is an antibiotic? 36. Does incorpordtion-of a soil herbicide increase
. volatility loss of the herbicide? lit

27. Is a postertirgence application of a herbicides
,the same as a foliage application? 37. What causes degradation (breakdown) of her-

bicides?

28. What is meant by a "nonselective" herbicide?

29. What is needed to assure proper application of
a herbicide?

3
30. Is leaf area to dry weight ratio of ,the' weed

impoliant to the effectiveness of herbicides?

31. How does the leaf surface affect .the action of
herbicides?

32. What conditions favor adsorption of a her-
bicide by a plant?

33. What is mvnt by translocation of a her-
bicide?

34. Do mature plant tissues show lesi or greater
response to a concentration of herbicides?

35. Is the volume of water sprayed as important
as uniformity of application with soil, her-

. bicides?

Ir.
38. What effect does soil or anic matter have on

soil herbicides?

39. Is complete eradication of soil nematodes
practical in the field?:

40. In what state (liquid, solid, or gas) are
soil fumigants applied to the soil?

most

41. Should nonfumigant nematicides be applied
as foliar applications?

42. What does the term incompatibility' mean with
reference to mixtures of pesticides?

43. Where can yo,y find information on the com-
patibility of pesticide mixtures?

44. What is meant byte pesticide residue?

, ...,. ,

45. Where can you find information op the use of
a pesticide so that the required tolerance for
that pesticide will not be exceeded?
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SECTION 5: Pesticide Scifety

PESTICIDE TOXICITY,AND
HAZARDS TO MAN ,

44- c'r -'4401=-L."-

HOW MOST PESTICIDE
POISONINGS HAPPEN

When a chemical has ingredients that can cause
injury, we say that it is toxic, or pOisonous. Man-
ufacturers find out how toxic a pesticide is by test-
ing it on laboAtory animals. Results of these te4ts-:
help determine the hazards of using the prOuct,---
that is, the chances that injury will 'occur- under
certain circumstances.

Any pesticide can cause severe illness, or even
death, if misused badly enough. On the other
hand, every registered pesticide can be used safely
if enough care is taken. You have a responsibility
to help prevent all accidents with pesticid8:

by using and storing all pesticide materials so
that children and other untrained persons cannot
get to them, and
by taking special,care when working with a pes-
ticide whose label says it could make you ill if yap
were overexposed to it. Most products for re-
stricted use need this special care. In some
cases, though,, a product is restricted because ST
danger to the environment rather than danger to
workers. The label is your best'guide to proper
use and proper precautions.'

32
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Children under 10 years old are the victims of at
least half of the accidental deaths caused by pes-
ticides in this country. If pesticides were always
cared for properly none of these children would
ever come in contact with them.

Nearly all accidental pesticide deaths, in both
children and adults, are caused by eating or drink-
ing the procuct. Some pesticide applicators,
'though, are,k(led when they breathe a pesticide or
get it on tlfeir skin.

Most pesticides dan be absorbed into the body
thibugh the skin. This happens slowly, but be-
cause so much pesticide is likely to get on the skin,
you may get more into your body this way than by
eating or breathing it.

We know that skin contact alone can cause
death. It is possible to kill laboratory animals by
applying a pesticide to their skins in such a way
that they cannpt eat or breathe it. People are
known to have been poisoned by many different*
pesticides after contacting them only with their
skin.



.The organophosphites cause more cases of oc-
cupational poisoning and also more deaths -than
any other single group of pesticides,. However,
deaths

The
occupational expottife now are un-

usual. e next most important cause of d4ths is
arsenic, which fonrierl*Vias the leading case of
fatal accidental poisoning associated with pes-
ticidet. Arsenic poisoning among applicators is
rare.

t
SYMPTOMS OF PESTICIDE

POISONING

You should know something, about the kinds of ,
sickness caused by the poisons you use and about
the conditions under which each pesticide is"likely
to make a pers,pn sick.

Each pesticide or each .group of pesticides that
act the same-way produces the same kind of sick-
ness. This sickness may be so mild you can hardly
detect it, or itpliy be increasingly severe depend-
ing on the dose absorbed. However, regardless of
the severity, the pattern Oiliness produced by one
pesticide or group of pestiCides is similar. Qn the
other hand, one or more syinptoms may be com-
mon to many kinds. Of sickness, whether they are
-calged by poisons, germs, or whatevernleadaches
an a feeling of being unwell, for example, may be
the start of many kinds of illness. It: is not pne or
two single symptoms but the pattern of symptoms
that makes it possible to tell ony kind of sickness
from 'another.

Some clues to pesticide poisOning are feelings
that only the person who has been poisoned can
notice = such as nausea or headache. Others, like
an ashen skin color, can be noted by someone else.
So you should know not only what'your, -own feel-
ings might mean, but also what signs of poisoning
to look-for in your, co- workers.

. Get medijl advice quickly If you or any of your
fellow workers have unusual or unexplained symp-
toms .beginning while at work or in a few in-
stances) later the same day. Do not let yourself or
anyone else get dangerously sick before calling.,
your doctor or going to a hospkl. It is better to be
too cautious than too late. If yoh, think you may be
poisoned, take the container (or the label) of the
pesticide to the doctor.

Organophosphates
Symptoms of poisoning by brganophosphates

progress through several Stages, for the most ,part
reflecting interference' with the enzyme cholines-
terase in the central nervous system. The usual se-
quence of symptoms is as follows.

Mild poiso
fatigue
headache
dizziness
numbness in arms or legs

\ nausea and vomiting
'ID excessive sweating and salivation

abdominal cramps or diarrhea
Moderate poisoning.
unable to walk

_ generalized weakness
muscular twitches
contraction of pupil of the eye
symptoms listed under "mild poisoning" be-
come more severe.
Severe poisoning:
unconsciousness
contraction of pupil of eye severe
muscular twitches
respiratory difficulty
death if not treated.

Illness- frequently is delayed several hours so
that you may first become sick at home after sup-
per. But, if symptoms begin more than 12 hours
after the last known exposure to the pesticide, ill-
ness is probably due to some other cause.
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Carbamates
The only earbamates likely tad cause illness

through occupational exposure act in almost
exactly the same way as the organophosphates.
They produCe the same symptoms if you are
poisoned by them. The illness caused by car-
himates is not as severe, however, so they are safer
than the highly toxic organophosphates.

Organochlorines
Only a few organochlorines have produced

occupational poisoning, but several of them are
regularly stored in considerably highei, concen-
trations in persons who use them than in the gen-
eral population. I

Early symptoms of poisoning include headache,
nausea, vomiting, general discomfort, and 'dizzi-
ness. With more severe poisoning; convulsions fol-
low, or they may appear without the warning
symptoms just mentioned. Coma may follow the
convulsions. Hyperexcitability and hyperirritabil-
ity are-common findings.

Nitrophenols and Pentachlorophenol
The syniptoms of pOisoning by one qr a few 'etas,

tively large doses of DNOC include headache,
pause* gastric distress, restlessness, a sensation of
heat, flushed skin, sweating, deep and rapid respi-
ration, fast beating of the heart, fever, ashen color,
collapse and coma. Acute poisoning with DNOC
usually runs a rapid course; death or almost com-
plete recovery within 24 to 48 hours is the general
rule.
Metals and Metalloids

The only metallic pesticides that cause, many
poisonings in this oountry are those containing ar-
senic. Large siiigle.doses of most heavy metal pes-
ticides cause vomiting and stomach pain. The exact
natured' the symptoms varies with the metal, but
in all instances the illness is chronic and similar in
many ways to diseases of totally different causes.

.

Botahicals '...

Most botanical peS.ticides now used are not very
tqxic in,the usual 'sense. However, crude pyreth-
rum may cause allergic re lions. Some rotenone

verydusts are ve irritating the respiratory tract
t

ry
which serves as its own warning. Nicotine is a
fast-acting poison about as dangeroug as parathion.

Anticoagulants
The injurious effects of anticoagulants are due to

loss of blood, mainly into the tissues.'The initial
symptoms in' chronic warfarin poisoning are back
pain and abdominal pain.

,'Fumigants and Solvents - ,

Symptoms of excessive exposi!tai'to the lyss toxic
. compounds are those of drunkenness: poor coordi-

nation, confusion, and sleep. Rapid removal to.
fresh air is important. Methyl bromide is extremely e--

dangerous, because a toxic or even fatal dose can
be absorbed before symptoms appear.

Bipyridyliums
These herbicides (paraquat, for example). may be

fatal if swallowed and harmful if inhaled -or ab-
sorbed through the skin. Lung fibrosis may de-,
velop ,if paiaquat. is taken by mouth or inhaled.
Symptoms of injury may be delayed. Prolonged
skin contact will cause severe irritation.

FIRST AID PROCEDURES FOR USE
BY PESTICIDE APPLICATORS

Removal of Poison
The most generally useful first aid measure in

most work situations is removal of the poison. This
is especially true when there has been a splash or
spill onto the skin. Prompt washing may prevent
sickness even when the exposure is very danger-
ous.

Water-wettable powders or suspensions are easy
to remove with plain water. The sae is largely
true of emulsion concentrates, and emulsions.
Technical products or solutions of them in petro-
leuiii"oil or other solvents are more difficult to re-
move without soap or a detergent. Detergents are
more effective. Detergept bars rather than plain
soap ought to be provided in washrooms and as
part of emergency field washing facilities.

Remove all c taminated clothing:Wash the hair
if it is con mated. Move quickly.

3 4
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If exposure has been by the respiratory tract, the\ sick person must go or be taken, to 'fresh air as
quickly as possible.

If pesticides are splashed into mouth, rinse out
with plentykaf water and go to the doctor -im-
mediately. If apesticide is swallowed, give one .ta-
blespoon (one-half ounce) of DsYrup of ipecac. o
not wait for vomiting. Immediately go to a doctor.
If you do dot have syrtip of ipecac, use one table-

, spool-1.°f salt in a half ,glass of water. Go,itn-
mediately to a doctor. Do not wait for vomiting and
do not give any more salt water.

Artificial Respiration.
Ihe most critical first aid measure is artificial

restOration. It is not needed often in poisoning, but
if 6 poisoped or ,drowned person stops breathing,
he must receive help at once.

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND
OTHER SAEETYDEVICES

'Pesticides can enter the body through many
routes. To stop them, the applicator must wear a
protective barrier. No safety recommendations can
cover all situations. Your commonsense should tell
you to use better protective clothing and devices as
the hazard increases. Always read the pesticide
label for recommendations on the.use of protective
clothing or devices.

Gloves
When you handle concentrated,orithighly 'toxic

pesticides, wear liquid-proof gloi,es (such as nib-
ber or neoprene). They should be long'enough to
protect the wrist not normally covered by the
sleeves. Gloves should not be lined with a fabric,
since this'is hard to clean if it gets a chemical on it.
Never use cotton or, leather gloves. They absorb
pesticides and do not give good enough protection.-
Sleeves usually shouldbe outside of the gloves to
keep pesticides from running down the sleeves
and into the gloves.

.

. .

Body and'Waterproof Covering'
You should wear at leaska long- sleeved shirt and

of sely woven fabric) any tirn you handle pes-
long4egged trousers or a coverall type garment (all

closely ri pes-
ticides. When handling pesticide concentrates or
very. toxic materials, you should also wear a light-
weight or,aincoat or .rubber apron."Trousers should
be worn outsic(e of the boot§ to prevent pesticides
from getting. inside.

40

Hat
Always weat. something to protect your head.

Where there is downward drift; wear a wide-
brimmed waterproof hat to protect your neck, eyes,.
mouth and face. These should not have a cloth or
leather sweatband since these are hard to clean if
they get chemicals on them.

r
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Boots
Wearlightweight, rubber boots when ou,handle 1.

or spray pesticides. Both leather and canvas boots
absorb chemicals and are hard to clean.

p

Voggles or Face Shield
Wear goggles or a face shield when there is any

chance of getting pesticides in your eyes. The eyes
will absorb many pesticides which may affect vi-

, sion. Goggles can be worn separately or with a
respirator.

ti

Wash goggles o face shields at least once a day.
Fabric headbands o en absorb pesticides, and are
difficult to clean. Have several °spares; so you can
replace them often.

Respiratory Protective Devices
The'respratdry tract the lags and other parts'.

of the breathing system is much more`absorbent
than the Ain. You must, wear an approved respira-
tory device any time you might inhale toxic pes-
ticides. F011ow carefully, the label instructions on
respiratory rprotection. You probably° will need a ,
respirator: .

if you will-be exposed to a pesticide for a long
period,'
if the pesticide you'are using is highly toxic, or
if you are working in an enclosed area,
Chemical partridge respirator: In led air

comes througb both a filter pad,and a ca idge of
activated charcoal. Most armfui vapors, ga es and
particles are removed:These half-face ma s cover
the'mouth and nose. To cover the eyes also, use, a
combination'cartridge respirator and goggle's.

Care dfClotliing and Devices
, . i'.

A clean set of clUthing should be worn daily. If
fabrics get wet with a dilute spray during the day,

... they should be changed. If clothes get wet with'
liquid concentrates of highly toxic-pesticides,
throw 'them away. They are hard to get clean,
enough-by normal methods. Do not store or wash
contaminated clothing with the family laundry.
Wash gloves and boots daily, and test gloves for .
leaks by fillingthem with water and gently squeez-
ing.

3.6
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Chemical mater respirator or gas mask: Gas
mask canisters ontain more and longer-lasting ab-
sorbing material and filters.than cartridge respira-
tors. You should-wea one when you mix or apply
toxic pesticides in close or poorly ventilated spic-
es. Gas masks usually protect the face better than
cartridge types, and may leak less because they fit
tighter. A chemical respirator will-not-protect you
when the oxygen s ply is low, -a silo.

4

intuarorft

Su s lied air respirator: You should wear this
type o espirator when the oxygen supply is low,
or when u 'are exposed, to high concentrations of

. very toxic p icides in enclosed areas. Fresh air is
pu ped through a hose to the face mask.

Self-contained breathing apparatus: This resp-i-
Nk..rat?r does about the same thing as the supplied air\

espirator. The difference is that you carry the oxy-
gen supply with, you, usually in a cylinder on your

ack. This lets you move ntr freely than you can
witk a supplied air respirato

Care and maintenance. Specific. types of car-
tridges and canisters protect againsx specific chem-
ical gases and vapors. Be sure you choose a type
made to protect against pesticides.

The respiratormust fit the face well to insure a
good seal. Long sideburns, a beard, or glasses may
prevent a good seal.

During heavy spraying, the filters in chemical
cartridge respirators should, be changed twice a
day, or more often if breathing becomes difficult.
Cartridges should be changed after eight hours'
use, or sooner if your-smell pesticides. Remove fil-
ters and cartridges after'use. Wash the face piece
with soap and water, *rinse it, dry 11 with, a clean
cloth, and store it in a clean, dry place away from
pesticides.

The useful life of a cartridge or canister depends
on:(

the type and amount of chemical fill,
the concentration of contaminants in the air,
the breathing rate of the wearer, and
the temperature and humidity.

*Read carefully the maufacturer's instructions on
the use and care of any respirator and its parts be-
fore you use ft. Only respirators approved by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSHY, or the U.S. Bureau of Mines
should be used. The U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture no longer app-roves respiratork but old lists
can still be used for guidance.

Wearing a respirator does not replace the need
, for protective clothing on other parts of the' body.

SAFE USE PRECAUTIONS

1Exposure to pesticides occurs under many dif-
ferent conditions, including: moving pesticides
from one location to another, storage, mixing,
checking application equipment before use, load-
ing, applying, working in pesticide-treated crops,
cleaning application equipment after use, disposal
of unwanted pesticides and-empty containers,
cleanup of pesticide spills, and cleaning of per-
sonal protective clothing and other protective
equipment

Some ,of these operations take plaCe indoors;
many occur outdoors. Each operation requires
some safety practices to prevent contamination of
people, animals and plants as well as soil and
water not intended to be treated. ,

You can prevent exposure to a pesticide if you
use common sense and follow safety precautions.

procedures neededH re, are the minimum safety needed
fo each step of a typical operation, from the, time
of pesticide selection until completion of all clean-
ing.

---i
Before You Buy a Pesticide

The first and.most important step in choosing a
pesticide is to know without any doubt the
specific pest you need to control. Then find out
which pesticides will control that pest. You may
have a choice of several. You can get many publi-
cations to guide you. Common source, of informa-
tion are the U.S. Department of Agriculture, most
agricultural schools, and pesticide manufacturers
and dealers. '' 7,

At the Time of Purchase
Read the label of the pesticide you intend to buy

to find out:
if this is the best chemical for your job,
if the product can be used safely under your
conditions,
if the formulation and amount of active ingre-
dient are right for your job, and .

if you have the right equipment to apply the pes-
ticide.

3e?
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Before You Apply the Pesticide
Read the label again to determine:
the protect-lye equipment needed to handle the
pesticide, I
the specific warnings and first aid measures,
4at it can be mixed with,
how to mix it,
how much to use,

Transportation of Pesticides
You are legally responsible for the safe transport

of your pesticide.
1. The safest way to carry pesticides is in-the backs

of a truck. Fasten down all containers to pre -.
' vent spillage. If you use a flatbed truck, yoil
need side and tail racks on it.

Z. Never haul pesticides in the same compartment
with food or feed or in the passenger compart-
ment of any vehicle.

3. Pesticides should be packaged in the manufac-
turer's original container. Protect containers
made of paper,, cardboard, or similar materials
from moisture.

4. Check with the chemical supplier to find out if
you must have signs on the sides of your vehicle
(placards) to indicate that you are hauling pes-
ticides. These signs can be obtained from the
manufacturer.

5. If any pesticide is spilled in or from the vehicle,
immediately clean up the spillage.

6. Do not leave pesticides unattended when you
get them to your property. You are responsible
if accidents occur because pesticides have been
left unattended:

4
Pesticide Storage

Read the label directions for correct storage pro-
cedure.

As soon as pesticides are delivered to your prop-
erty, correctly store them in a locked and posted
facility where children and other untrained per-
sons cannot get to them.

The storage place should keep the pesticides
dry, cool and out of direct sunlight. It should have
enough instflation to keep the chemicals4from
freezing or overheating"'

It is a good idea for the storage to have fire-
resistant construction, including a cement floor, an
exhaust fan:good lighting and a lock on the door.
Keep the door locked whenever the facility is not
in use.

safety measures for the applicator,
when tolpply (check harvest waiting periods),
how to apply,
the rate of application,

so. restrictions on use, and
special instructions.

38, .
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DANGER!!
Pesticides
Keep Out

iiht I
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Locate storage facilities away from human and
livestock habitations to avoid or minimize con-
tamination in case of fire.

Do not store fertilizers and pesticides in the
same building; pesticide fires must be handled.dif-
ferently than fertilizer'fires.

Store all pesticides the original containers.
Newer put pesticides in any other container.

Do not store pesticides near food, feed or seed.
Never store hormone-type herbicides with other

-pesticides. This kind of herbicide can contaminate
other pesticides, causing severe damage to crops. ,

Periodically check every pestici.de container for
leaks or breaks. If yo -find a damaged container,
immediately transfer The contents to a container
with an identical label a container that has held,
exactly the same formulation and concentration of
the same chemical. Clean up any spilled material.

Mixing and LOading Pesticides
Before handling a pesticide container, put on the

correct protective clothing and other yliecessary
protective equipment.

Each time you use a pesticide, carefully read the
directions for mixing before you remove the mate-
rial from the container. This precaution is essential
since directions, including amounts 'and methods,
are changed from time to time.

Mix pesticides out-of-doors in a place where
there is good light and ventilation. If you must mix
or load pesticides in?oors or at night, work where
there is good lighting and air circulation.

Whenmixing pesticides, measure accurately.
Use only the amount specified on the label.

When removing a pesticide from the container,
keep the container below eye level to avoid a
splash or spill on your goggleS or protective cloth-
ing. Follow the same practice when pouring or
dumping any concentrated pesticide.

If you splash or spill ,g pesticide while mixing or
loading, stop immedfaTely, r9move contaminated
clothing, and wash thoroughly with soap,and
water. Speed is essential.

Use a sharp knife to open paper containers; do
not tear them open. .

When loading pesticides, stand upwind to avoid
contaminating yourself.,

To prevent spills, be sure to replace all pour
caps and close bags and other containers after use:

Do not work alone, especially'at night.
Keep all mixing, loading land application equip-

ment in a 15race where unauth'rized persons- can-
not come in contact Imith it.

If mixing, loading or application equipment must
be repaired before it is completely decontami-
nated, warn any persons of the possible hazards of

decontami-
nated,

to chemical residues before the repairs
are begun.
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Pesticide Application
Thc5roughly check 'all application equipment for

leaking hoses or connections, plugged or worn
nozzles, and good seals for filler openings to pre-
vent spillage of chemicals.

Use water to correctly calibrate the equipment
before use.

Never apply a pesticide if winds can cause sub-
stantial,drift of the chemical out of the target area.
If winds cpme up during the operation, im-
mediately stop the Application. Do not resume the
application unti o n di tioni improve:*

Before beginm g an application, -clear,all -live-
stock and human from the-areaato be treated.

Cleaning of Mixing, Loading an
Application Equs ipmeh\t

Immediately after -nse, have tr
thoroughly clean --, inside and outs'
loading and application equipment.
clean contaminated equipment shotild
protective clothing, including rubber
gles, apron and gloves.

d

pers nel .

ersons who,
wear'correct
boots, pg-
.

Use the correct rinse' procedure:
1. Empty the container into the tank.; let the con-

tainer drain an extra 30 seconds.
2. Add the correct amount of water for thorough

rinsing.
3. Replace the closliie and rotate, upending the
container so the rinse' reaches 111 the interior

surfaces.
4. Drain the rinse solution from the container into

the mix tank. Allow the container to drain for 30
seconds 'after emptying.

5. Repeat this same procedure" at least two more,
times for a total Of three rinsqs. Remember: It is
important to empty each rte solution into the
mit' tank so tliffirpesticide goes on the crop or
area for which it is intended.

manyIn Many cases,
.
s leaning of eqiiiptnent'inay

be necessary; in other situa , hot water ancye-
--....tergent may. be adequate. ,,..,,.

Designate a specific area for use dng cleaping
operations. Preferably:the area should have a wash -
rack or cement apron that has a well-designed
sump to catch all- contaminated wash water and
pesticides. '

Disposal
The federal regulations recpminend ways to dis;

pose of organic pest des.
B n tkem in aTesticide incinerator at the
scifietemperature /dwell time combination.
If appropriats, incineration facilities are not
available, organic 'pesticides may be buried in a
specially designated landfill. Records should be
kearror locating the buried pesticides in the
lantifill site.
If neith4 of these methOdS is possible, the pes-
ticides should, be ternporaiily, stored.
The regulatipns also se( up three categories

containers and recommended ways to dispose of
each kind: .

Group I containers: ,Combustibke containers
which formerly contained prganic, or metallo-
organic pesticides, except organic mercury, lead,
cadmium, or arsenic compounds, should be dis-
posed of in a pesticide incinerator, -or buried-in
specially designated landfill; except that -small
quantities of such containers may be burned in
open fields by the user of the pesticide wheR such
open burning is permitted by state and loFAregu-
lations, or. buried singly by the user in open field/
with due regard for protection of surface and sib-
surface water.

-

O

. A

SPECIAL
PESTICIDE
LANDFILL

a
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Group II containers: Noncombustible containers
which formerly contained organic or metallo-
organic pesticides, except organic mercury, lead,
cadmium, or 'arsenic compounds, should first be
triple-rinsed. Containers in good condition may
then be returned to the pesticide manufacturer or
formulator, or drum reconditioner for reuse with
the same chemical class of pesticide previously'
contained providing such reuse is legal. Other
rinsed metal containers should be punctured ro,
facilitate drainage prior to transport to a facility for
recycle as scrap metal .or for disposal. AIL rinsed
'containers may be crushed and disposed of by bur-,
ial in a sanitary landfilLin conformance with state

. and local standards or buried in the field by the
*. user of the pesticide.

drott0 III containers: Containers (both combus-
tible and noncombustible) which formerly con-
tained organic mercury, lead, cadmium, arsenic, or
inorganic pesticides and which have been triple-

-1rinsed and punctured to facilitate drainage may be
disposed of in a sanitary landfill. Such containers
that are not rinsed should be encapsulated and
buried in a specially designated landfill.

Flisidue disposal: Residues and rinse liquids
sifould be disposed of in the manner prescribed for
each specific type of pesticide.

Cleanup and Decontamination of
Pesticide Spills

Minor e 's,: Do not peimit any unauthorized
person to get into otr. near any spilled chemical.
Rope off the area or flag it to warn all persons of
possible danger. Do not leave the area unless
someone is there to take the necessary measures.,

If anyone was contaminated when the spill oc-
curred, give first aid appropriate to the chemical
involved.

Confine spilled chemicals. If the chemical starts
to spread, contain it by diking it up with sand or
dirt.

Use an absorbent material, such as fine sawdust
or other specially designed material, to absorb
(soak up) the pesticide. Shovel all contaminated
material into a leakproof barrel for disposal. Do not
hose down the ;area; this spreads the chemical.

Decontaminate the area. You may be able to use
common household bleach, a solution of lye, am-
monia, or even strong detergent and water to clean
up an area. If you are not sure what material to use
for clean up, call the chemical manufacturer for in-
structions.

Do not permit anyone to enter the area until it is
thoroughly decontaminated.

Major spills: If the clean-up (decontamina
job appears too big for you to handte or if there is
any doubt in your mind about the correct proce-
dure, follow the first, three steps under minor
spills. Then call the pesticide manuficturer for as-
sistance.

If a major pesticide spill occurs on a highway,
have someone call the highway patrol or the local
sheriff for assistance. (You should always carry

.these telephone numbers with you.) Do not leave
the area until responsible assistance arrives.

The National Agricultural Chemi
has a Pesticide Safety Team Nets
work can tell you the correct decon
cedures .to use or can send a local
clean up the spill. You can call th
time at (513) 961-4300.

Report all major spills by teleph
Safety Team Network (513) 961 -43

need,to notify other authorities:
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If a state highway is the site of a spill, notify the
highway patrol and the state highway depart-
ment.,
If a county rqadway oraity street is the site of a
spill, notify the county sheriff or city police.
If food is contaminated, notify state or federal
food arid drug authorities and city, county, or
state health officials.

.If water is contaminated, notify public health au-
. thorities; regional, state, or federal water quality

or water pollution authorities; and the state fish
and game agency.
Safe-entry times: It is dangerous for field work-

ers to enter an area after pesticides have been
used. The time that must pass before the area is
safe again is called a safe-entry time, or reentry
period. This time is given on each pesticide label
and varies according to the pesticide applied and
the crop or area treated. These safe-entry times ,

have been set to allow pesticide residues to break
down to low levels Or to disappear completely.

Personal Health
In addition to the-alreadrmentioned precau-

tions, all persons working with pesticides should
be involved in a regular health surveillance pro-
gram. This should be established with your family
or company physician and should minimally in-
clude the following unless your phygician deter-
mines otherwise.

Annual physical examination with chest x-ray,
\ electrocardiogram and electroencephalogram.

Preseason blood cholinesterase test.
Follow-up blood cholinesterase tests as ink;
cated by exposure to organophosphate pe0- ,

ticides.
Your physician and local poison control ,e ti
poison treatment center should be furnAlied,
with your name and a list of the specifip,Mat
rials you use. This will be of considerable 'assik.,..
ance in an emergency, particularly if you are un--
conscious.

Poison Treatment Centers
In case of emergencies, the following list of-

poison treatmNt centers in Michigan will hglpyou
contact the nearest source of help that sp?cialize
in treatment of poisoning.

ADRIAN

ANN ARBOR

BATTLE
CREEK

BAY CITY

BERRIEN
CENTER

COLDWATER

DETROIT

ELOISE

Glth D
olIDS

HANCOCK

(Poison Control Center
mma L Bixby Hospital

818 Riverside Ave. 49221

Poison Control Center
University of Michigan

Medical Center
1405 E. Ann St. 48109

Poison Control Center
Community Hospital
183 West 49016

Poison Control Center
Bay Medical Center
100 15th St. 48706

Poison Control Center
Berrien Gerliral Hospital
1250 Dean's Hill Rd. 49102

Poison Control Center
Community Health Center

of Branch County
274 E. Chicago St. 49036

Poison Control Center
Children's Hospital

of Michigan
3901 Beaubien Blvd. 48201
Poison Control Center
Mount Carmel Mercy Hospital
6071 W. Outer Dr. 48235

Poison Control Center Ais.

Wayne County General Hospital
30712 Michigan Ave. 48132

West Michigan Poison Center
Blodgett Memorial Medical
'Center

1840 Wealthy, S.E. 49506

Poison Control Center
St. Mary's Hospital
200 Jefferson, S.E. 49502

Poison Control Center
St. Joseph's Hospital
200 Michigan Ave. 49930

(517) 263.2412

(313) 764-5102

(616) 963.5521

(517) 892-6589

(616) 471-7761

(517) 278-7361

(313) 494-5711

(313) 864.5536

(313) 722-3748

(800) 442-4571
(within 616
area code)
(800) 632-2727
(rest of state)
(616) 774-6794

(906) 482-1122

HOLLAND

JACKSON

KALAMAZOO

LANSING

MARQUETTE

MIDLAND

MONROE

PETOSKEY

PONTIAC

PORT
HURON

SAGINAW

TRAVERSE
CITY

Poison Control Center
Holland City Hospital
602 Michigan Ave. 49423

Poison Control Center
W. A. Foote MemorialtHospital
205 N. East Ave. 49201

Poison Control Center
Borgess Hospital
1521 Gull Rd. 49001
Poison Control Center
Bronson Methodist Hospital
252 E. Lovell St 49006

Poison Control Center
St. Lawrence Hospital
1210 W. Saginaw St. 48914

Poison Control Center
Marquette General Hospital
420 W. Magnetic St. 49855

Poison Control Center
Midland Hospital
4005 Orchard Dr. 48640

Poison Control Center
Mercy-Memorial Hospital
700 Stewart Rd. 48161

Poison Control Center
Little Traverse Hospital
415 Connable Ave. 49770

Poison Control Center
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital
900 Woodward Ave. 48053

Poison Control Center,
Mercy Hospital
2601 Electric Ave. 48060
Poison Control Center
Port Huron Hospital
1001 Kearney St. 48060

Poison Control Center
Saginaw General Hospital
1447 N. Harrison Rd. 48602

Poison Control Center
Munson Medical Center
Sixth and Madison 49684

(616)396.4661

(517) 783-2771

(616) 383.4815

(616) 383.6409

(517) 372-501

(906) 228-9440 '

(517) 631-7700

(313) 241-6509

(616) 347-7373

(313) 858-3000

(313) 985.9531

(313) 987-5555

(517), 755-1111

(616)941-1131
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Self-Help Questions on Section 5 Pesticide Safety

' 4,

Now that you have studied Section 5, answer the following ques-
N,14. Hons. Write the answers with pencil without referring back to the text.

When you are satisfied with your written answers, see if they are cor-
t.yt,, rect by checking them with the text.* Erase your answer and write in

%Me-correct answer if your first answer is wrong. Note t at these ques-
:.'..-tions are not necessarily those that are used in_the ce fication exam -

1. As an applicator of pesticides you have two
major responsibilities in preventing accidents
with pesticides. What are they?-

doe

8. Describe theOpe of gloves one would wear if
handling highly toxic pesticides.

9. How often should clothing, goggles and face
g. Children under 10 years old are;victims of at . shields be washed?

least half of the accidental deaths due to pes-
ticides in this country. True or falre.

10. List three instances when a respirator is
needed.

3. How many symptoms are necessary to detect
if a person has been poisoned?

4. List at least four symptoms of a "mild" dr-
ganophosphate poisoning case.

11. List the four types of respirators and when
each should be used.

12. The cartridge or canister of a respirator is
probably the single Mott important part. Its

5. Describe the symptoms of a -"severe" case of useful life depends.en (list).
organophoi phate poisoning.

6. How are4iiorganophosphates and carbamates
related in respect to poisonings.

7. Explain in detail the correct procedures for
first aid in the case of a person who has swal-
lowed a pesticide.

The questions are arranged in the order that they appear in the text.

4

13. Whet factors must one consider
a pesticide?

ore buying

14. Reading the label of the pesticide container
before you apply the material tells you

(list).

43
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15. When transporting pesticides what type of ye- 19. What is a group III pesticide, container?
hide is the safest?

,cs

16. Describe a safe pesticide storage area.

,17. Before mixing or loading pesticides,. certain
factors must be taken into consideration, they
are (list).

20. Outline the procedures in cleaning up a minor
spill.

21. If you accidentally .spill pesticides into a
water source, who should be notified?

18. Describe in detail the correct method for rins-
ing out spraying equipment. 22. Define a safe reentry time.

I



tt SECTION 6: Pesticides
Environment means our surroundings and their

many forms of life.'Every plant or animal in its en-
vironment is affected by some other plants or ani-
mals there. Physical factors,sucH as rain, tempera-
ture and wind also are a part of the entironment.
We cannot do much about them. Other things like
waste disposal; house developments; highways;
and agricultural practices, including the p, per use
of pesticides, Can be controlled or change

PESTICIDES AS ENVIRONMENTAL
PROBLEMS

Many people consider pesticides a tool for pre-.
serving or improving the environment. Others feel
that pesticides are pollutants. Sometimes it is hard
to tell which is correct. As a weed is considered "a
plant out of place," a pesticide pollutant can be-
considered a "tool out of place."

HOW PESTICIDES HARM THE
ENVIRONMENT

Applying pesticides that are not labeled for that
,use can cause plant injury, illegal residues or en-
vironmental damage. Even properly labeled 'pes-
ticides can harm people, animals or the environ-
ment if not carefully used.

Direct Kill of Nontarget Organisms
Pesticides can injure or kill nontarget organiSms

by direct contact. Bees and other pollinators can be
killed if a crop is treated while they are working in
a field. Herbicides applied.to roadside brush can
drift out pf the area and kill crops or ornamentals.
Runoff from a recently sprayed field can kill fish in
the stream or pond below the field. Aquatic life in
streams can be wiped out by careless tank filling
and poor container disposal. These kills can result
in lawsuits, fines and,loss'of certification.

Persistenc, Accumulation and
Biological Magnification

Different pesticides act in different ways after
you apply them. Kist pesticides fall in one of
these four categories:
1. Pesticides that break down rapidly: These pes-

ticides remain on the target or in the environ-
ment only a short time before being changed
into harmless products. Some are highly toxic
and others are relatively harmless. All of them
can be safe for the environment if used prop-
erly.

r.?

in the Environinent
2. Accumulative Pesticides: These are pesticides

that can build up (accumulate) in the bodies of
ding man). They may, build up

mful to the individual or-
animals (incl
until they are
ganism or to the meat eater that feeds on them.
Pesticides that break clown slowly: These are
called persistent, pesticides. They stay in the
environment without change for a long time.
Often this is good, because you get long-term
control. Usually these pesticides;

do not react easily with sunlight, oxygen, or
heat,
are not broken down easily by microor-
ganisms,

, are only slightly soluble in water, and
can remain, in the environment for many
years.
Persisterit pesticides do not always accumu-

late. Some pesticides stay in the soil but do not
seem to build up in the bodies Of animals. They

, can injure sensitive crops planted othe same
soil the next year, but seem to be of little hazard
to the environment outside the treated area.

4. Pesticides that are both' persistent and ac-
cumulative:-.These can be hazaidous if you let
them escape from the target area. If persistent,
they may stay in the soil, water or on the target
long enough so that plants or animals are ex-
posed to them: Even if one organisin that ac-
cumulates a pesticide is not hu y it, another
animal in the food chain may be rmed.

"Food chain" is a term describin how all or-
ganisms depend on each other. E ch animal's
place in the chain depends on the ef food it
eats. Animals that eat only plants are a the bottom.
Animals feeding on the plant eaters are on the next
level. The animals that eat meat are at the top of
the chain.

Meat eaters feeding on other animals that have
accumulated pesticides may be poisoned without
directly contacting the pesticide. Man, as a plant
and meat eater, could get high doses of pesticide in
this way, althOugh he is usually protected by resi-
due tolerance.

Biologital magnification Is a term describing the
concentration of pesticides at the top of the food,
chain. It also described the much higher concen
tration of pesticides in the bodies of organisms liv;
ing,in an environment, usually water, that carries a
very low concentration of the pesticide.

Pesticide Movement in the Erihs virOnment
Pesticides become,problems when they move off

target. This max Mean drifting out of the target
area, moving on soil through runoff or erosion,

42 45
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-- leaching through the soil, or being carried out as' rest 'dites. Be careful not to let, pesticides move out
of the field. Apply them in a manner and at a time
when they will do the least damage to beneficial
organisms that use the treated area..

SOIL AND PESTICIDES
Soil gets more important4as the need for food in-

creases. Large acreages of good agricultural soil are
lost to highways, housing developments, and
shopping centers. We must keep the remaining ag-
ricultural land fertile and healthy. Poor soil prac-
tices and misuse cause poor yield and second-class
crops, especially if root vegetables or forage crops
are planted.

Overdoses of pesticides may result in sterile soil.
Pesticides which remain in the soil for a long time
may limit planting to only a few crops which will
not be harmed by the chemicals. The whole crop
rotation should be considered when a pesticide is
selected.

Even pesticides deposited on the target crop
move to the soil. They may be washed or brushed
off, incorporated in soil with dead plant parts or
eaten with plant materials by farm animals and
later excreted to become pollutants.

If pesticide-treated soil stayed in place, it would
be relatively unimportant as a way for pesticides to
move out from the target. But poor agricultural
practices may allow soil erosion. Pesticides can
move out as a result of heavy rains or flash floods
immediately after cultivation. Plowing under sod-
ded areas allows for movement of pesticides on
eroding soil both in water and air. Every effort
should be made to prevent such soil movement.

'AIR AND PESTICIDES
Air is necessary for any plant or animal to live. It

is the source of oxygen for breathing and receives
carbon, dioxide waste. It also receives other sub-
stances§ and can carry them for hong distances.
Some of these, such as moisture that results in rain,
are essential; others, such as auto exhausts, -bad
odors, or pesticide dust's and vapors, are disagree-
able and dangerous. 0,

Pesticide drift can cause serious environmental
contamination. Pesticides in the air cannot be con-
trolled. They can settle into waterways, n ighbor-
ing crops, wooded areas, houses, or barny s. Pes-
ticides have been known to move across several
states on preyailing winds to contaminate rainwa-
ter and soil. Even gentle breezes can carry her-
bicides from the target to kill or damage a sensitive
crop. Air can carry the herbicide as a fine droplet
that drifts a long way, or it can carry volatile formu-
lations in the form of a gas which will drift even
further. Insileticides or fungicides wan be carried
by drift to neighboring crops and may result in il-
legal residues and loss of the crop. Pesticides can
drift -into waterways and cause, serious damage to

aquatic life. The careful applicator must always be
aware of the wind speed and direction and must
plan his pesticide application accordingly. He
must consider use of low volatile pesticide formu-
lations and low-risk methods of application.

WATER AND PESTICIDES

Water is necessary for all life. While polluted
water can be used for many of our needs, we can-
not drink it or bathe in it. Most fish and other
marine life can survive only slight changes in their
water environment.

'Even tiny amounts of many ,pesticides can harm
fish and other marine life. Marine life can be killed
outright, by pesticides in water, or there may be
chronic effects. The behavior of the affected or-
ganism can be changed so that predators can more
easily catch and kill it. Pesticide-contaminated
eggs may not hatch or young organisms may not
survive after hatching.

Polluted irrigation water may stunt or kill crops,
result in illegal residues, or otherwise make the
soil unfit for use. It can harm or kill livestock or
taint milk or meat so that it cannot be used.

Most pesticide movement through air or soil
ends up in water. Most of the residue problems af-
fectingfecting wildlife have been caused by pesticides in
water. Avoiding pesticide contamination of water
is particularly important in avoiding accumulation
and biological magnification, as well as in prevent-
ing serious fish kills.

Water can be contaminated by pesticides in
many different ways. Pesticides are applied di-
rectly to water when controlling pests such. as
mosquito and blackfly larvae; aquatic weeds and
trash fish. This can be done fairly safely if you
choose the pesticides carefully, check to be sure
.they are registered for the use intended and apply
them carefully. But water can be grossly contami-
nated if the wrong pesticide is carelessly applied.
You must check to see if permits are required to
apply pesticides to water in your state,

Pesticides also can be applied directly to water
through carelessness. Drift, spills, back-siphoning
from sprayers, and poor disposal of containers and
surplus pesticides all contribute to direct water
contamination. Often the tank filling station for-the
sprayer is on the bank of a stream or pond where
spills from an overfilled tank can run directly back
into the water. The sprayer should never be left
unattended while the tank is being filled. The tank
filler also shoidd be equipped with some kind of
antisiphoning device to prevent backward flow of
spray materials into the water source. "Empty"
pestic* containers that are not completely empty
must be accounted for and returned to storage for
disposal. Otherwise they and the pesticide within
them are likely to end up in 'the water. Leftover
spray should never be emptied down the storm
sewer. This is a direct path, to wateri
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Erosion both by ter and wind I aching
and runoff are, means by' which pesticide reach
water indirectly. Pesticides often stick tig tly to
the soil. As long as the soil stay; in place, th pes-
ticide stays in place. But poor agricultural practices
that lead to erosion lead to pesticide movement
into water.

Heavy rains or flooding just after a pesticide ap-
plication can wash pesticides from the target and
into the water. One should not apply just before or
during heavy rains. Pesticides also may reach
water by Waling down through the soil, but this
is not a major source of contamination.

SENSITIVE AREAS

Sensitive areas are those such as parks, play-
grounds, bird sanctuaries, ponds and streams, water
supplies, barnyards and feed lOts, pastures, bee
yards, _school, homes or any other areas where
out-of-place pesticides might cause damage. The
pesticide applicator must be sure that the dose
does not expose pd pollute these areas when ap-

. plying pesticides nearby.

Water
.W1ter of any kind represents a sensitive area.

You must be very careful not to contaminate it,
whether it is used for drinking, bathing, irrigation,
fishing or as a wildlife habitat,

v
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Honeybees s

Honeybees and other pollinators are necessary
for good farming and food production, Often when
there is no pollination, there is no crop. Parasites
and predators may help control harmful insects.
Unforttinately bees, predators and parasites are
sensitive to many Pesticides. Try not ,to apply pes-
ticides if bees or other helpful insects are likely to
be in the area. Whenever possible, choose a pes-
ticide that is effective but the least toxic to these
forms. '' ,

:.

Wildlife

e

, ,
Wildlife, such as fish, birds and mammals, is an

asset to man. Take care to *Protect nearby wooded
areas and waterways when applying any pesticide.
If pesticides are improperly used or allowed to
move out of the treated area, hunting and fishing
could disappear. Improper use could lead to high

.*levels of pesticides in the bodies of some of these
animals, making their meat unfit and illegal to eat.

Large area pesticide control programs for such
things as mosquito abatement, foiest insects and
roadside brush and weeds may ..harm many non-
target organisms within the treated area. Such,
projects must be very carefullypranned.

Barnyards, Feed Lots and Pastures
Barnyards, feed lots and pastures where domes-

tic animals drink or graze can lead to problems with
pesticides. Some farm animals have been killed
.91.1tright by eating contaminated feed or forage
or drinking contaminated water. Meat and milk
from others has been made upsalable by the resi-
dues from careless pesticide use which exceeded
legal tolerance.

PESTICIDES AND BEES
Michigan's bees produce 8 to 10 million pounds

of honey a year, worth about $1.5 million. The total
value of commercial and "backyard" crops polli-
nated by bees in Michigan is about $100 million.

For most of the crops, commercial production
without bee pollination would be impossible.

_

Pesticide damage to bees takes ,many forms. Co'l-
on.ies may be completely destroyed, but most
commonly, only field bees are killed. Loss of field'
bees can be serious because the factor coOtributing
most to a beekeeper's success in honey production
or pollination is his ability to build up colonies that
are strong in numbers of bees. If the field force is
destroyed by pesticides, the whole colony will be
weakened and may remain weak for some time.

The present challenge is to determine how and
when to use pesticides, and which pesticides and
supplementary control measures to use, so that
pests may be most adequately controlled without
killing bees.

Following is a brief interpretation of precautions
necessary .to avoid killing bees:
1. Not applying insecticides to crops in bloom.

Don't allow spray tip drift to plants in bloom.
Drift to nontarget plants accounts for most beef,
kill. ,

2. Timing the application of insecticides. Ideally,
pesticides should be applied when there is no
wind and bees are not "working" plants in the
area. Little damage will result if th_ e crop is
sprayed late in the afternoon with a spray that
breaks down in a few hours. In general, evening

' applications are least harmful to bees.
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03. Variable toxicity of insecticides. Nearly all ag-
ricultural pesticides have been laboratory tested
and rated for their toxicity to bees. A list of in-
secficides, rated according to their toxicity, is
included at the end of MSU Cooperative Exten-
sion Bulletin V-678. When there is a choice of
pesticides, use those least toxic to bees. In gen-
eral, grarklar applications are not harmful to
bees.

4. Puddles of spray and spray in the water supply.
Bees gather water to drink and to regulate tem-
perature and humidity within the hive. Care
should be taken not to let sp ay drip and form
puddles, accumulate in whee tracks or to be
exposed in-any way.

5. Air vs. ground application. it application of in-
secticides is more dangerous to bees than
ground application, chiefly because the material
drifts greater distances and is -applied!, much
more rapidly. Application of insecticides to
large areas may be harmful because bees cannot
avoid contact with the spray on flowers or in
water. Total wild bee and honey bee loss over
the large area may be sizable.

6. Formulation of the material. Sprays are usually
less harmful than dusts because theY', do not
drift as much. Granular materials seem to pre-
sent very little hazard. Ultra-low-volume appli-
cations of some materials have been more toxic
than regular sprays. No effective repellent has
yet been developed-that may be added to the
spray to keep bees from treated areas.

7. Follow official spray recommendations.
8. It is not easy to move colonies of honey bees

from an established apiary. Beekeepers should
not be expected to move colonies and suffer
honey production loss unless there is no alter-
native.

\.

SCHOOLS, PLAYGROUNDS,
HOMEGROUNDS AND PARKS

Schools, playgrounds, homegrounds, and park
and other such areas should always be considered
as places requiring special caution. Pet dishes,_
sandboxes, playground equipment and toys"can re-
ceive a dangerous amount of off-targe pesticide.
Pesticides used in or around such areas should be
the safest ones available that are effective.

) . BENEFITS OF CAREFUL USE
Pesticides hilp the environment when they are

used carefully and wisely. Even in sensitive areas
the careful choice and expert application of a pes-
ticide may do little harm to the environment.
When properly used, pesticides can help produce
better quality and high yields of food by reducing
damage from insects, diseases and weeds. Thus,
more land is left free for recreation and wildlife.

Pesticides can improve the enjoyment of recrea-
tion areas through control of annoying pests. They
aan improve the quantity and quality of livestock
products. They can control runaway epidemics of
newly introduced insects and diseases. And they
can be harmless to plants and wildlife when prop-
erly used.

Weigh carefully the advantages and disadvan-
tages of each pesticide use,Choose the pesticide
that will do the least damage to nontarget or-
ganisms while giving good control. Finally, plan
each part of the job carefully from beginning to
end.

4-8
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Self-Help Questions on Section 6 Pesticides in the Environment

Now thalf:you have studied Section 6, answer the following ques-
tions. Write the .an.§-wers with pencil without referring back to the. text.
When you are satisfied with your:written answers, see if they arecor-
rect by checking them with the text.* Erase your answer and write in
the correct answer if your first answer is wrong.,Note that these ques-
tions are not necessarily those that are usedin the certification exam-

-ination.

1. Define the word environment. 5. How do pesticides affect a water source?

2. What are some characteristics of persistent 6. Define a "sensitive area."
pesticides?

1

)1k 7. When should one apply pesticides if honey-
bees are in the area?3. What is a lood chain'?

4. Describe the relation between the aii- and the 8. What precautions should be taken to protect
pesticide. wildlife in a spray area?

The questions are arranged in the order that they appear an the text

is)

1 at

9. What formulations of pesticides are-711e safest
to use around honeybees?

49
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SECTION 7: Spray,Eguipmen

'Le

4

TYPES OF INSECTICIDE
APPLICATIONS

Insecticides can be applied in a variety of ways.
Some common types of applications used in
Michigan are outlined below:
1. Seed treatment is coverage of the seed with an

insecticide prior to planting. Treating seed with
an insecticide is best done by the seed dealer at
the same time as he treats. the seed with fun-
gicide. Special duit formulatiOns of insecticides
for use by the grower to treat his own,seed are
available. These dusts schou14,be used when \---a
seed tzeatment 'is needed dnd-dy-treated
seed is not available.

2. Broadcast soil application is the coverage of the
soil of the.entire_field with insecticide spray or
granules prior to planting. Broadcast soil appli-
cations should be made just before the final
disking or dragging of the field. The final fitting
operation will incorporate the inseeiicide into
the upper surface of the soil.

50
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3. Furrow application is the placement of an insec-
ticide in a narrow line in the soil below and to
the side of the seed at planting time. Granular
insecticides are usually used for this type of ap-
plicatiOn and the insecticide may be dropped
into the fertilizer row.

4. Soil band application is the placement of sprays
or granular insecticides in a band centering over
the row of the crop leaving an area between the
row untreated. The insecticide'is usually placed
above and out of contact with the seed and is
covered with soil immediately after application.
Soil band applications can be made at the time
of planting or they can be applied after the
plants have emerged, if special equipment is
available to apply and cover the insecticide.

5. Foliage, sprays, granular applications or dusts
are applications of insecticides to the plant it-
self. This type of application can be made either
s_ a broadcast type to cover the entire field or as

a directed application to cover only the row of

48

plants. The broadcast type is usually done on
small grains and hay crops while the directed
application is usually done to concentrate the
insecticide on-the plants grown in rows.

%IP
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6. Aerial sprays are applications of insecticides
made from aircraft. Aerial applications of
granules or dust can also be made, but are sel-
dom used in Michigan. Aerial applicatiofls are
especially desirable to large plants or trees over
an extensive area or when damage can be done
to the crop by a tractor-drawn sprayer moving
through the field. Most aerial sprays are applied
at the rate of from 1 to 5 gallons of spray per
acre. Ultra-low-volume (ULV) or concentrate
aerial sprays can be used against vome insect
pests in field crops. The sprays are -made at
rates of about 4 to 16 liquid ounces of spray per
acre.

7. Sanitary sprays are applications of special insec-
ticides used in the home or to kill stored grain
pests in cracks and corners of storage bins and
grain handling equipment before new grain is
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stored in the area. Sanitary sprays are especially
recommended in wooden bins, the boots of the
grain handling equipinent, or other places that
cannot be swept clean of the debris that harbors
the insects. ,

8. Fthnigation is the application, to buildings,
stored grain or Sqil, of insecticides as gases or as
liquids that will; vaporize. The fumigants will
penetrate and kill the insects within the build-
ing, grain or soil. Fumigation is, by its nature, a
hazard and should be done only by someone
experienced in the use of fumigants. Two men
should always work together on all fumigation
operations.

DETERMINING THE AMOUNT OF
FORMULATION TO BE USED

The amount of insecticide to be applied per acre
is given in the recommendations as the pounds or
ounces of active insecticide to be applied. The
amount of formulated insecticide will have to be
calculated for the formulation that the grower will
use. This calculation for dust, granular, and wetta-
ble or soluble powder formulations can be made
using the equation:

ounces or pounds of formulation =

t

100R
P

where R is the recommended amount of active in-
secticide in pounds or ounces and P is the percent
age of active insecticide in the formulation. For
example, if 11/2 pounds of active insecticide is rec-
ommended (R = 1.5) and an 80 percent wettable
powder is used (P = 89):

pounds formulation =
80

1.88 pounds (1 lb., 14 oz.).

The calculation of liquid flowable or emulsifiable
concentrate formulationS can be made using the
equation:

100 x 1.5 .

t

,
pints formulation = 8R

. p

4.

-...."a .

The duSt and granular formulations are applied
directly without water. The amount of formulation
of a granule or dust needed to give the recom-
mended amount Of active insecticide should be de-
termined first and the equipment then calibrated
to deliver exactly that amount of formulation.
Wettable powders, flowables and - emulsifiable
concentrates are mixed with the spray water. The
amount of these formulations needed to obtain.the
recommended amount of active insecticide -per
acre or per gallon should be calculated and added
to the amount of spray' delivered per acre by the
sprayer. ,

Recommendations for the amount of insecticide
to be applied per acre are sometimes given as
pounds per acre even though the insecticide is
applied only as narrow bands across the field. The
amount applied per acre' may be independent of
the width of the rows. At times, such as band ap-
plications for rootworm control in corn, the rec-
ommendation is given for a specified row width
and adjustment in the amount of actual insecticide
must be made when some width other than the
specified row width is used. This adjustment is
made using the equation:

pounds per acre = RW
V

where R is the recommended amount of insec-
ticide in pounds, W is the specified row width in
inches, and V is the row width in inches that will
be used. For example, if 1 pound of active insec-
ticide (R = 1) for a 40-inch row is recommended
(W = 40), and a row width of 30 inches is to be
used (V = 30):4

xpounds per acre 1

30
40 = 1.33 lb. (about 21 oz.).

Some recommendations for insecticides are
given as the amount of insecticide (as either active
tnsecticide or, as a formulation) to be mixed with a
specified volume of water. The amount to be used
in some volume of water other than the volume of
water specified can be calculated using the equa-
tion:

RVamount to be used =
XV

. \vhere R is the recommended amount of insec-wheie R is the recommended amount of active in-
secticide, in pounds, and P is the pounds of active
insecticide per gallon of formulation. For example,
if 1 pound of active -insecticide is needed (R = 1)
and an emulsifiable concentrate containing 5
pounds of active insecticide per gallon is used (P =
5):

.$ pints formu ation 8
5
x 1on = = 1.6 pints

(about 26 liquid oz.).

.,.i.

. ticide, V is the volume o wader to be used, and W
is the volume of water specified. For example, if 2
pounds of a 15 percent wetta le powder is recom-

ended (R = 2)- per 1 gallons of water (t W =
100), and 250-gallons of water is to be used (V =
250): .

.
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- 4- amount < 2 x 250unt to be used =

,. 100

5 pounds of 15% wettable powder.



TYPES OF APPLICATION
EQUIPMENT

Sprayers
In selecting a sprayer, regardless of size, you

must select it on the basis of the jobs for which it is
intended. It must operate adequately while sub-
jected to the abrasion of wettable powders and the

... deteriorating effect of some formulations on hoses,
seals, tanks, etc. So, durabi as well as conveni-
ence in filling, operatin nd cleaning is required.

Small capacity sprayers; Small capacitysprayers
are meant for use on small jobs such as home and
garden pest control and in restricteSi areas unsnita-.
ble for larger units.

The advantages of these small units are their rel-
atively low cost, simplicity and maneuverability

/which make them easy to use, clean and store.
Limitations of small sprayers include their (1)

limited capacity, (2) variability in application rate
whidris -due to direct reliance on

for the rate of-ffiOYerrierer the target, and (3)
frequent lack of good agitation and screening for
wettable powders. .

Low-pressure field sprayers: These are primarily
boom or boomless broadcast sprayers used for
treating field craps, pasturesjence rows, etc., for
weed arid insect contr6[ Such sprayers also may be
used to apply liquid fertilizers or feriilizr-
pesticide mixtures.

,

The advantages of these sprayers are: (1) their
high capacity, which is dire to the use of low
amounts of water or other carrier per acre, medium

to large tanks, and speeds of 4 mph and above; (2)
their low fixed andoper4ting costs per acre; and (3)
their relatively lightweight, inexpensive, multi-
purpose design. High clearance sprayers permit
spraying tall rowcrops and flotation tire equipped
sprayers permit spraying during wet field condi-
tions.

Some limitations-are: (1) the low gallonage will
not permit adequate coverage for some fungicides,
insecticides and defoliants; and (2) the limited
pressure may reduce penetration of heavy foliage
or of heavy coats of hair on livestock.

High-pressure sprayers: Often termed hydraulic
sprayers, these machines are used to spray fruits,
vegetables and trees for disease and insect control.
They alte, are used for spraying ornamentals and
livestock and to wash equipment. When fitted with
the proper pressure regulators, they can be used at
low pressures. Applications usually are made at
high gallonages (100 or more per acre), so even,
though large tanks are used they still require fre-
quent filling.-

Advantages Of these units are that they (1) can do
about any type of spray job, (2) are well con-
structed and long-lived if.prOperly maintained, (3)
usually have good mechanical agitation, (4) are de-
signed to last even with use of wettable powder
pesticide formulations.

Limitations of high-pressure sprayers are the
high initial and operating cost, large amounts of
wates needed, high power and fuel needs, high tire
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loads, and high sprayipressures which can result in
formation of large numbers of small drops tsubjecik
to drift of in misdirected spray carrying to the
wrong targets.

Air blast' sprayers: With se units a stream of
air is used to carry the pesticide spray paiticlds to
the target. Although dependent on the ncizzles
formulation used, the high-veleie'ty air stream usu-
ally breaks for nozzle output i fine drops which
move with the air. The air is r ted into the trees
of the- orchard or a ross field crops such as veg-
etables to either o oth sides as the sprayer
moves forward. Rates of application are low (often
called concentrate spraying).

Advantages, in additi to spraying many acres
pe ul are 1 coverage and penetration,
(2) high wor c capacities, (3) lighter weight knits,
lower pump pressufts, aryl greater ease of opera-
tion than the high-pressure sprayers.

Limitations are (1) the hazards of drift and poor
patterns under windy conditions, (2) chance of
overdosages, (3) the fact that addition of a ,blower
increases the complexity of the unit and raises the
powerand fuel requirement 14-1Ctsiae initial cost,
and (4) that it is very. difficult tq treat small areas
without contaminating surrounding areas.

Mist blowers: These sprayers are really
specialized air blast sprayers with higher air veloc-
it)4 and lower air volume than regular air blast
sprayers. As a result, the spray is finer and the ap-
plication rate is lower They are used not' only on
fruits and vegetables, but also forsfiade tree spray-
ing, space spraying and mosquito control. They use
even less water, so operating costs can be kept low.

Limitations 'are the increased problems from
drift and pattern breakup in windy conditions, dif-
ficulty in getting good coverage and proper swath
widths, and the need for more careful calibration.

Ultra w-volume sprayers: Spraying the undi-
luted pesticide at rates of 1/2 gallon per acre Or less
is called ULV spraying. 1.11,V spraying may be
done by aircraft or ground rigs. If done by ground,
air Streams may be used to ,help break up and di-
rect the' spray. The advantages are the high-
capacities and lower cost made possible b54
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'eliminating. all water. The disadvantages are 'doe
increased risk of drift and overdosage and the lim-
ited number of pestici4efludgell suitable for such
application. ,

C53m onents of Sprayers and
Their aintenance

Ta : Tiks of any capafy should have large
filli openings for easy filling and cleaning.
Straining during filling, and mechanical or hydraulic
ag' hould be provided. The tank should be
cor Sionion resistant either by being of stainless
st el, plastic or glass-reinforced-plastic, or by hay-
ing a protective lining or coatiig. It should have a
good drain and outlets sized to the pump capacity:
If dual tanks are used, make sure plumbing is de-
signed to permit agitation and adequate With-,
drawal rates froth each tank. The tank should have
a liquid le'el gage to permit checking,rate of use
and indicate when refilling is necessary.

Pumps: The pump mist provide enough flow 1
over the range of spraying pressures to supply all
nozzres, hydraulic agitation if u d, plus a reserve
to allow f r loss of flow due to weari All pumps
shou b -corrosion resistant. or 16w-pressure

r
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field sprayers, the maximum output shoul be at
least 0.3 gallon per minute per foot of Swath exclu-
sive of agitation requirements. (See agitation sec-_
tion below.) Centrifugal pumps are becoming more
popular because .they provide enough additional
flow at fairly low cost fix' good agitation of 200 -
gallon and larger tanks. Piiton 'and diaphragM
pumps are self-priming, and roller and gear pumps
are self-Primin at low suction heads; _centrifugal
pumps are not If-priming. If pressures above
75-100 psi are d fired, piston. pumps are more
likely to provide em over a long period of time.

Strainers: Proper filtering of the pesticide not
only protects the working parts of the sprayer but
also avoids' time loss end misapplication due to
clogging of nozzle 'tipc Filtering should be pro-
gressive wi h the finest filtering nearest the noz-
zles. A 12 2Q mesh strainer should be used in
the tan ening and a 25 to 40 mesh strainer used
in the suction line to the pump if it is not a cen-
trifugal pump. Centrifugal pumps should' not have
a suction line strainer. Use a line strainer of 40 to
50 mesh with wettable powders and of 80 to 100
mesh for other mixtures. Smaller nozzle sizes used
to apply low .Volumes per acre may also require
nozzle screens of 80 to 100 mesh. Nozzle sizes so
small that 200 mesh screens are needed are, n
recommended.

"r'Hosesi Select synthetic rubber, or plastic hoses
that have burst strength greater than the peak
operating pressures, resist oil and solvents present
in pesticides, and are weather-resistant. Suction

hoses should resist collapse and be larger than
pressure hoses. (See Table 1.) All fittings on suc-
tion lines should also be large.

TABLE 1. Typical Hose Sizes for Various Flow
Rates

Hoge Type 4 8 12 20 40 60 120

Pressure Hose
Size (Inches) V2 % 34 1 11/4 11/2 2 -

Suction Hose'
Size (Inches) % 3/4 1 11/2 2 2Y2

Flow Rate in galtbns per minute

Pressure gages: These serve as the monitor of
your spraying operation. They should be accurate
and have only, the range needed for your operation.
For example, 0-60 psi with 2 pound gradations
would be enough for most low pressure sprayers.
Any unindicated pressure change results in misap-
plication, so place at least one ggge where it reads
boom pressure and is protected from surges when
valVesare closed.

. .
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Pressure regulators: As with pressure gages,
select a regulator whose range compares well with
the range of operating pressure you plan to use.
Make sure it is large enough to handle the bypass
flow expected when the spray lines are closed and
to prevent pressure from being too high when low
nozzle pressures are desired.

Agitation: Make sure your sprayer has adequate
agitation or your actual pesticide application rate
may vary greatly as the tank is emptied. Mechani-
cal agitation is the surest means of getting good
agitation but is expensive initially and harder to
maintain. Bypass agitation may be sufficient for so-
lutions and emulsions but for wettable powders a
separate jet agitator should be used. The bypass
type of hydraulic agitation uses the retu,rn flow
from the pressure relief valve to agitate the liquid
in the bottom of the sprayer tank. The jet -agitator
type is attached to the pressure side of the pump to
operate.at nozzle pressure or above which gives it-
much more energy for agitation. The jet outlets are
fixed on a pipe in the bottom of the tank to dis-
charge horizontally across the bottom of the tank.
The jet agitator size must be selected to leave
enough flow for the nozzles and a reserve for wea'r.
For tank§ holding 200 gallons or more multiple jet
agitators or a pipe, with holes drilled ry foot
should be used.

c

If bypass agitation is used, bypass flow equal to.
25 percent of tank capacity is needed to mix wetta-
ble powders adequately. Jet agitators can do the
job at 5-10 percent of tank capacity.

Control valves: These should be larde enough to
restrict flow and should be accessible to the opera-
tor. On-off action should be quick and pOsitive
with the capability of cutting off all flow or flow to
any section.

'Safety: Valves, 'hoses and fittings should be lo-
cated and/or shielded so operator is not likely-to be
hit by liquid if bursts or leaks occur.

Nozzles:- The nozzle helps control the rate, uni-
formity, distribution and safety of application. This
is accomplished by the nozzle design or type, its
operating pressuie, its orifice size, its fan angle and
its distance from the target.

`There are essentially five basic nozzle spray pat-
terns. All other patterns are variations. These are:
1. Solid stream. A compact jet often used in hand-

guns to spray a distant target or used in nozzles

vs.
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to apply a narrow band or barricr or to inject
into the soil.

2. Flat fan. This pattern is produced by three noz-
zle types:

The regular flat fan nozzle produces a narrow
oval pattern having lighter edges for broad-
cast spraying. It has fan angles of 60-110 de-
grees and should be overlapped 30-50 per-
cent for even distribution.

The even flat fan nozzle produces' a pattern
with a fairly uniform rate across its width that
drops rapidly,on its edges. It has fan angles of
80-95 degrees and is intended for band spray-
ing.

. The flooding nozzle produced a wide angle
flat spray pattern at lower pressures than the
other, flat fan nozzles. Its Pattern is fairly' uni-
form across its width with a rapid drop in rate
at the edgeS. Its fan angles may be as high as
145 degrees.

54

"3. Hollow cone. This pattern is a circular one with
tapered edges and little or no spray in the
center. The core and disc type produces fan
angles of 50 degrees to 110 degrees by the use .

of a core or whirl plate ahead of a disc. with
orifice. The whirl chamber provides angles up
to 130 degrees using a tangential entry to a
whirl chamber above a conical outlet.

4. Full cone. This is a circular pattern with the
spray well-distributed throughout the pattern.
This is frequently accomplished by using a disc
and core and both tangential slots plus. an
orifice in its center. Fan angles are: up to 110
degrees.

5. Broadcast (off center). This pattern is primarily
a wide flat fan pattern intended to spray a wide
swath from under the nozzle out to 75 degrees
or more from the vertical. Widths up to 30 feet
Are ppssible. Such patterns are used for. so-
called boomless sprayers or to extend the effec-
tive width on the end of a boom.
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There are choices of more than one nozzle type
or pattern for many spraying jobs. In general, the
regular flat fan nozzle, flooding fan nozzle, and
whirl chamber hollow cone nozzles are preferred,
for weed control. Where herbicide drift control is
most essential the flooding nozzles and whirl
chamber nozzles provide larger drops and,
adequate patterns at lower pressures. They also
have the added benefit of less nozzle clogging. For
chewing type insects these nozzlesdor the hollow
cone nozzles can be used in field crops. For other
insects and for disease- control, hollow cone noz-
zles should be used.

Nozzles- are available in various materials, but
brass is the most common. Brass is inexpensive
and machines well, but is subject to rapid wear
from abrasion. Stainless steel is noncorrosive and
much more resistant to abrasion than brass, espe-
cially if it is hardened. Nylon and other plastics are
resistant-to corrosion and have. fair abrasion resist-
ance,-but are subject to swelling when exposed to
some liquids. Aluminum is resistant to some corro-
sive materials but easily corroded by others, such
as some nitrogen fertilizers. Tungsten carbide is
highly resistant to abrasion and corrosion but is
available only in disc type hollow cone nozzles
and is expensive. For limited use, brass tips are
probably best. As- more use is'planned, especially
of corrosive or abrasive pesticides, other materials
should be considered.

Use and Maintenance of Ground Sprayers
General: These comments are bdsed on use of

low-pressure field 'sprayers. Other sprayers would
be similar in,usse and maintenance.

Before spraying, rinse out the entire system and
remove and clean nozzles, nozzle screens, and
strainers. Make sure strainers and nozzle screens
are 50 mesh or lArger if wettable powders will be
used. Make sure nozzles are all the same type, size
and fan angle. Nozzle caps should not be cracked
or overtightened, especially if plastic. Check lines,
valves, seals and tank after filling with water and
during running to determine that there are no
leaks:

Adjilst nozzle height and spacing .as suggested
by the manufacturer and pesticide label and as re-
quired for crop or pest. Allow for crop or weed
height if necessary. If spraying soil surface, a gqod
check is to spray on asphalt pavement and watch
for streaks as you increase speed or as spray dries.
Check each nozzle for uniform flow using water

'and a jar Marked in ounces. Replace any having
flows 5 percent more or less than the average.
While doing this, check patterns IAn replace any
nozzles having heavy or light streak

Tanks: Flush out the tank, pump lines and noz-
zles after each day's use and at e end of eaoh
separate pesticide use. If switchin to another pes-
ticide where contamination mu t be prevented,
wash out with detergent and water two or three
times and then flush with water. Phenoxy her-
bicides such as 2,4-D are hard to remove. After
their use, either follow the sRecial cleaning proce-
dures noted on the pesticide label or avoid using
the 'same sprayer for any other product. Keep tank
clean inside and out. Tighten or repair all leaky
tank seals or fittings. Make sure sight gages can be-
read. . -

Pumps: Do not operate dry or with a restricted
inlet as pump damage will occur. Do not store with
water in the pump, but fill or coat with light oil.
Mountings on tractor PTO shafts should be re-
strained from turning by chains or torque bars not
bolted down. Do not operate at speeds or pressures

'higher than the manufacturer recommends. Keep
all shields in place.

Hoses aridjittings: Keep hoses from kinking or
beigig abraded. Rinse off often to prolong life. Re-
move and store hoses during off season, or at least
store unit out of sun. Replace at the first sign of
deterioration, because weak hoses are unsafe.

Pressure gages: Check frequently for accuracy
againgt an accurate gag and prevent overpressure.
Keep glass faces clea and intact. If gages fail to
last, use gage prote s to protectagainst corrosive
pesticides and pre sure surges.

Strainers: Clogged line strainers can cause unde-
tected low pressures if boom pressure gages are

--not used, and 'clogged nozzle screens can always
cause such an effect. Clean strainers frequently
and ryplace them if deterioration begins. They are
youf best defense against nozzle and pumpwear
and nozzle clogging. Use nozzle screens as large as
nozzle sizes, permit, but screen opening should be
less than nozzle opening:
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Nozzles: Select the proper nozzle type and size
forthe pest control needed and pesticide used.
Clean aria unclog nozzles only with a toothbrush
or toothpick, never with metal objects such as
wires and knives. Remove for off-sea§on storage
and when notein use store in unused oil or diesel
fuel.

If you need to emphasize drift control, consider
the advantages of the flooding flat fan nozzles used
at low pressures Don't forget also that with any
nozzle lower pressures and larger outputs result in
few fine drops to ditift. Spray adjuvants to increase
viscosity and increase drop size to reduc_eLdrift
should also be considered. Keeping the nozzles
low by spraying back to an angle from vertical and
by using wide fan angles also helps because the
wind decreases rapidly with. decreased height.

Operation: During spraying do not use speeds
too high for ground conditions. Booms bouncing
up and down or back and forth can cause applica-
tion rates to vary by 50 percent/Uneven ground
causing the boom's ends to be too near and too far
from the ground can cause uneven patterns; also
some boom widths may have to be narrowed, sepa-
rate boom sections adjusted on the go., or outrigger
devices used.

If nozzles clog or other trouble occurs in the
field and the spray material is toxic, shut off the
sprayer and move foiward into the unsprayed area
before dismounting and working on the sprayer.
Be alert for nozzle clogging,-change in nozzle pat-
terns, and the location of sensitive crops, water-
ways, people, pets, etc. Do everyth.ing you can
to keep the spray on the target,. ,

Filling and draining: Pick an area for filling your
sprayer and draining and rinsing that will*not con=
taminate any water supply and where other hu-

ans and pets are not likely o be present. Before
pening the container an,d adding any pesticides,

c mpletely read the label and follow i directions
,protective gear, actions, equipment peration,

an se ction. Follow the label's advice or mixing
an ad ng pesticide to the tank. Do not mix more
peskic e than you plan to use. It is better to apply
all of it thaU have an excess for disposal. It is desir-
able to remove all pesticides, especially wettable
pow'clers, from the sprayer immediately after spray
ing is completed.

Storage: Before storage at the end of a season
and after rinsing as suggested previously in the
general section, almost refill tank with clean water.
Then add a gallon or two of new light oil to the
tank. Pump tank contents out through nozzles and
handgun if present, thus coating the system. Drain
pump .and plug its openings. Remove nozzles and
nozzle screens and sore in oil.

CALIBRATION

Calibration of Field Sprayers
General: Performance of any pesticide depends

on the correct amount of chemical being applied
properly. The purpose of calibration is to adjust the
equipment to apply ; specified amount of material
uniformly over a givOn area The volumes'of spray
applied depends on the following three variables:
1. Nozzle flow rate. Nozzle flow rate varies with

the orifice size of the nozzle, the nature of the
fluid and the pressure on 'the fluid. Flow rate is
generally proportional to the square root of the
pressure at the orifice.

2. Ground speed of the sprayer. Increasing the"
. ground speed decreases the spray volume in
proportion. It is the easiest factor to change for
minor corrections in application volume.

3. Sprayed width per nozzle. Increasing the
' sprayed width per nozzle (nozzle spacing) de-

creases the spray volume.
Equipment needed: You will need calibrated

containers of proper' size (1 pint or quart for low
gallonages, 1 gallon for large gallonages per acre),
a 100-foot tape, a watch with sweep second hand,
stakes to mark distances and an accurate pressure
gage on the sprayer.

Nozzle tip selection: Selecting the proper nozzle
tip is the most important step in sprayer calibra
tion.

Step 1. Determine the suggested sprayer, appli-
cation volume in gallons per acre (Gpa) from the

'herbicide label or printed recommendations. Ap-
plication volume is the gallons of carrier (water,
fertilizer, etc.)' plus pesticide applied per treated
acre.

Step 2. Select an appropriate ground speed in
miles per hour (Mph) according to existing field
condition.

Step 3. Determin he spray width per nozzle
(W) in inches.

For boom spraying, W = nozzle spacing
For band spraying, W = band width
For row crop applic tions 'such as drop spraying

or directed spraying,

row (or band, width)
no. of nozzles pe ow (or band)

Step 4. Deteripine the zle output required by
using a nozzle manufac rer's catalog, other charts,
Or the following formuta:
Equalion 1. Gallons per minute (Gin) per nozzle =

Gallons per acre (Gpa) x Mph x W
5940*

where Gpa, Mph,, and W are from Steps 1-3.

*1 sing WOO instr ,o1 of 59-i0 makes c dud mon r .111,1 results in ones I per, nt
trio;
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Step 5. Select a nozzle that will give the output
determined in Step 4 when operating within the
rOcommended pressure range. At this point you
may decide to use another operating speed i
order to use nozzles you already have.

Precalibration'check: If not done in last 50 hours
of use, check all nozzles at operatink pressure and
using water for uniform output, equal fan angle.,
and uniform appearance of spray pattern. Replace
any nozzle having flow 5 percent more or less than
average or having obviously different fan angles-or
patterns. ti

The use of water alone for calibration is highly
desirable, but if the dilutent is other.than water, or
the pesticide or additives change the mixture con-
siderably, check to see if there is a difference in
flow rates between the spray mixture and water. If
this difference is more than 5 percent, use the ac-
tual mix Aire and avoid any contact with spray. Also
try to avoid 'contaminating the area around the
calibration area.

r,!

Calibration: Calibration manuals usually come
wid e sprayers. If a-manual is not available, the

,equipment can be calibrated to deliver the amount
of spray desired by:
1. Measure the distance traveled, in feet, in one

minute at the speed you will use in applying
the insecticide.

2. Measure the width, in feet, of the swatch that
will be Covered by the insecticide (measure the
width from end to end even though the insec-
ticide' will only be applied in narrow bands
across this width); use this value for W in the
calculations below.

3. Count the number of nozzles that will be used;
use this value for N in the calculations below.

4.. Collect and measure the spray, in liquid ounces,
delivered in one minute from several nozzles at
the approximate settings that ypu will use, or
use equation 1 to deterniine this; determine the
average amount delivered in one minute from
these nozzles and use this value for A in the
calculations below.

5. Determine the gallons per acre delivered by a'
sprayer using the following equation:

Equation 2. Gallons per acre 340 NA
WL

Example:
Tractor speed (1) is 176 feet per minute
Eight 36 inch rows covered (W = 24 feet)
Eight nozzles used (N = 8)
Twenty liquid ounces of spray per nozzle per
minute(A =20))

8 x 20Gallons per acre 340 x 12.8824 x 176

GO

)

Dusters
Hand dusters: Like hand sprayers, hand dusters

are used primarily' for small areas such as homes
and gardens. They, may consist of just a squeeze
tube or shaker, a sliding tube or a fan Powered by a
hand crank. They have the,advaptage that the pes-
ticide is already diluted and ready to apply so they
are fast and easy toe'use on small areas or for spot
treatment. Their limitations are: (1) pesticide is
more expensive; (2) it is difficult to get good cover-
age; and (3) dust is much more subject to drifting.

PLUDSON -

Power dusters: 'Ground-rig power dusters utilize
a powered fan oi blower to propel the dust to the
target. They range from knapsack or backpack
types to tractor-runted or pulled. Their capacity
in acres per 'hour compares favorably with most
sprayers, they are simply constructed, easy to
maintain, and low in application cost-exclusive of
pesticide cost. However, the increased ha arils
from drift and restrictions on time of use .ave
caused their use to decrease.
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Selection: Before selecting a duster you should
decide if you will be able to use it with enough
pesticides to justify its crirchae. You are more
likely to be able to justify hand dusters than power
dusters ,due to 'their convenience and the
availability of low toxicity pesticides in dust form
for small area use.

In selecting power dusters, look for Models that
are ellsy to clean and that give uniform distribution
acrosA the swatch and uniform application rate as
the tank is emptied. For both hand and power
dusters also look for those that keep the dust cloud
well away from the operator.
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Granular Applicators
These range from crank-opetated, spinning-dis ,

krtapsack"types for broadcast coverage to those ap-
plying bands over the row iri row crops to powered
applicators covering 20-foot widths or more ahead
of incorporating tools. Granules, like dusts, already
are diluted so there is no need for mixin

A6antages are the elimination of ing, the
relatively simple, low-'cost, trouble-fr e equip-
ment, and the cont of of drift. Limitations are: (1)
higher cost for pest' 1de, (2) use on some pests .is
limited because g ules won't stick to targets
such as plants, (3) must calibrate for each granular
formulation and applicator, and (4) lateral distribu-
tion can be poor,, especially on side slopes.

Selection: In selecting granular applicators,
whether they will be used for broadcasting or

'bandink, elloOse ones that are easy to clean and fill.
Check to see that they have good agitation over

the outlet holes to prevent briliging and keep flow
rate constant. If you are looking at a, band
applicator, the run from hopper to bander shou'ld
not be long and shallow. Banders should spread
band evenly even upon side slopes of 10 to 15 per-
cent. Chain drives should use sprockets of eight
teeth or more to keep drive speed uniform. Design
should be such that application stops when drive
stops even if outlets aren't closed. The drive
should be strong enough to turn and not break after
road travel with tank filled with granules.

Use and maintenance: Both dusters and granular
applicators are speed sensitive so try to maintain
uniform speed. Do not travel too fast for condi-
tions, as bouncing applicatorl will have a widely
varying application rate. Stay out of any drift cloud
that may form. Windy conditions are bad for dust-
ers and can greatly affect the distribution from
granular applicators. Try to finish the day or job
with each box ,almost empty. Clean equipment
well at the end of each job as advised by operator's
manual.

Watch bandefs to see that band width is main-
tained. Small, height changes due to changing soil
conditions result in rapid changes in band width. o

4

Calibration: For granular application calibration,
the procedure below, similar to that used for

.. sprayers, can be used:
I. Measure the ,distance traveled, in feet, in one

minute at the speed you will use in applying
the insecticide; use this value for L in the calcu-
lations below.

2. Measure the width, in feet, of the swatch that
will be covered by the insecticide (measure the
width from end to end even though the insec-
ticide will only be applied in narrow bads

across this width); use this value for W in the
calculations below.

3. Count the number of nozzles that will be used;
use this value for N in the calculations below.

4. Collect and weigh the granules, in ounces, deli-
vered in one minute from several nozzles at the
approximate settings that you will ,use. Deter-
mine the average amount delivered in one min-
ute frotn these nozzles and use this value for A
in the Nlculations below.

5. Determine the pounds per acre delivered by a
granular applicator using the equation:

Equation 3. Pounds per acre = 2732 NA
WL

Example: Tractor speed (1) is 176 feet per min-
ute
Eight 26 inchftows covered (W = 24
feet)
Eight nozzles used (V= 8)
Two ounces of granules per nozzle
per minute (A = 2)

Pounds per acre' 0723 x 8. x 2 = 10.31
24 x 176

Fumigators and Ajators
Equipment is of two types that needed to

handle low-volatility fumigants and that needed to
handle the high-volatility fumigants which are kept
liquid only by storage pressure vessels. The
low-volatile fumigators are gravity-flow or pump-
fed units, while the high-volatile units usually use
a compressed gas to force the fumigant into the soil
or space being fumigated. Some fumigants are safe
enough and trapped by the soil and soil moisture
well enough that covering with plastic or other seal
is not necessary. But most work best and most
safely if seals are used.

Selection: Selection of equipment to apply non-
pressure fumigants is similar to selecting a good
low-pressure sprayer except that corrosion-
resistant pumps, tants, fittings and lines may be
more important. In 4dcition, pressure fumigants
require the ability to withstand the internal pres-
sures created by the liquified gas when stored or
used at high temperatures to assure constant deliv-
ery rates. If soil injectors are part of the unit, they
should be'sturdy enough 'to run at enough depth
for good retention of the fumigant.
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Use and maintenance: All the units, but espe-
cially the pressurized ones, should be kept in good
repair. Make sure there are no leaks and that hoses
and fittings are replaced as soon as signs of dete-
rioration occur. Lines and fittings should not be lo-
cated near the operator. All lines should be
emptied except when actually applying fumigants.
All precautions suggested by the fumigant label
should be carefully observed. To avoid cross-
contamination and 'corrosion, properly flush the
units after use following directions qn the label.

Calibration:
1. Calibration of nonpressure fumigators is done as

described under calibration of field sprayers.
2. Calibration of pressure fumigators. Since the

fumigant vaporizes when released from pres-
sure and is usually toxic, catching it in a cali-
brated container is not practical. Instead, one can
usually come close to the right rate by the use
of manuals and label information to select an
operating pressure and outlet orifice size to give
a certain flow rate. This, along with outlet spac-
ing and travel speed, can be varied to give the
desired application rate.

By starting with a known amount of fumigant
and"checking the amount used on a known area,
one can check with applicationPrate using Equa-
tion 2. The results should be close enough that
changes in speed and operating, pressure can be
made to-get the correct rate.

. Aerosol Generators and Foggers
Aerosols are droplets that are so small that they

literally float in the air. Many of-the droplets are so
small that they penetrate into hard-to-reach areas-
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such as heavy vegetation and recesses in buildings,
exposing the entire volume to pesticide. However,
this characteristic makes them extremely likely tb
drift. Hence only a few pesticides and formulations
are suitable for use. Aerosols are generated by air
atomizers or pneumatic nozzles, spinning discs,
small nozzles at high pressure, and aerosol spray
cans. Fogs are usually generated by thermal
generators using heated surfaces. Fog particles are
so small that they settle out even less than'
aerosols. Both aerosols and fogs are widely used as
space sprays giving good but temporary control
since residual action is minimal.

Selection: Your selection of a machine for pro-
ducing aerosols is governed by the droplet size you
wish to produce. Keep in mind that the finer the
aerosol drops produced the more. restricted you
will be by the weather conditions' when using the
unit in open air. For inside use you may wish to
produce an extremely fine fog, so your basic choice
may be primarily on type of use, inside or out. For
coarse aerosols you can choose among: (1) hy-
draulic spray nozzles at 250 psi and above, (2)
spinning discs or screens with peripheral speeds
above 15000 fpm, or (3) air-shear using hydraulic
nozzles in an airstream having relative velocities
between the two fluids of 250 or 300 PMH.

For fine aerosols and fogs the followincsystems
are available: (1) Bifluid nozzles either air-liquid
or biliquid resulting in very high relative fluid ve-
locities, (2) liquid flashing where a highly evapora-
tive carrier is stored under pre4ure and the liquid
pesticides are released at high velocity through a
mall orifice forming a fine spray which further re-

duces to aerosol drops as the carrier flashes or
evaporates, and (3) thermal foggers which flash the
liquid esticide by contact with a hot surface or by
mixing with steam.

Only the coarse aerosols should 6e considered
for aerial use. Of the fine aerosol generators, the'
thermal fogger [produces the finest-drops and also
tenets to produce a dense fog which obscures the
operator's view and tends to be dangerous if it gets-
carried across vehicular traffic.

Use and maintenance: The suggestions made
under sprayers apply here. In addition, some
words of caution are advisable. Those machines
produce a spray° cloud that is extremely mobile.
You must make sure that the /pesticides used in
them are cleared for such use and then when used
are kept on the target. This means you must be
sure of the weather conditions not only when
spraying but for a period afterward. Regardless of
inside or outside use, the operator, other people,
pets, etc., must be'kept out of the spray cloud or be
properly protected.



Self-Help Questions on Section 7 Spray Equipment

Now that you have studied Section 7, answer the following ques-
tions: Write the answers with pencil without referring back to the text.
When. you are satisfied with Our written answers, see if they are cor-
rect by checking them with the text.* Erase your answer and write in
-the correct answer i f your first answer is wrong. Note that these ques-
tions are not necessarily those that are used in the certification exam-
ination.

1. What is a seed treatment? 9. List the advantages and disadvantages of the
following types of sprayers:
Type Advantages Disadvantages
Small

2. How do broadcast soil and band soil applica- capacity
,tions differ? Low

3. Define a fumigation application.

Pressure
Field
High
Pressure

Air
Blast

Mist
4. In using the equation for a dry formulation Blowers

what does the letter R stand for?
10. List the requirements of the following sprayer

components:

5. What is the-equation foc dry formulations cal-
'etilations?

is

6. What is the equation for calculating the
amount of liquid formulations?

7. What is the equation for calculating pesti-
cide's' used in band applications?

8. Calculate the amount of pesticide for mixing
with water by the equation

Where R = .

Component' Requirements

Tanks

PuMps

'Strainers -\\
Hoses

Pressure gages

Pressure Regulators*-

Agitators

Control Valves

Safety Design

11. List the basic types of spray patterns antLgive
a descriptiqnfof each.

12. Spray nozzles are made from a number of ma-
terials. List five and give thee advantages and

Where V= disadvantages of each.

The questions are arranged in the order that they appear in tit( ttct
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13. Describe the proper steps in daily mainte- 17. Where are some limitations for giVinular
nance of the sprayer tank. applicators?

14. List the three variables that must be taken
into consideration when calibrating field
sprayers.

15. What is the single most important, step in
sprayer calibration?

18. Describe the five steps-in calibrating a granu-
lar applicator.

11)

19. Explath the difJ rences in ,the, two types of
fumigation equipment..

16. List and describe the five steps in caltbration 20. What factors must be considered in selection.
of field sprayers. of an aerosol generator or jogger?

a
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SECTION 8: Pats

INSECTS, MITES, TICKS
AND SPIDERS

.

Inset Characteristics
Insects thrive in more environments than any

other group of animals. They live not only on the
earth's surface hitt within the earth, in air and
water. hey are at home in deserts, rain forests, hot

.sPrinks, snow fields: and .dark caves. They eat the
ci 0cest. foods of man's table and can even eat the
tible. A large. number of different insects affect
crop plants in,a variety of _ways. They9nay cause
damage'. by chewing off foliage; by tunneling or
boring in sterns, stalks and branches; by pruning
off and tunneling in roots; by sSltking the sap from
leaves, stems, roots, fruits, and flowers; and by
transmitting plant 'diseases.'

1-

4

These activites result in killed, weakened,
and/or disfigured plants which in turn cause re-
duced yields, lowered quality, and unmarketable,
unsightly plants or plant products. Even after har-
vest, insects continue their damage in the stored or
processed commodities.

Insects also feed on and in man and other ani-
mals. Some of these pests carry diseases which
cause millions of deaths each year. Man can pro-
tect himself from insect pests by recognizing the
problem and knowing the things that help keep in-
sect populations in check.

Adult insects have six jointed legs. '
There are about 30 orders (groups) of insects, but

for our purposes, we will consider only the 12 or-
ders containing the majority of pest species.

The most important parts of a,n insect to consider
in classifying it are its wings and mouthparts. In-
sects with chewing mouthparts have mandibles.
These are toothed "jaws" that bite and tear the
food. Insects with piercing-sucking mouthparts
usually have an elongated bealc that contains a
tubelike organ that is forced into a plant or animal
to suck out fluids.

Many insects1such as moths, butterflies, beetles,
flies, bees, wasps, and ants) are very different in
appearance at different times in their develop-
ment. The younger larval stage is usually a worm, a
caterpillar or grublike creature. This is the stage in
which most of their growth occurs and often most
crop damage is done. The adult stage usually has
wings. Between the young and adult stages is an
inactive pupal stage in which they' ng transforms
to the adult.

IDENTIFICATION OF MAJOR
INSECT GROUPS

Most applicators learnt° recognize the most im-
portant insect pests associated with theirjob. Oc-
casionally unfamiliar on new pests may, appear.
Identification aids, publications and pictures are
available to help growers identify unknoWn
But the be'st thing to do is to call on local agricul-
tural experts such as the Cooperative Extension
Service or competent consultants for accurate iden-
tification.

Applicators should be familiar with representa-
tives of the major insect groups of economic or
medical importance and the tope of damage typi-
cally done by each group.

Bristletails: Wings always absent; mouthparts
chewing; usually with long tails; young and adult
similar in appearance. Usually found in houses,
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cement and cinder block building, etc. Feed on all Some of these carry disese organisms. Their bites
sorts of starch substances such as the bindings of are painful to man and animals.
books. Silverfish and ,firebrats also belong in this
insect order.

fl

Chewing lice: Wings always absent; mouthparts
chewing; head broad; young and adult similar in
appearance. Usually found feeding on birds such
as chickens, causing reduced weight and egg pro-

.duction.

Thrips: Wings present or absent (when present,
fringed); mouthpaits rasping-sucking; small in-
sects; young and adults similar in appearance.
Usually found in flowers or buds of plants. Mis-
shapen or poorly developed flowers or buds may
result.'

Termites: Wings present or absent (when present
the four. wings are about equal in size and shape);
mouthparts 'chewing; young and adults similar' in
appearance; look somewhat White ants. Usu-.

4ally found feeding on dead trees or tree products
that touch or are near the soil, such as fence posts,
tffnbers, flooring. Heavy damage to the wood in
hoMes and other structures is common in many
states.

Sucking lice: Wings always absent; mouthparts
piercing- sucking; head narrow; young and adults
similar in appearance. Usually found feeding on
cows and hogs. Human body and head lice and the
pubic louse (or crab) also belong in this order.
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Grasshoppers, crickets and roaches: Wings pres-
ent or abse4t (when present, top pair leathery),
mouthparts cheWing, young and adults similar in
appearance. Grasshoppers and crickets are usually
found in the field feeding on plants and may cause

heavy damage to leaf surfaces and reaction in
crop yields.

Roaches frequently occur indoors_ (restaurants,
houses, stores, offices). They are unsightly and
shay spoil stored food.

OMB

Irk

True bugs: Wings present or absent (when pres-
ent, top pair part leathery and part membranous);
mouthparts piercin,g-sucking; young and adults
similar in appearance. Usually found sucking the
juice from plants. They may'reduce the vitality and
yield of the plant and carry plant diseases.

a-
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Aphids, leafhoppers, spittlebugs and scale in-
sects: Wings present or absent; ,mouthparts
piercing-sucking, young and adults of aphids,
leafhoppers, and spittlebugs similar in appearance,
adults and young of scale insect different (young
typical insect but adult scalelike, stays in one place
on the plant). Usually found sucking the juices
from plants. They-may reds e the vitality and yield
of the plant and carry plan diseases.

Moths and butterflies: Adults usually with large
wings that have many scales that rub off easily,
mouthparts of adults siphoning (coiled tube);
young wormlike, usually with six pointed legs and
ten soft, fleshy legs, larvae have mouthpArts for
chewing. The larval stage of this groupis an impor-,
tant pest on.many agricultural crops, and damage
to leaf surfaces and other parts of the plant may
greatly reduce the y>ield.
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Beetles: Adults with top wings usually ,Ikard;
mouthparts chewing; young are grub or wormlike
with zero 'to six liggs, and have chewing mouth-
parts. Young and adults are on plants, in soil and
in buildings. Both the adultand larval stages may
cause damage on different parts of a plant.

11%

Identification of Mites,
Ticks and Spiders'

,

Mites: Mites are spiderlike animals,-usually with
eight jointed legs as an adult. They are always very
small (as indicated by their name). Wings are al-
ways absent. Mouthparts are sucking. Tb..v. are
soft-bodied. Young and'adult mites are 'sifnular in
appearance.

Because mites are so small, the plant injwy they
cause usually is found before the mites are noticed.
When mites are present in large numbers, their
feeding turns foliage and buds whitish, reddish,-or
brown. Some kinds when numerous produce thin
webs on p ants like spiders.

C ,e (also alled jiggers) and red bugs that
ack man are al o

Flies and mosquitoes: Adults with only two
wings (other w/inged insects have four wings);
mouthparts of adults sponging or piercing-sucking;
young usually maggothke, head of young usually
weakly developed, p'binted with small, dark
mouth-hbQks. Young usually found feeding on
plant seedlings, roots, in manure, water, and vari-
ous damp situationso This group greatly.
Some adults with sucking moUthparts 7*: disease
to plants and animals, some larvae or maggots will'
feed on plants or animals. Some flies or mosquitoes
in large numbers will,/reduce the feeding and
Weight of animals.

Bees, wasps and ants: Most adults with a narrow
waist; wings present or absent; mouthparts chew-
ing or chewing-lapping, young wo inlike with no
legs. Young usually in nests in soil; mud, paper,
wax, etc. This group varies greatly. The present:e
of a painful sting and a bad dispbsition in n y'of
the adults makes some of' these a pest.

6
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Ticks: Ticks are eight- legged spiderlike animals
with jointed legs as an adult. They are all Parasitic
on animals and must have a blood meal to com-
plete their life cycle)Ticks have aleathery, colored
body without a distinct head; with well-developed
mouthparts they firmly attach themselves to the
host animal. Some ticks carry disease to man and
animals.



Spiders: Spiders are a diverse group of animals
with eight jointed legs. M'outhparts are sucking.'
Spiders vary in size from a fraction of an inch to
five or six inches. Two species dangerous to man
are the black widow spicier and the brown reclue
spidei. Spiders are useful to man in that they feed
upon insects., but-their webs and excretion may
a, nuisance.

./
Principles-in Controlling In,sects,
Mites, Ticks and Spiders

Effective control is often'bas,ed on knowledge of
the pestg' growth habits.,-

Pests are subjected to limiting facprs, or
hazards, during their lives. These forces may hold
the numbers of a pest below the level where seri-
ous damage occurs. But when natural events, farm-
ing methods or other human acti4ities reduce the
effects of these limiting factors, pests numbers may
rise to the level where damage may occur. The
challenge lies in our ability both to manage crops
and animals so that injury caused by pests is held
to a minimum and to recognize when more direct
action, such as a Pesticide application, is neces-
sary.

The control of insect pests Or the damage they do
can be considered from two viewpoints. One is a
short-term, direct sort of action. The other is a

d 'long-range, dani'age prevention program. Either
type may be needed, depending on the circum-
stances. As needed information becomes available'
we should strive.toward crop management systems
which will approach- the idea of damage preven-
tion.

Whether short- or long-term, an effective crop
pest control program should follow some logical
Procedure.

Steps to Pest Control
Detection:1'1°1) often, controls are attempted

after the damage is done. It is important to develop
and maintain a stirvey or detection plan to give
early warning of pest populatiofis. Some of this
warning is made available by the Cooperative
Economic Insect survey operatiOn in most states.

Pest management projects, scouting programs, and
individual grower vigilance are other techniques.

Sometimes pest infestations may show up as
damaged plants ithout any, signs of the responsi-
ble pest itself. In these cases it is necessary to

---,Make a diagnosis to determine if the symptoms are
due to insects, mites or some other cause.

Economic revaluation: Just because a properly
identified insect is chewing holes in the leaves of a
crop plant it doesn't always mean that a loss in
yield or quality of the crop will follow. An
applicator may spend more to buy a pesticale than
would have been lost through insect damage. Tjf is
necessary to determine the significance of the
festation. This is done by considering the numbers
and stage of development of the pest, stage of
growth and ,economic potential of the crop, num-
bers of parasites and predators, weather conditions
and all the other many factors that may affect the
impact of the pest on the 4.:rop. In many cases eco-
nomic thresholds have been determined. In (these
instances fields should be surveyed propeOy by
the growers or the scout in order to accurately de-
termine the pest population. This then becomes
one of the important pieces of information to use in
making decisions.

Knowledge of life habits of pests: If the pest
found is new to the area, research or observation of
it may be needed in order to develop control
methods. This process may range all the way from
making a few observations to a long-range, com-
plexresearch project.

Development and improvement of control
methods: Accurate information about the habits
and economic importance of a pest will help y,ou
select the best combination of practices to
minimize damage. With experience, you will find
which techniques work best for the specific loca-
tion and situation. This process also may be very
simple, or it may be highly complicated and take
many years.

Prescription or recommendation: Ultimately a
decision must be made based on all the informa-
tion available. This may be a recommendation to a
farmer by a professional advisor or consultant, a
legal type of order or prescription by a government
official, or simply a .decision made by a grower
after making observations in his fields. The deci-
sion may involve a long-range crop management
plan `0%the selection of a certain,rate of pesticide.
When the use of a pesticide isdecided necessary,
it is essential to apply the right pesticide at the
right time at the right rate in the right place. If any
part of a total management program is missed, the
whole job may fail.

Methods of Insect Control
Parasites and predators: It is important to know

that a great deal of natural control is going on in
most pest populations. Almost every pest has many
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natural enemies (parasites and 'predators) that con-
trol its population growth. Some of the beetles,
flies, true bugs, bees, wasps, ants, mites, spiders .
and others feed on or carry disease to many'pests
important to man.

Cultural control: These methods include crop
rotations, tillage methods, adjusting planting dates,
selection of field locations, drainage, fertility and
all other procedures of.crop culture which may di-
rectly or indirectly harm the insect pests.
The-use ofcrops-re -sistant to insects can be con-
sidered either a cultural control method or a
biological method.

Biological control: Some biological control oc-
curs naturally. Man can increase this by releasing
predators, parasites, or disease mtanisms into a

"pest population to help stabilize it at subeconomic
levels.

't Although they are usually classified separately,
the sterile male release, use of pheromones, insect
growth regulators~ and sterilants are other control
methods which could be considered as biological
methods even though they sometimes involve the
use pf chemicals.

Mechanical-physical controb,g-ife use of trap,
barriers, light, sound, heat, cold, nuclear radiation
and ocution are some physical .methods.,
Th e have very limited potential for crop insect
control. Va ous types of barriers (such as screens)
are useful in preventing pests from entering variC
ous structures.

C2

Sanitation: Removing food the pest feeds on or
making it inaccessible is important in the control of
some types of pests. For example, good roach and
fly control is often difficult without the removal of
food, garbage or,filth on which they feed.'

Legal control: Quarantines, inspections, embar-
goes, compulsory crop or product destruction and
similar actions taken under the provisions o( fed-
eral, state, or local laws and regulations are exam-
ple's of legal control measures.

Chemical control: Chemicals may be used to
kill, repel,-attract, sterilize or interfere with the
normal behavior of insects. Very jittle use is made
of sterilants, repellents or attractants at this time.

Integrated control: This is the use of a combina-
tion of two or more practices that fit into an effec-
tive program of pest reduction.

An integrated program usually involves the
selection of planting and harvest dates, resistant
varieties, use of pest-specific insecticides, and the
ebcoufagement or distribution of biological control
agents. It usually includes elements of pest man-
agement so that insecticides are applied only when
economic threshold numbers of pests are observed.

WEEDS
Characteristics

A weed is most simply degied as "a plant out of
place." Weeds are responsible for huge expendi-
Mies of energy and money every year. Estimates of,
annual costs range above $5 billion.

Weeds are a problem because:
crop yields are reduced,
land use is less efficient,
product (olity is reduced,
enjoyment of outdoor recreation is diminished,
and
the beauty of turf -and ornamental plants is
spoiled.

Identification of Weeds
Weed names: Most weeds have common names,_,

such as cocklebur or crabgrass. The trouble with
"common. names" is that people in different places
often use different common names for the-)same
plant. Labels on herbicide containers and in sup-
porting literature generally use standardize'd coin-

,mon names. You need to beable to identify a weed
by, common -name so you can choose the proper.
herbicideand find control information in support-
ing publications.

Life cycles: Before you can control weeds, you
need to know something- about how they grow,
One way to identify plants is on the basis of the
length of their cycle.
1. Plants with a oneyear life cycle annuals;

These plants grow'from seed, mature, and pro-
duce seed for the next eration,in one ye or
less. Whether they are gra, slike (crabgras. and
oxtail) or brod-leaved (pgweed and cockle-

in), they ar easy t Cm& 1 when yoting. Con-s-v.
frol measures should be used early in,the grow-
ing season not only to destroy the plants of that '-
generation, but also to prevent seed .formation
for thenext generation.(0
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Summer annuvls are plants that result from
_---sceds that germtiTate in the spring, grow, ma-

t*, produce seed and die before winter of
each year. Examples include crabgrass, foxtail,
cocklebur, pigweed and lambsquarters.

*4.

Winter annuals are elants that grow from
seeds that germinate in the 'fall, groW,.mature,

. produce seed" and die before summer of each
yeg. Examples include cheat, henbit and an-
nual bluegrass.

-4 06.

Pltrits with a two-yectr life cycle "biennials.
These plants requ,i;e two years to complete
their life cycle. They grow from seed that ger-/
mipates in the spring. They develop a %heavy

9 /
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root and a comNict rosette or cluster of leaves
the first summer. Biennials remain dor ant
through the first winter and in the seconds m-
mer they mature, produce seed and die b Ore
winter. Examples include mullen, burdock and
bull thistle.

3. Plants which live more than-two years and may
live indefinitely perennials. These Plants
.may grow from seed, but many product tubers,
bulbs, rhizomes and stolons. -The -aboveground
portions of these plants may die back each
winter, but they develop new aboveground
parts each spring. Exaples include Johnson
grass, field bindweed, dandelion and plantain.

7'
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Perennial plants al0 cart be further grouped
as follows: /

t1 'Creeping perennials produce seeds but also
produce rhizomes (belowground stems) and sto-
lans (aboveground stems). Examples include
Bermuda grass, Johnson 'grass, and field
bindweed.

Simple perjNw.inls produce seeds ea h year as
the normal means of reproduction, b t in some
instances root pieces may produ new plants
following mechaniCal injury ring cultivation:
Examples include dared ns and plantain.

Principles of Weed Control
Here are skime common terms you should know

before planning weed control:
Selective herbicide: an herbicide that is more

toxic to some kinds of plants than to others. The
degree of selectivity is affected by plant age, rate
of growth, form of the plant, and physiology.

Nonselective herbicide: an herbicide that is toxic
to all plants°. Some nonselective herbicides may be
made selective to some plants by varying the dos-
age, by directing the spray to a specific site, or by
the choice of spray -additives such as wetting

'agents. Selective herbicides may be made non-
,wlective by manirhilating the same factors. -

Contact herbicide: an herbicide that is direct'y
toxic to living cells upon.contact. These herbicides
destroy only the aboveground parts of plants and
are effective against any annual weeds.

Translocated herbicide: an herbicide which may
be absorbed by leaves and stems and/or roots and
be moved throughout the plant. Root absorption
and translocation occurs in the water - conducting
tissues (xylem). Leaf or stem absorpti6n and trans-
location occurs primarily in. the food-conducting
tissues (phloem).

"Soil sterilant" herbicide: A nonselective her-
bicide that kills 'all plants and prevents reestab-
lishment of -weeds for a relatively long period of
time.,

The forlowing'terms concern the time of applica-
tion of herbicides.

Preemergence:* applied to the. soil before crops
and weeds emerge. Mtly also refer to applications
after crops emerge or are established but before
weeds emerge.

Preplant: applied to the soil before the p is
planted and before weeds emerge.

Pdsternergence: applied after the crop and weeds .
emerge.

These terms describe methods of application:
--,Broadcasi spray: uniform application to an en-
tire, speCific area.

Band spray: application to a strip over each crop
row.

Over-the-top spray: application over the top of
the growing crop and weeds.

Directed spray: application of chemical by aim-
ing the spray nozzle at the base of the crop plant,
to avoid crop contact.

Spot treatment: application to the soil folrowed
by mechanical mixing of the herbicide with soil.

Factors Affecting Herbicide Activity
Soil factors: Organic matter in',-soils limits,her-

bicide activity. Sitils with high organic matter con-
tent require higher rates of herbicides for effective
weed control. Most herbicide labels bear charts
showing rates to be used on soils with varying
levels of organic matter content.

Soil texture also limits herbicide activity. Soils
with finely divided particles (silts and clays) pro-

Bulbous perennials produce 'seed and bulbs
which can form aboveground bulbs like wild
garlic or belowground 1.3.11b's like wild onions.

7 r)
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vide more surface area than coarser soils (sands).
Higher herbicide rate are g&nerally used on -clay
or silt and lower rates on sandy soils.

Envirogmental fa tors: Soil moisture and' rain-
fall affedt herbicidt activity and 'disappearance
from soil and plants. Good soil moisture conditions
allow the highest levels of herbicide activity. Dry
conditions may cause the herbicide to evaporate

`while wet conditions may keep the herbicide from
contacting the so' particles. Warm, moist soil may
cause herbicides appear through microbial
actiOity and chemical r,eactions. Rainfall cauqes
soluble.' herbicide to 'leach downward in the soil
Profile, a process which maybe desirable with rel-
ative insoluble herbicides, or not desirable with
more soluble herbicides (causing possible crop in-
jury). Heavy rainfall may result in poor weed con-
trol or possible crop injury, depending on the rela-
tive solubility of the herbicide.

Rainfall is needed to carry surface-applied
preemergenceherbicides down into the soil where
weed sped are germinating. Soil moisture is
needed to erminate weed seeds so they can ab-
sorb lethal amounts of herbicide. Rain during or
soon 'after postemergence applications may wash
herbicides from lea£ surfaces, resulting in poor
weed control results.

Humidity affects herbicide penetration and ab-
sorption. High relative humidity conditions indi-
cate favorable soil moisture conditions foi rapid
plant growth, when plants are more susceptible to
herbicide effects.

Temperature affects the rapidity of plarA growth
and susceptibility tcrherbiOde effects. In addition,
some herbicides will evaporate quickly at high
temperatures.

Light may break down some heibicides if they
are left upon the soil surface for extended periods.

Other factors: Perennial plants are generally
more difficUlt to kill than annual plants. Repeated
applications may be required to destroy infesta-
tions of perennial weeds. granslocated herbicides
are more effective than contact herbicides because
the chemical moves into all parts of the plant. Con-,
tact herbicides kill only the aboveground plant
parts.

One weed may respond differe tly to different
herbicides and, on the other hand, slightly differ-
ent weed*switkin, the same specie may respond
differently to the same herbicide.

'-----Minitnizing Herbicide Resid s _ \,- -

' Apply the lowest practical rate of herbic de. ,

--Oplyithe herbicide uniformly, avoiding dotjble
coverage. Equip sprayer 'nozzles with check
valves and quick-closing cutoff valves for turns.
Select crop sequences that are tolerant to the
herbicide used on the previous crop.

- RotAe herbicides whenthe same crop is grow_
continuously and rotate herbicides on alA itrom_.,,

grown in a rotation.

Minimizing Drift Hazards
Since all herbicides are toxic to one or more

kinds of plants, herbicides present a potential
hazard ID desirable plants, by spray drift and/or
vapor ,rift.

Spray drift is the moveMent of the spray droplet
away from the target area. Spray drift increases as
droplet size decreases and as wind speed in-
creases. Spray drift can be almost 'eliminated by
low-pressure spraying with proper nozzles' and
avoiding use on windy days.

Vapor drift is the vlatilization of evaporation of
chemicals from the target. High temperatures in-
crease volatilization.'Vapor drift can be eliminated
by choosing nonvolatile chemical' formulations and
by spraying in the cool part of the day, or when
sensitive plants are dormant.

PLANT DISEASES
Characteristics

A plant disease is any condition in which a plant
is different from a normal (healthy) ) plant in either
structure or function. The diseased plant may be
shorter or have more branches or fewer leaves than
normal it differs in structure. It may wilt and die
prematurely, or not produce flowers or fruit it
differs in function.

To be a plant diseasthe condition must have
four main features. bisease is a process. It does not
occur instantly as does an injury. It is physiologi-
cal, affecjing all or part of the function:; of the
plant. lit is abnormal to the plant. It is harmful in
some way, even though this is not always im-
mediately detected.

Thret ingredients must be present for a disease
to develop:

a susceptible host Plan
a disease- producing agent ('the pathogen which
may be liVing or nonliving.
an environment.. favorable to disease develop-
ment.

Causes of Plgnt Diseases
The definition of plant disease is very broad and

includes all possible causal agents, including
insects, as long as the four criteria cited above are
'satisfied. For example, insects that produce galls
on plant Riirts are true causal agents of disease. In-,

sects, however, are generally omitted from the area
of plant disease and ccivered in the field of' en-
tomology.

Plant diseases are divided into two broad groups
based on their cause.
1. Non parasitic diseases are caused by some nom

living agent such as nutrient deficiency, ex-
treme cold or heat, toxic chemicals (air pollu-
tants, weed killers, too much fertilizer), mechan-
ical damage, lack of water, adverse 'genetic
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changes, and many others. These diseases can-
not be passed from one plant to another. Their
control depends solely on correcting the condi-
tion (usually something in the environment)
causing the disease.

2. Parasitic diseases are Cause y living or-
ganisms which live and feed o plants. The
most common causes of parasiti diseases are
fungi, bacteria, viruses, and ne atodes. A few
seed-producing plants such as the mistletoes
also Can cause plant diseases.

Eurrgi are plants that lack the, green coloring
(chlorophyll) found in seed-producing plants, so
they cannot make their own food. There are more
than 100,000 kinds of fungi of many types and
sizes. Not all are harmful, and many are helpful to
man. Most are microscopic, but some; such as the
mushrooms, are quite large.

Most fungi- reproduce by spores, which vary
greatly! in size and shape. Some fungi prodtice
more than one kind of spore, and.a few fungi fiave
no known spore state.

Bacteria are very small, one-celled plants that
reproduce by* simply dividing into two equal

halves., Eachlfialf becomes-a fully developed bac-
terium..This type of reproduction may lead to rapid

cc
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buildup of a population under ideal conditions.
Some bacteria, for example, can divide every 30
minutes. In 24 hours a single cell could produce
281,474,956,710,656 offspring.

Viruses are so small. that they cannot be. seen
with an ,ordinary microscope. They are generally
found and studied by their effects on selected "in-
dicator" plants. Many viruses that cause plant dis-
ease are carried from one plant to another by in-
s.ects, usually aphids or leafhoppers. Viruses cause
serious problems in plants that are propagated byl
bulbs, roots and cuttings because the virus is easily
carried along in the propagating material. Some
viruses are easily transmitted by rubbing leaves of,
healthy plants with juice from diseased plants. A
few viruses are transmitted in pollen. Big vein
virus, of lettuce is transmitted by a soil-borne fun-
gus, and a few viruses are transmitted by

\nematodes.
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,Nemat es (or nemas) are small, usually, micro-
scopic, worms that reproduce by eggs. Their rate of
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reproduction depends largely on soil. temperature,
so nematodes are usually more of a problem in
warmer areas. Most nematodes _feed on the roots
and lower stems of plants, but a few attack the
leaves and flowers. They usually do not kill plants,
but reduce growth and plant health.

All nematodes on plants have a hollow spear
which they use to puncture plant cells and feed
on the cell's contents. Nematodes may develop and
feed either inside or outside of a plant. A complete
life cycle involves egg, four larval stages and adult.
The larvae usually. look like the adults, but are
smaller. The females enter the plant tissue and the
body becomes fixed in the %plant tissue and the
body, becomes swollen and rounded The root knot
nema deposits its egg in a mass outside of its body.
The cy nema keeps part of its eggs inside its
body, here they may stnAve for many years.

De elopznent of P1 nt Diseases
P rasitic diseases depend on the life cycle of the

par site. This cycle is greatly influenced by en-
ronrhental conditions, 'especially temperature

and moisture. They not only influence the activi-`
ties of the disease organism but also affect the ease
with which a plant becomes. diseased and theway
the disease,develops. .

The life cycle of a pathogen begins' with the arri-
val Of some 'portion'of it' (fungus spore, nematode
egg, bacterial cell, virus particle) at a part of the
plant where infection can occur. This step isOled

,inoculation. If environmental conditions are favor-
able, the pdrasite will begin to develop. This stage
is called incubation. If the parasite can get into the
plant, the stage called infection starts. The plant is
diseased when it 'responds to the invasion of the

0) pathogen in some way.
A diseased plant like a person . generally

shows .sorrp. symptoms. A disease often gets its
name front the plant's symptoms. The three gen-.
eral types of symptoms are:

overdevelopment of tissue such as galls, swel-
4.linjs or leaf curls.

-;un erdeveropment of tissue, such as stun\king,
lack of chlorophyll or incomplete development
of orgald,
death of tissue such as blights, leaf spots, wiIting
and cankers.

,,,
Identifyirig. Plant Diseases

You cannot always identify a plant disease from
The symptoms alone. Because several different dis-
eases away cause the same symptoms,, other evi-
dence s needed. Looking at the signs the struc-
ture of the pest- is d better way to identify the
dis ase. Signs include such things. as fungus
spores, nematodes-or their eggs, and baCterial
ooze. You usually need a microscope or magnifying
lens to see the signs. You need more training to
find and identify. signs than you need to observe
symptoms.

Princ iples. of Control
To control plant disease, you'must first consider

the three items involved in the disease:
1. the host plant,'
2. the pathogen, and
.3. the environment.

In addition, you must also consider the cost.
Not all control measures work for all kinds of

pathogens. Some hosts will not tolerate some con-
trols, and the environment limits the kind of con-
trol measure and the time it may be used. .

One system of categorizing methods of plant dis-
ease control is as ,follows:

avoidance of the pathogen,
exclusion of the pathogen,
eradication of the pathogen (and its vectors), and
protection of the h t from the pathogen.
Avoidance and pr 'ction are both aimed ae

helping the plant keep the pathogen away. Exclu-
sion and eradication are directed at the pathogen
itself by either killing or prevenlOng it from reach-
ing a host.

Examples of Control
Avoidance: by choice of planting site, date of

planting, use of resistant varieties, sanitation, crop
rotation, and nriinordum tip-culture techniques.

Exclusion: by quarantine regulations supported
by adequate inspections to prevent the introaut-
tionof pathogens on or in plants or equipment into
areas where they do not already exist, a0 by cer-
tification of seed and nursery stock. I

Eradication: by roguing (remo% al) of infected
plantS or plant parts, heat treatment of soil or plant
parts, fallowing of fields, or by use of pesticides,
for example, in the control of nematodes.

Protection: by chemical application, proper stor-
age or curing of plants and pladt pro ucts, proper
nutritional programs to ensure ma 'mum plant
vigor, water management, and biological methods
such as the use of, hyperparasites, antagonistic mi-
croorganisms, or cross-protectiot\ techniques for
viruses.

Th Present and the Future
Avoidance and exclusion are by far the' best

methods of plant disease control. Once the plant is
infected, it is usually too late to prevent death or

) serious reductions in crop yields. Where only nut
of a crop is diseased, chemical control may prevent
further spread. T cost must always be weiglyd
carefully before ding to treat.,

,.'

VERTEBRATES

Characteristics
All vertebrate animals have a jointed spin"al (ver-

'tebral) column. These 'higher- animals include
.fish, snakes, turtles, alligators, lizards, frogs, toads,
salamanders, birds and mammals. As there is a
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closer relationship between man and the other ver-
tebrate species, the general, public is more reluc-
tant to kill members of this group than the lower
life forms like plants and insects. What may be a
pest under some cikcumstances may be a highly
desirable form under other.

Damage Recognition
..Fish: Most of our fish proble an-induced

as we have atte ut vdfious species in
places where they would not have occurred nor-
mally. Some kinds of fish are considered undesira-
ble because they are not useful for sport or for
foodor because they are harmful to more desira-
ble species. Fish that serve as intermediate hosts
Tor some parasites of man may cause human health
hazards.

Reptiles and amphibiaris: Reptiles (snakes,
lizards, turtles and alligators) and amphibians
(frogs, toads and salamanders) may cause local
problems. The reaction against these animals is
more physiological than economic. However,
poisonous snakes and-turtles in fish hatcheries or
waterfowl production areas can be a teal problem.

Birds: Damage can be quite varied, including
structural damage by woodpeckers; killing of fish,
livestock, poultry, or game species; or destruction
of fruit, nut, grain, timber, and vegetable crops;
and hazards to animal and human health. Peck
marks, location of damage, tracks, feathers, drop-
pings and a general lack_of sign as the item has
been carried away from the bases for determina-
tion of bird depredation.

Mammals: Damage by mammals is as varied as
that done by birds. Livestock and human health
problems are even more important. Diseases that
mammals transmit to man include rabies, plague,
typhus, food poisoning, leptospirosis, and
tularemia. Killing.of other animals by mammals is
costly, particularly on larger livestock. Mammals
also do significant damage to fruit, vegetable, nut,
grain, range and tree crops: Their interference with
water-retaining structures and flooding of areas can
be of extreme economic concern. They damage
such things as lawns, clothing, furniture and build-
ings by gnawing and burrowing.

.. -a
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How do yoytell which kind of mammal was re-
sponsible for{ particular type of damage? You can
eliminate some suspects if you know which ani-

, mals are found in y ur part of the country, what
kinds of places they 11 e in, and what their hiobits
are. Animal signs', (frac s, droppings, toothmarks,
diggings, burrows, hair and scent) plus the type of
damage will giire you further clues to the culprit.

Principles of Control
To solve vertebrate pest problems, the applicator

must:
recognize damage patterns and the species of
animal responsible,
know the physical characteristics of life habits of
most aninial species present in a given situation,
be aware of the control measures available that
would be effective, selective, humane, and
cause the least possible environmental damage,
know the local, state and federal regulations that
apply to the situation, and
realistically evaluate the risks and benefits of the
available control measures.

PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS,
, DESSICANTS AND DEFOLIANTS

Principles in Use
Plant" growth regulato.rs, dessicants and de-

foliants are not used to control insects, disease or-
ganisms or weeds in the ordina6 sense. 'But be-
cause of their chemical nature, they are classified
as pesticides by federal law.

Plant growth regulators are chemicals that in
small amounts !promote, inhibit, or otherwise
modify either or both the vegetative or reproduc-
tive processes of Plant growth. For example, these
organic chemical compounds are used to control
the height of plants, stimulate the rooting of cut-

, tings, decrease preharvest drop of fruits, control
suckering of-plants, prevent or delay sprouting of
tubers and promote dense growth of ornamental
plants.

Dessicants are chemicals that dry up and kill the
leaves and stems of plants. Usually, dessicants are
used to remove foliage to facilitate the harvesting
of crops such as cotton and potatoes.

Defoliants are chemicals that cause leaves of
plants to drop without immediately killing the en=
tire plant. Like dessicants, defoliants are used to

'remove foliage to make the harvesting of crops
such as cotton and soybeans easier.

Antitranspirants are chemicals used.cte coat the
leaves of plants to cut awn on water loss (transpi-
ration). They also are used to prevent winter dam-
age, maintain color in evergreens and protecT
against salt damage.

'Sr
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Mode of fiction
Most plants are composed of roots, stems, leaves,

flowers and fnmits. These plant parts arg made of
tiny cells which continually multiply and grow
during the life of the plant. Plant growth regulators
speed up or slow down the multiplication and
growth of these Fells. In this way, they change the
vegetative and reproductive processes. For exam-
ple:

Standard chrysanthemums often have an elon-
gated st m just below the flower. This causes
flower t break off. Plant growth regulators
applied t the proper stage of growth will slow
down cel division and elongation causing the
stem t e shorter.
Plant growth regulators are used on apples to
decrease preharvest drop, increase fruit firm-
ness, reduce scald, delay water core (water-
soaked area around core of fruit)! increase red
color, thin fruit, increase flowering, reduce fruit
cracking and promote uniform bearing of fruit.
To increase both the quality and yield of to-
bacco, the top of the stem is removed. This prac-
tice (called topping) causes suckers (lateral
stems or branches) to begin to grow. If these
suckers remain on the plants, both quality and
yiel`d Will be reduced. Therefore, they mast be
removed by hand or by use of plant regulators.
Turfgrass growth in'hard-to-mow areas, such as
under fences, around posts and on steep banks,
are treated with plant growth regulators to re-
duce growth.
Dessicants and defolfants often are called.

harvest-aid chemicals, because they help the
farmer harvest his crop. Dessicants kill or dry up
the leaves and stems of plants. Defoliants are ab-
sorbed by plant leaves and cause them to drop
while they are still green without immediate kil-
ling of the plant. Both dessicants and defoliants are
used to eliminate leaves, stems and weeds in cot-
ton, soybeans and potatoes.

Hazards
The rate and time of application of plant growth

regulators are critical. They are effective at very
low concentrations. Used at exc-essive rates, they
usually damage plants severely oneven kill them.
Plant growth regulayrs work best when applied to
plants during a specific stage of plant growth. Ap-
plying the chemical before or after the proper stage
reduces or even eliminates its effectiveness.

Since growth regulators, dessicants, and de-
foliants are effective in small quantities, be careful
to treat only target plants. Avoid accidental treat-
ment of other plants dire ta drifts and residue in
spray equipment and soil.
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Self-Help Questions on Section 8 Pests
Nbw that you have studied Section 8, bnswer the following ques-

tions. Write the answers with pencil without referring back to the text.
When you are satisfied with your written answers, see if they are cor-
rect by checking them with the text.* Erase your answer and write in
the correct answer ifyour first answer' is wrong. Note that these ques-
tions are not neces.sarily those that are used in the certification exam-
ination.

, -
1. What por=ts of an insect must be considered 9. Define a "weed

when classifying it?.

2. If you cannot identify a pest, where should
you go to seek help?

3. List the important 'classes of insects and some
key characters in distinguishing them.

4. List and explain the five steps one should take
in an effective crop pest control program.

5. Define an economic threshold.

'6. What is the differenr0 between cultural and
chemical control?

7. Give some examples of legal control.

8. Define integrated control.

The questions are arranged in the order that they appear in the text
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10. List the three major life cycles of weeds and
how they differ.

11. Define the following.
a. Translocated herbicide

b. Preemergence herbicide

c. Postemergerwe

d. Spot treatment

e. Selective herbicide

12. Wiwi two factors affect herbicide activity the
most?

13. List- the four factors, that are "environmental"
in affecting herbicide activity.



14. Define the following:
a. Spray drift

b. Vapor drifi

15. Define a plant disease, and what three ingre-
dients must be present for the disease-to de-
velop.

16. What are the two groupspf plant diseases?

17. Define the following:
a. Nematodes

ft:

b. Viruses

c. Bacteria

& Fungi

18. In the development of plant, diseases four
strips are involved, they are:
a.

b.

c.

d.

19. Ltst examples for each of the four ttypes of
. plant disease Control.

a.,4voidance

b. Protection

c. Exclusion,

d. Eradication

20. ,What is the key character in recognizing a ver-
tebrate?

21. List the main recognition features of the fol-
lowing classes of ,vertebrates and the kind of
damage each causes.

nimal

slz

Reptiles

Birds

Mammals

Damage Recognition

22. What feictori must be considered in solving
vertebrate pest problems?

23. Define:
Defogants:

Dessicants:

Plant Growth Regnlators:

24. What steps should be taken by an applicator
to minimize herbicide residues?
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Definitions included serve as a reference for usin
terms 5s they pertain to pesticides.

Abscission: The foi-ru'ation of a layer of cells which result
in fruit, leaf or stem drop from ,a plant.

Absorption: The uptake of substances by the skin, res-
piratory tract and gastrointestinal tract; also refers
to the uptake of substances by plant parts or or-
gans.

Acaricide: A pesticide used to control mites and ticks.
Same as miticide.

Acid equivalent: The theoretical yield of parent acid
from an ester or salt such as esters of 2, 4-D or the
amine salt, of 2, 4-D.

Activator: A material added to a pesticide to increase,
either directly or indirectly, its toxicity.

Active Ingredient: The chemical or chemicals in a prod-
net responsible for the desired effects, which are
capable, in themselvis, of preventing, destroffig,
repelling or mitigating insects, fungi, rodents,
weeds or other'pests.

Acute Toxicity: Ability to cause injdly or death from a
single or limited exposure.

Adherence: -.The property of a substance to adhere or
stick 0 a given surface. .

Adjuvant: Any component of a formulation which
modifies the mixture beneficially.

Adsorption: The process by which materials are held or
bound to the surface in such a manner that the
chemical is only slowly available. Clay and high
Organic soils tend to adsorb pesticides in many.in-
stances.

Adulterated: By law, applied to any pesticide if its
strength or purity falls below the professed stand-
ard of quality as expressed on its labeling or under
Which it is sold or if any substance has been substi-
tuted wholly or in part for the article or if any vale-
able constituent of the article has been wholly or
in part abstracted. May also apply to illegal resi-
dues in food.

Aerobic: Living or functioning in air or free oxygen. The
opposite of anaerobic.

Aerosol: An extremely fine mist produced when the pes-
ticide dissolved in a liquid gas is released into the
air from pressrized container.

Alkaloid: iSiaturally occurring,nitrogenous materials ap-
pearing in some plants which are used in prepar-
ing the botanically-derived insecticides.

Amphibians: A class of animals of the subphylum Ver-
tetrata. They are" iptermediate between fish and
reptiles. They'arei2old-blooded with nucleated red
blood cells and have a moist skin without scales,
feathers or hair.

Anaerobic: Living or functioning in the absence of air or
free oxygen. The op1posite of aerobic.

'Animal Sign: The evidences, distinctive for a.particular
species, that are left indicating an animal's pres-
ence in an area.

Anionic. Suifgctant: A' surface-active additive to a pes-
ticide having a negate 'e surface charge. The
avionics perform better in cold, soft water. Most
wetting agents are of this class.

'A nn ua 1: A plant that completes its life cycle from seed to
seed in one year.

Antagonism: The phenomenon which Jesuits in a de- ...

pression-,of activity of organisms or compounds_
whey two or more occur m close proxinY ty.

Antibiotic: Substance usually prbduced by a micro,.
organism which is injurious to other microor-

. gani4ns (streptomycin, cycloheximule, etc.). '
Anticoagulant: A substance which prevents normal

blood clotting.
.Antidote: A practical' treatment, including first aid, used

in treatment of poisoning.
Aquatic Weedy Undesirable pluts that grow in water.
Aqueous: Indicating the presence of water in 4 solution.

A solution of a chemical in water.
Arsenicals: Inorganic pesticides containing arsenic.
Aseptic: Free of disease-causing organisms.
Attractants: Subs1ances or devices Capable of attracting

insects or other pests to areas where they can be
trapped or killed.

Avicide: Any chemical used to kill birds.
Bacteticide: Any chemical used to kill bacteria.
Bait Shyness: The tendency for rodents, birds or other

pests to avoid a poisoned bait.1

Band Application: An application to q continuous re-
stricted area such as in or along a crop row rather
than over the entire field area.

^Basal Treatment: A treatment applied to the sterns or
trunks of plants at and just above the ground hne.

Biennial: A plant that completes Its life cycle in two
years. The first year it produces .leaves and stores
food. The second year it produces fruits and seeds.

Biocide: A chemical which has a wide range of-toxic
' properties, usually to menthe of both the plant

and animal kingdoms.
Biological Control: Control of pests by means of pre-

dator4, parasites and disease-producing organisms.
Birds: A class of animals of the subphylum Vertebrata

that differ from their ancestral reptiles by having a
covering of -feathers. They have a warm-blooded

wings,
metabolism and the forelimbs are modified intot

Botanical Pesticide: A pesticide produced by and ex-
tracted from .plants. Examples are nicotine, py-
rethruin, strychnine and rotenone.

Brand: The name, number, trademark or designation ofiya
t-pestiCide or device made by manufa rer, dis`-,

tnbutor, importer or vendor. Each pestle' differ-
ing in the Ingredient statement, analysis; nr'anufa-
turer or -distributor, name, number or trademark is
considered as a distinct and separate brand.

Broadcast Application: An application over an entire
area. ,
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Broadleaf Species: Botanically those plants classified
as dicotyledons; morphologically those having
broad, rounded or flattened leaves as opposed to
the narrow bladelike leaves or the grasses, sedges,
rushes and onions.

Brush Control: Control of woody plants.
Carcinogen: A substance or agent capable of producing

cancer.
Carcinogenic: The term used to describe the cancer-

producing property of a substance or agent.
Carrier: The liquid or solid material added to a chemical

compound to prepare a proper formulation.
Causal Organism: The organism (pathogen) that pro-

duces a given disease.
Centigrade (C): A thermometer scale in which water

freezes at 0 degrees and boils at 100:14grees. To
change to degrees Fahrenheit, multiply centigrade
by nine-fifths and add 32.

Chemical Name: One that indicates the chemical com-
position of the compound.

Chemosterilant: A chemical compound capable of caus-
ing reproductive sterilization.

Chemotherapy: The treatment of a desired plant or ani-
mal with chemicals to destroy or control patho-
gen without seriously harming the plant.

Chlorinated Hydrocarbon: A chemical compound con-
taining chlorine, carbon and hydrogen. DDT is a

- chlorinated hydrocarbon.
Chlorosis: The.yellow,ing of a plant's normally green tis-

sue because of a partial failure of the chlorophyll to
develop.

Cholinesterase: A chemical catalyst (enzyme) found in
animals that helps limit the activity of nerve im-
pulses. Some pesticides phosphates and carba-

" mates, for example can inhibit this enzyme and
are called cholinesterase inhibitors.

Chronic Toxicity: Ability to cause injury or death from
prolonged exposure.

Common Pesticide Name: A name given to a pesticide
by a recognized committee. Many pesticides are
known by a number of trade or brand names but
have only one recognized common name. Exam-.
ple: the common name fOr Karathane, Arathane, Is-
cothane, and Mildex is dinocap.

Compatible: Two compounds are said to be cOmpatible
when they can be mixed without affecting each
other's properties.

Concentration: Refers to the amount of active ingredient
in a given volume or weight of diluent.

Contact Herbicide: A compound thAt kills primarily by
contact with plant tissue rather than as a result of
translocation. Only that portion of a plant contacted
is directly affected.

Contact Insecticide: A compound that causes the death
of an insect when it touches its external parts. It
does. not need to be ingested to be effective.

Crucifers: Plants belonging to- the mustard- family in-
cluding mustard, cabbage, turnips, radish, etc.,

Cucurbits: Plants belonging to the gaud family includ-
ing pumpkins, cucumbers, squash.; etc.

Deciduous Plants: Those plants that are perennial in
habit but lose their leaves during the winter.

q

Deflocculating Agent: A material added to a siltpension
to prevent settling.

Defoliant: A compound Much causes the leaves or
foliage to drop'from a plant.

Degradation: The process by which a chemical coin -
pound is reduced to a less complex compound.

mud: Of or pertaining to the skin.
Degal Toxicity: Ability of a compound when absorbed

rough the skin of animals to produce symptoms
o polkoning.

Desiccant: A compound that promotes drying or removal
of moisture from plant tissues. (Seedefoliant for
the difference between these two terms.)

Diluent: Any liquid or solid material used to dilute or
carry an active ingredient.

Dip Treatment: The application of a liquid chemical to a
,plant or animal by momentarily immersing it,
wholly or partially under the surface of the liquid,
so as to coat the suiNace with the chemical.

Directed Application: A)n application to a restricted
area such as a row, bed or at the base of plants.

Dispersing Agent: A material that reduces the cohesive
attractiN e between like particles. Dispersing mid
suspending agents are added during the prepara-
tion of wettable powders to facilitate wetting and
suspension of the active ingredient.

Dormant: State of inhibited growth of seeds or other
plant organs due to internal causes.

Dose, Dosage: Quantity of a toxicant applied Der unit of
plant, soil or other surfaces.

Drench Treatfnent: The application of a liquid concen-
tration to an area until the area is completely
soaked.

Emulsifiable Concentrate:_. A formulation produced by
dissolving the active ingredient and an emulsifying
agent in a solvent. When added to water an einul-

, sion (milky mixture) is formed.
Emulsifying Agent: A material which faCilitates the sus-

pending of one liquid in another.
Emulsign: A mixture in which one [lewd is suspended

as minute globules in another liquid; e.g., oil in
water.

Eradicant: A chemical used to eliminate a pest from a
-plant or a place in the environment. (See also
chemotherapy.)

Fahrenheit (F): A thermometer scale that marks the
freezing point of water at 32 degrees and the boil-

\ mg point at 212 degrees. See centigrade (C) also.
Fish: A class of ans' finals °Hie subphylum Vertebrata that

are cold-blooded and are restricted to a strictly
aquatic environment and breathe by means of gills.

Fog Treatment: .The application of a pesticide as a fine
mist for the control of pests.

Formulation: The pesticide, product containing the ac-
tive Ingredient,- the carrier and other additives re-
quired to make-it ready for sale.

. Fumigant: A chemical that forms vapors (gases) and is
used to destroy weeds, plant pathogens, insects or
other pests.

Fungi: All nonchlorophyll- hearing thallophytes (singe -
kin fungus). For example, rusts, smuts, mildews
and molds.
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Fungicide: A chemical that kills of, inhibits fungi.
IfystIstatic: A chemical tIpt- inhibits the germinainra of

fungus spores or the de,elopment of my cellum
while in continued contact with the fungus.

Granule:, A type of formulation in which the active in-
gredient is mixed with, adsorbed, absorbed tft-*
pressed on an inert carrier forming a small pellet.

GPM: Gallons per minute.
Regulator: A substance effective in minute

amounts for modifying plant processes. (See Sec-
tion 8 under Plant Growth Reiiidators for broader
derrattion.).

Growth Stages of Cereal Crops: (1) Tnllermg when
additional shoots are developing from the lower
buds. (2) Jointing when. stein internodes begin
elongating rapidly. (3) Bolting when upper leaf
sheath swells dine to the growth of developing,
spike or panicle. (4) Heading when seed head is
emerging from the upper sheath.

Hard (water): Water et) tattling soluble salts of calcium
and magnesium a sometimes Iron.

Hazard: The probability that.injury will result from use of
a substance in a proposed qNryciti,ty and mann The
sum of the toxicity plus the e. tre to a pe wide.

Herbaceous Plant: A vascular plant that does t develop
- woody tissue. .

Herbicide: A pesticide used for killing or inhibiting plant
growth. A weed or grass killer

Hydrogen-Ion Concentration: A measure of the acidity.
The hydrogen-Ion concentration is expressed in
terms of the pH of the solution. For example, a pH of
7 is neutral, from 1 to 7 is acid, and from 7 to 14 is
alkaline

Impermeable: Not capable of being penetrate
Semipermeable means permeable to some s
stances but not to others. .

Inert Ingredient: Ingredients in a product which d6 not
contribute to the act ity of the active ingredirtd. '--Ki

In-Furrow Treatment: The application of a cheiraea l. in a
Av

furrow.
iv

Ingredients: The simplest constituents of the pesticide
...e which can reasonably be determined and reported.IiipIngredients may be active 4 \ ert

Insect: Any of the kimerous sida invertebrate animals
generally having segmentedbodies and for the most
part belonging to the class Insecta, comprising six-.

'legged, usually winged forms.
Insecticide: A substance or mixture of substances in-

tended to prevent or destroy any insects which
.......,-45 may be present in any environment. .

Label: All written, printed or gn dm matter on or attached
to or accompanying the tirade or the immediate
container, .

Lactation: The period during which an animal is produc-
ing milk.

itrLC50: The concentration of a compound, which is ex-
pected to cause death in 50 percent of the test ani-
mals so treated. A means of expressing the toxicity of
a compound present in air as dust, mist, gas or vapor.
It is generally expressed as micrograms per liter as a
dust or mist but in the case of a gas or vapor as parts
per million.

0

LD50: By law, the dose which is expected to cause death
within 14 days in 50 percent of the test animals so
treatedIf ti.compound has'anLD50 0410 mg/kg It

k

more toxic than one having an LIAO of 100 mg/kg.
Low Volatile Ester: An ester's% ith a liV.thielectilar weight_

and a low s apor pressure capable of changing from a
liquid to a gas.

Mammals: A class of animals of the subphylum 'ertebrata.tt
which are warm-blooded and nourish the young
with milk. The skin is more or less covered with hair.

Metamorphosis: An\ change in form ,,tructn1 of an
insect during the growing pertod..w

Miscible Liquids: Two or At; liquids capable of wing
mixed and which will re' lan mixed under normal
conditions.

Molluscicide: A chemical which kills slugs Anal snails.
Mutagenic: Capable of producing genetic chaae.
Necrosis: Localized death of living tissue,j.e, cleath o a

certain area of a leaf or,of a certain area of an organ.
Necrotic: A term used to describe tissues exhibiting vary-

ing degrees of dhd areas or spots..
Nemoicide: A material that, will kill nematodes.

(Nematicide Is more acceptable than Nematocide.)
Nonselective: A chemical that is generally toxic to plants or

animals without regard to species. A nonselective
herbicide may kill or harm all plants.

Noxioits Weed: A plant defined by law as beings.spooially
``undesirable, troublesome and difficult lo control-.

Orartoxicity: Ability to cause injury wheii Liken by
mouth

Organic Compounds: A large group 61 chemical com-
pounds that contain carbon. See also organochlarpe_
and organophosphate.

Organochlorine: Same as chlorinated hydrocarbon.
Orga ophosphate: An organic compound containing

ihosphoms, parathion and malathion are two exam-.
------___

Ovicide: A substance that destroys eggs.

Pathogen: Any disease-producing organism or virus.
Perennial: A plant that its il";'-tir more than.,two yyrs
Pest: Forms of plant and animal life or viruses that exist

under circumstances that make them injurious to
plants, man, dopestic animals or other animal s,'ar-
ticles or substances.

Pesticide: A chemical substance used to -kill pests. The
pests may be weeds, insects rats and mice, algae, .

nematodes -and other destructive forms of life.
Phytotoxic: Injurious toplants.
Plfint Growth Regulators: A substance that alters the

growth of plart4s The term does not include sub-
stances intended solely for use as plant mitrients.oi

Postemergence: After the appearane of s'pecified.weekl
or zn-op.
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PPB: Arts per billion A way of exptessing amounts of
chemicals in foods, plants, animals, etc. One part
per billion equals 1 lb. in 500,000 tons.

PPM: Parts per million. A way of expressing amounts of
chemicals in foods, plants, animals, -etc. One part-
per million equals 1 lb in 500 tons'.
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Predator: An animal that preys on, destroys or des ours
other animals. Even though most animals prey on
smaller forms, this term is usually restricted to
members of the order Carmvora (dog, cat, weasel,
etc. families) plus a few meabeaters from other
mammalian grolips, such as opossums and seals
Raptorial birds, i.e., hawks, owls and eagles are
included, sometimes with fish-eaters like herons
and kingfishers. Some fish and reptiles may also

-be included. . .
Preemergence: PriQr to emergence of the specified weed

752 crop.

Prep lant: Application of ac.pesticide prior to planting a,
crop.

Propellant: Agent In self-pressurized pesticide products
that produces the force required to dis`pense the
active ingredient from the container:

Protestant: A chemical applied to the plant or animal
surface in-advance of the pest (or pathogen) to pre-
vent infection or injury by the pest.

'PSI: Pounds per square inch.
Pubescent: Hairy. It affects ease of wetting of foliage,

also retention of spray on foliage -

Repellent: A compound that is annoying to a certain
animal or other organism, causing it to avoid the
area in which it is placed.

Reptiles: A class of animals of the subphylum Vertebrata
that are air-breathing and cold-blooded. Th'eY lack
hair or feathers ,on the skin, which is more or less

- covered with horny epidermal platJs or scales
, .. ,

Res.rsauf: The amount of chemicai that remains on the
harvested crop.

Rhizome: Underground rootlike stein that produces roots
and leafy shoots. Examples; The white un-
derground partg of Johnson grass andhorsemettle,
the black parts of Russian knapweed. \Rodent: All animals of the order Rodentia uch, as rats
mice, gophers, woodchucks or squirrels.

Rodenticide: A substance or mixture, of suIrstances in-
tended to prevent, destroy, reps or mitigate ro-
dents.

RPM: Revolutions per minute.
Safener: A material added to a pesticide'to eliminate or

reduce phytotoxic effects to certain ,sPecies. -;
Seed Protestant: A cheinic,a4 applied. ,td seed before

planting to prevent disease and insect attack on-
, seeds and new seedlings.,

,,Selective Pesticide: A chemical' that is_more 'toxic: to
qtsome . species (plant, insect, animal, microor-

ganisms) than to:others.
Sluryy: A thick :suspension Of slightlyksoluble to insolu-

ble pesticides in a liquid medium (usually water
being the.main liquid). Particles will settle out, of a
slurry fairly 'rapidly upon standing if not kept--

under agitation.See suspension.
Soil Application:-Application of a chenciC'al to the soil

rather than In vegetiition. .

',Soil Incorporation: Mechanical mixing of the pesticide
. with the soil

S I s'Soil In ea:on: MelIsanical placep.ient.of. the pesticide
beneath the sotrsurfacesi4h-'a minimum of mixing
or' stirring. ,Common method of applying liquids`or` stirring.

intp,gases.

A'
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Soil Ste slant: A chefnical that prevents the growth of
plan , microorganisms, etc., when present in soil.
Soil erilization may be temporary or relatively
permanent, depending on the nature of the chenu-
c.t4 !wing applied.

Solution: Mixture of one or more substances in another
in which all the ingredients are truly and coup-
pletely dissolved in the molecular state.

, Solvent: A liquid which will dissolve a substance form-
ing a true solution (liquid in molecfdli- dispersion).

Spot, Treatment:, The application of a pesticide to 44
selected individual pI4,nts, an' mls or soil. ,

'Spray Drift:, The movement of:airborne spray particles
away frOm the intended application area.

Spreader: A substance which increases the area that a
given volume of /mind will cover on a solid or on
another liquid. -

Sticker: A material added to a pes cidefo increase its
persistence or adherence rAtiier than to increase in-
itial deposit..

Stolon: Abose-grmind runners or slender stems that de-
selop roots, shoots and new plants at the tip of
nodes as in the strawberry plant or Bermuda grass

Stomach Poison: A pesticide thaf must be eaten V an
insect or other amnia' in order to kill the animal.

Supplement: Same as adjulant. Substance added to a '-
pesticide to impros e its physical or chemical prop-
erties. May be a sticker; spreader,awetting agent,
safener, etc ; but usually not a diluent.

Surfactant: A material which increases the emulsifying, )
dispersing, spreadeng, wetting or other surface

-mollifying properties of pesticid4ormulation.
Susceptible Species: A plant or animal that is affected by

moderate amounts of a pesticide. . _

Suspension: A system consisting of very finely divided
solid particleS'dispersed in a liquid., -

1r ynergism: -The joint action of two or more Pesticides
that is greater than the suit of the pesticides when
used alone.

Systemic Pesticide: 'A chemical which is translocated
within the plant. poiexaMple, a systemic insec-
ticide can be applied to the sod; enter the, toots of
the plant, tiyis el to the Jetts es and kill insects feed-,

"mg on the leaves. (
Tolerance: ti) By law, a regulation that establishes the

maxiinu amount.of a pesticide chemical that may
remain m a raw agriehltural, cominodity: P(2) The/ Jul ity of a hying organism to withstand to a degree
a disease, insect attack, dry weather, etc.

, .'
Toxicant: Any poison or poisonous substance. The active

ingredient, fik example, in a herbicide or insec-
tic0e, is the toxicant. However, the active ingre-
dient in a plant growth regulator may not 'poison
the plant and, therefore, is not a tpxicant, All active
'ingredient compounds are not toxicants.

Toxicity: The natural capacity of asubstance ,td produce
injury. Toxicity is measitr0 'by oral, derma) and
inhalation on test, Imimals.

.
trade Name: Same as brand naiiie.

translocated Pesticide: One that is 'tuned- within the
plant from the,site of entry_. Systemu: pesticides are
translocated.

k
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ULV: Ultra low vo me, no water applied with the pes-
ticide form ation.

Vapor Dr' he movement of vapors of a volatile
-chemical from the area of ahlioation.

's
Vapor Pressure: The 'property which ,causes alchemical

compound to evaporate. The lower the vapor pres-
sure, the more volatile the compound.

Vector: A 'carrier such as an insect that carries and
transmits a pathogen. ,Example: Some virus dis-
eases of plants can only be carried by certain in-`
sects.

Vertebrate Animals: A majOr category of animals that are
distinctive by their poskession of a segmented spit
nal column. *

it 'Viscosity: A property of liquids that resists flow.
Viscosity of liquids usually increases with a de-
cre:ye in temperature.

I

(`"

This information is for edticational purposes only Reference to commercial products or trade names does not imply dtscrtuttnutn
or indorsement by ,the Cooperative Extension Sertice Co4eratice Extension VrtteePrograms are open to all without regard t(
race, cotor,creed, or national origin I &wed in furtherance of ooperatike extension cork tn ogruldture and home ecom.mites, acts of
May 8, and June 30, 1914, in cooperation with the C S Department of Agriculture Gordon E Guyer, Dire( tor, Cooperatite Exten-
sion Service, Michigus State University, E Lansing, MI 41824 .5M-WP

Volatile: A compound is said to be ()Lade when it
evaporates (changes,from a liquid to a gas) at ordi-

, nary temperatures on exposure to air.
Weed: A 'plant that.is undesirable due to certain chariac-

. "teristics or its presence in cehain areas. A plant
growing in a placeAere it is not waikted.

Wettable Powder: A coil (powder) formulatin which, on
addition to water, forms a suspension used for

g,water7soluble

Wetting Agent: A compound that redo es shrface tension
and causes liquid to contact p nt surfaces more
thoroughly.

Winter AnnOa/: Plants -which germinate in the fall and
'complete their life cycle by early suininer.

Zero Tolerance: By law, no detectable amount of the
pesticide may remain on the raw agricultural
commodity when it is offered for shipment. ero
tolerances are no longer allowed.

spraying. It is prepared by add
agents to the formulation.

e
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